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NEW WORLD GLOBES
for Short Wave Enthusiasts
at New Low Prices

THESE remarkable, new globes printed
In a variety of popular rotors are indispensable to short -wave fans.
among the many features or
Notable
Short-wave fans ate enabled these world rinhee, is that they give life -time service.
to determine rorreet time in various renters of the world with
Ibtances from city to city can
the aid of these globes;
he accurately estahl ished.
There Is a graduated " Dleridian"
pole -this facilitates determining scale on each globe. Another feature is the movable hour scale found at the north
the hour in any part of the world.
You will be thrilled when
f n to Toki , from 7.05 you put tothe globe to actual use -measuring dl.stanrrs from Nov fork to absent; from Cape
Rio de Janeiro: etc. A flat man is deceptive for measuring, but
and stretch It across the globe,
lake a small string
from
city to city, and ynu have the correct di.ttures
Each globe copains a
li -line or several
thousand cities in nations all over the world-spellings eonfnrm to international
geographic standards-all
globes
are or 1935 numb,. ion. They I o tain such important features as
]b'ra's recent v e.. to Little America
traces of Admiral
Lindbergh's l'ares flight: the new .lapanr,r Empire: nrinri I railroad.;
pal international short -wave
radio stations and call letter.: steamship routes; a ill other
'l'he
:
equally hnpotam JaLa. princiour fine handmade or Library
fined and tit 'irate.
globe
mans
are
reN,- verlh,less. the two types
have an essential
Characteristic In rntnnlon -their
rich color harmony. in which early
color of equal strength blend:
Into a hannnnions rotor unit.
The map .nrface of all
models Is protected by a high.
glazed. s:dvr
proof
kept
andamp clot
neu with
This finishlewrillrnoi fade, crack
r becomenYelhnw will
age.
The colors are sun
The.. aubes told dignityprod.
to hnme, office. studio or Iaburatury -they
are globes that cremate
w Ill be proud to
own.
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iutt ion globe -Loup.
value an be used as

Mountain ranges-Mountain peaks. volcanos- Plateaus,
stappes- Glarlen, shelf ice-Swamps- Deserts,
oases
-Crean currents in white- Rivers and river systems
-Important lakesCataracts
(Nile) -Depressions
(Death Palley)-Cnernlared areas In white.

meridian. and rotates.

The ball is strongly made of three plies of composition board, reinforced within.
The
is hand Mount.d on a stirrlal prepared plaster map
.urfait which
glees added strength and permits a ,fia...awath finish. Water proof and setattit proof lacquer seals
the
neap and preserves its fine colors.
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Tlds combination
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world globe and atlas holder adds
p
nrarauce :md dignity
ty to any r
is very attract lee.
The globe measures 8' in diameter. It has a full.
uated, movable meridian. finished In statuary bronzegradand
gold.
stand
and is riehly ,Irrnratcd Ina -1dnut
this world globe is included at no additional finish. 1YIth
qqC
cost. a nett 22I-page t,,rld :alas. Ilelght13%
Shipping weight
lbs.
PRICE
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I tat-civet] the t'oeld GhBte and am styli
pl.a.rd With ils eompietens., anpearanre
and
nrhlhiess.
.hurl ware listening ha; become a hobby
with toe. and this World Globe i. a t e.
rv
curacy

MOUNTING

Substantial. completely reversible meriditn antique
bras plated still] rho, numbers and decree marks
brightly burnished. Revolve; at a touch on ball bcarInes In a beautiful solid walnut floor craille stand of
authentic Duncan Phyla design. heavy brass claw feet,

any short wane listener fir. , for

to

that malter, to any home.
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C. ELLIS, Supt.
Laboratory. 19th and Camitbell Sts.
Kansas City. Missouri

Sl :.LE OF MILES

An Inch on this globe's surface is equivalent to 500
miles on the earth's surface. Because of th 1. convenient sale, the 16' globe Is speeia
equinnnent In
the schools of many states.
With this beautiful globe Is included the 32 -page
illustrated booklet entitled, "The Story of the Globe."
The World Globe No. 11-16 Is limier-

rl

atelypriced. Height-395V'. Shinning
weight (ball and globe) 30 Iba. PItiCE

World Globe Atlas No. 11-12

331 375

This

globe -atlas combineto is o
of the finest
pieces thai1erIuld be placed
in any home or unite. The
I

ORDER YOUR GLOBE TODAY!
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
SWC -2 -36
99 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of $
for which please ship me
the following World Globe.
(
) World Globe No. P -8 it $4.25
(
) World Globe No. R -16 tr $31.75
(
) World Globe No. L -7 fa $2.60
(
) World Globe No. R -12 !r) $6.86
Name
Address
City
State
Santa remittance In cheek or money order
letter
If it contains rash, stamps or currency. -register
GLODE$ ARE
SlIiPPF:f) FRODI OCR
{VAltEilOt'SE IN CHICAGO
F. O. Is. FROM
TRAT CITY.
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ugly into the finely con -
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Provision is Millie below for
383 -page atlas
wh1935
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q lobe.
at no extra charge.
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Shipping

;6.85

All globes are carefully packed in original,

corrugated

protected, cartons, assuring safe delivery. ORDER BY
NUMBER. Send check or money order,
by parcel post. Globes are shipped from plus sufficient postage for delivery
our Chicago warehouse. Register
letter if it contains cash, currency or stamps.
Specify if shipment is to be
sent express collect. ALL ORDERS ARE FILLED
PROMPTLY.
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WHAT'S

ice,_

NEW IN

RADIO

STAAT A SPARE TIME OR FULL

TIME

OLD -TIME SERVICEMEN
LOSING OUT WITH THEIR
HIT- AND -MISS METHODS
RAPID DEVELOPMENT IN RADIO

and improved circuits- special
purpose tubes-Radio's expansion into
many allied fields -have created an increasing demand for Radio servicemen.
BUT -only the trained servicemen -the
men who have secured a firm grounding in the fundamentals of Radio, in
modern service technique, and who have
kept up with all the modern developments of Radio are in a position to
take advantage of this.

-new

RADIO SERVICE
BUSINESS
4.*.

O
Free Book Tells How. Mail Coupon!
The world -wide use of Radio sets for home entertainment has made
many opportunities for you to have a spare tame or full time
Radio business of your own. The day you enroll I start sending
you Extra Money Job Sheets which quickly show you how to do
Radio repair jobs common in moat every neighborhood. Many N.
R. I. men make $5. $10, $15 a week extra in spare time while learning. I show you how to install and service all types of receiving
sets. I give you Radio equipment and instructions for conducting
experiments, for building circuits and testing equipment and for
making tests that will give you broad practical Radio experience.
Clip the coupon below and get my free 64 -page book, "Rich Rewards in Radio"-it gives you a full story of the success of N.R.I.
students and graduates. and tells how to start a spare time or full
time Radio business on money node in spare time while learning.

TODAY'S RADIO SERVICEMAN IS

a different person from the serviceman
of five years ago. Today, the successful
serviceman must really be a trained service engineer-capable, quick. ingenious,
to solve the many problems he meets
with when servicing the many types of

Radios and other apparatus developed
along Radio principles -which he is
called on to repair, sell and service.
The old-timer who simply changes tubes,
pulls wires, holds his breath and
hopes, can't get along today. On every
side he sees efficient, trained men step
into his shoes -go ahead faster -and
make more money.

ALL -WAVE AND HIGH FIDELITY
RADIOS, with their exact adjustments
have brought forth many new service
problems. This kind of service work
requires a man with special knowledge
and training. Not the old -time, hitHe may try-but he
and -miss fellow.
can't succeed. It's the well trained serviceman who cashes in. That's why we
see many ambitious men everywhere get ing into Radio service work-with
sound training such as any man can get
from the National Radio Institute. And

that's why many servicemen with years
of practical experience are also training
themselves in the modern ways of servicing.

J.

Many N. R. I. Men Make $5, $10, $15 a Week
Extra in Spare Time While Learning

I

Many of the twenty million sets now
in use are less than 50'e stile ient. I
still show you how to cash in on this
condition. I will show you the plans
anti Idela that have enabled many ethers to make 55. $10. $15 a 'seek in

THE KINO OF MONEY

OF

TRAIN MY MEN TO MAKE

$3,500 Year in Own Business
"After completing the N.

snare time while learning.

Anthony 1-eninas. 260
Plymouth. lea.. writes:

It. I. Course I fortune
Radio Editor of the Buffalo Couder.
Later I
started a Radio service
business of

ii

a

your Course.

averaged

and

11J

"1
m.k on Radin part
time
still holding my
regular job. Since enrollinn lire years ago, I have
u

averaged around $x0 every
month. giving me a total
If about í'e0011. "

-.roux

t.
MORISSETTt :. 773
Silver Street, 3Ianehester,
N. II.

in Year for Former Plumber

"yy hen I took tip the N.
lt. I. Course. my work as

Ur
old]

as

a

and less.

1

sill

--4

Cornell Street, Ottawa,

Ill.

.

pay

and Jobbers employ hundreds of
servicemen. salesmen, managers. and
pay up to $75e.00 a week. Radio operators on ships enjoy life, see the world.
with board and touting free. and get

pay besides. My book tells you
the opportunities in these fields.

fwd
of

in Aviation Radio. Television,
Pollee Radio. Short wave Radio. Automobile Radio and other new branches
of tide fast grossing industry. Get It.
also

1

Train You at Home In
Your Spare Time
eady
your iii, until
y of
lt
>

for

r
only part
sour
You a do not need a high

C,ber

spare time.

J. E. Smith, Pres.

school or college education. Hundreds
stilb only a Common Waal education
have sun bigger pay through N.It. I.
training. Graduate J. A. Vaughn
week.
from
Iumped
Sli eritati 'increased his Income

nearly 10Eí. The National Radio Institute is the Pioneer and World's
Largest organization devoted exclusively to training men by Home Study for
good jobs in the Radio industry.

You Must Be Satisfied

I will

give you an agreement to refund every penny of your money If you
are not satisfied 11116 u t.y lesson and
Instruction Senire often you gradnatc.
And l'If not only give 'on thnrmtgh

training

In

radio

principles. practical

experience in building and servicing
ts, but also Advanced Specialized
Training in the ives- of Radio stork
you rhusu-.

Get My Free Book of Facts

eras in
Mall the coupon for ''itirh Rest
coon
Radio." lea free to any smith
you
fellow over 15 year dd. It tells time
full
about Itadin s WAIT time
nt
training: lme
opportunities: a

others who hate
taken It are do-

ing and earning.
coupon in
an envelope. or

\tall

pasty It
le post

on

'cria

Dept. 6BB3

National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

A. TODD, 626

This Coupon is Good for
One FREE Copy of My Book
.

GET MY FREE LESSON
on Radio Servicing Tips

NEW BOOK TELLS ABOUT RADIO'S DI VELOPMENTS. Mr. J. E.
Smith, President of the National Radio
Institute, Washington, D. C., the oldest

I'll

-or

yr.

another.

Institute -are including thorough training in Auto Radio in their courses.

and largest Institute for training men
for Radio through home study, has prepared a book telling all about the need
for thorough training in Radio, for
either "old" servicemen who want to
prepare themselves for modern Radio
for the beginner who
servicing
wishes to enter Radio either as a spare
time or full time expert. Read the National Radio Institute's advertisement
on the right-then mail the coupon for
a FREE copy of Mr. Smith's book.

Broadcasting stations use engineers.
operators, station managers, and Pill
anufaeRadio
tip to $5.000
ttirers Use testers inspectors. foremen.
mutineers. servicemen anti buyers. and

gold

getting
loing tine

my service work now.
The profits for the past
twelve months have been
about $2000. For anyone
'slaking to enter Radio, I
recommend N. R. L "

made over $300 In my

.

S80.00 Monthly in Spare Time

S2,000

I

Tine Street.

'While taking

Get Ready Now for a
Radio Business of Your Own
and for Jobs Like These

o

s

tine.'

spare

rn$3100
á':r." T. J. TF:I.A.t li.
56 Iinsettt Avenue. Buffalo. N. T.
have

servicemen

AUTO RADIOS BRING SPECIAL
SERVICE PROBLEMS. The increasing
volume of sales of Auto Radios is bringing with it an increased demand for
trained servicemen who are capable of
servicing Auto Radios quickly and thoroughly. Many new problems-such as
ignition noises, insulation problems,
servicing complicated and compact receivers, the ability to tell whether the
car chassis or the receiver is to blame,
vibrator defects -are being handled by
modern, well- trained servicemen who are
finding Auto Radio a means of increasing their incomes. Modern Radio
schools -such as the National Radio

President

Smith,

HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES

'

increase their
earnings by greatly reducing the amount
of rime required to do a job. This enables them to handle a greater volume
of work per day, and have more time
to build up their businesses.

helping

E.

National Radio Institute

MODERN SERVICING METHODS

are

577

prove that 111 N. training is practical.
asy
money- making Information. that it is
to understand-that It is just what you need
to master Radio. My ample lesson text.
"Radio Receiving Troubles -the Cause and
Remedy covers a long list of Radio receiv-

er troubles in A.C., D.C., battery. universal. auto. T. R. F.. super- heterodyne, all wave. and other types of sets. And a cross
reference system gives you the probable
cause and a quirk way to locate and remedy these set troubles. A special section is
devoted to receiver eherk -up. alignment.
balancing, neutralizing and testing. Get
this lesson Free. No obligation. Just mail

.1.

E. SMITH. President,

National Radio Institute,
Dept. 6Bß3,

Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligation, send me the Sample Lesson and your free book about spare time and full time Radio
opportunities, and how I can train for them at home in spare
time. (Please write plainly.)
Neste

Age

Address
14.r-1

City

coupon.
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On Modern Radio Equipment

TRAIN

in 12 Weeks
in the big

Chicago Shops
of Yne

FOR

View of Students operating
our Television Camera
and Scanning Unit

Students operating our
modern Transmitter

TALKING PICTURES

TELEVISION

No Advanced Education or Previous Experience Needed

to Master Thorough, Practical Coyne Training
COLRSE-NO BOOK STUDY

-

"Learn by Doing" methods train you to master RADIO-NOT A CORRESPONDENCE
advanced education or previous Radio
YOU DON'T HAVE TO RECITE LESSONS IN A CLASSROOM -you DON'T NEED Radio, Sound and Television equipon
daylight
shops
in
modern,
right
Experience -START ANYTIME. You are trained
you will meet out in the field on a real job.
ment under the personal supervision of expert instructors on the sort of work
time. SPEND ONLY 12 WEEKS DOING ACTUAL
That's why Coyne Practical Training is able to prepare you in such a shortDo
radio wiring and testing, trouble shooting, repairWORK AT COYNE, and you should be ready to qualify for a big pay job.
sets, oscillators, analyzers and test inSuperheterodyne
A.
C.
-date
up
-to
modern,
of
wide
variety
on
a
Work
servicing.
ing and
to install, test and service public address sysequipment;
and
transmitting
receiving
television
to
how
operate
Learn
struments.
Operator's License and to know all
tems and sound picture equipment. Prepare for Amateur, Broadcast, or Telegraph Radio
Examination.
License
a
government
for
rules
code and Dept. of Commerce

Uma'n9 tlfF!

IP1171

PAY F0ß YOUR TRAJNINGJVÎMJW2
in Small Monthly Payments !
...

If you are short
of money we'll send you details of an amazingly easy finance plan
and consider your application. If accepted, you won't have to start
paying tuition hack until five months from the date you start school
and then you'll
or 60 days after your required training period

Don't let financial embarrassment hold you back

...

Earn Living Expenses
While You Are
Training!

11

11
you need part -time work to help
pay your living expenses while train
ing, write and tell us your problem
and we may be able to help you. Ti
Free Service of our Employment D.
partment has enabled hundreds of d.
serving students to get part time jut,
and earn part or all of their room ar.l

board while training in the

gres

Coyne Chicago Shops.

DIESEL

have 18 months to complete your payments. This plan has enabled
hundreds of ambitious fellows to get Coyne Training with very
little money. It can do the same for you. Many of our graduates
have found their extra earnings more than enough to cover the
small monthly payments.

Our Graduate Employment Service will
give you real employment help. As one
of our graduates you will get assistance
quickly. and every help we can give
you to locate a job for which you have
been Trained.

"f he Loste,t grooming industries in
America today. Manufacturers and
Distributors of Diesel, Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning equipment need
Trained men who have Specialized in
these rapidly expanding fields. Here at
Coyne you will prepare to lilt a job as
installation and Service Man, Shop Mechanic, Tester. Assembler, Inspector,
etc. You will learn about various types
of compressors. condensers, temperature
control devices, thermostatic and expansion valves -you will do actual electrical work on latest types of Diesel.
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning ma.
chines. And, it won't cost you one extra
cent to get this remarkable Training.
We include iit without charge with your
regular Radio Training.

Mail The Coupon
Get the new "Coyne Opportunity
ßook" giving all facts about Coyne
Training. Photographs of Shops show-

ing students at work on modern
Radio equipment under the personal

supervision of Coyne Expert Instructors. Also details of our Spare Time
Employment Service. Pay After Graduation Plan and Graduate Employment
Service. Yours without cost. Simply
mail the coupon.

Home of Coyne Shops

COYNE

Graduate

Included Without Extra Cost

This is our fireproof modern building
wherein is installed thousands of dollars
worth of Radio equipment of all kinds.
Every comfort and convenience has been
arranged to make you happy and contented during your Training.
H. C

You Get Employment
Service After You

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
AND AIR CONDITIONING

trwIS. PRESIDENT

FOUNDED

1585

RADIO f3 ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
son S. Paulinas St., Dept. 26 -2K, Chicano,

Please mention

III.

IH.
I

ISOO
Send
I
I
I

71

Lewis, President
13 Electrical School, Dept. 26-2K
S. Pauline St., Chicago, Ill.

C.

Coyne Radio

me your Big Free Bo. a.
Spare
gaoling
Emvi.,>
of easy. your S
payments.

"

m.

I
I

STATE

L__
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What Interests You Most In Short Waves?
A Prize Contest for Short Wave Enthusiasts
By HUGO GERNSBACK
WHEN I started Short Wave Craft in 1930, over and regulations
of this simple contest, which evolves
five years ago, I dedicated it to the great fraternity
of Radio Experimenters. It has been edited under this itself into the following:
WHAT ARE THE TEN THINGS IN SHORT
policy ever since.
WAVES
THAT INTEREST YOU MOST TODAY?
While radio experimenting embraces a very great
This
is
the heart of the contest, and I believe that
endeavor, I am fully aware of the fact that times change
by
the
time
this contest is over, we will have found out
and that readers require changes in their reading
many new things that interest readers today, far
ter also. For that reason, we have made, from mattime more so than an occasional letter from you would indito time, such changes in editorial contents which I cate.
But please, before you start out making a list, be
thought were indicated by our
sure that you read the rules
readers' demands.
of the contest as otherwise your
We usually follow the suggesentry may be disqualified. In
tions and advice given to us by
any contest of this type, cer$50.00 in Prizes
readers, and have always been
tain
rules are required, as you
guided by such suggestions.
for the best letters answering
probably
appreciate, because of
It has occurred to me, howthe question,
the tens of thousands of letters
ever, that due to various changes
that pour in on the judges.
WHAT ARE THE TEN THINGS IN
in the radio industry which
For this reason there must be
SHORT WAVES THAT INTEREST
take place right along, that it
a
certain uniformity, otherwise
YOU
MOST
TODAY?
was time to take a new vote
the
judges will find it difficult to
First Prize
from our readers in order to
$20.00
award the prizes.
Second Prize
find out just exactly what read$10.00
Third Prize
This contest should prove of
5.00
ing matter our readers are lookFourth Prize
3.00
great
interest to all of our
ing for in Short Wave Craft toFifth Prize
2.00
readers because it will crystalSixth to Fifteenth Prizes, each
day.
1.00
lize the opinions of thousands of
For instance, when we started
short wave enthusiasts and
in 1930, the one and two tube
will show all of us the prevailing
battery set was foremost in the minds of our readers. tendency in short
waves
and how the majority feel
Today that has changed, and experimenters seem about the subject
in general.
to go in for multi -tube sets, as well as other
But whether you
endeavors. These endeavors are so multifarious, that you will participate are out to win a prize or not, I trust
in the contest, because it is
I thought it best to inaugurate a new prize contest,
with a major question of this type to get all of necessary
the opinwhereby you would be invited to list the things which ions that the Editors
possibly can get from all quarters.
interest you most in short waves today.
I trust you will not disappoint me, and will enter
Elsewhere in the magazine, you will find the rules this contest spiritedly.
(Be sure to rend the rules on page 588, before you

start.)

SHORT WAVE CRAFT IS PUBLISHED ON THE 1st OF EVERY
MONTH
This is the February, 1936 Issue -Vol. VI, No. 10. The Next Issue Comes

Out February 1.

Editorial and Advertising Offices,

99 -101 Hudson

Street, New York City
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I'LL TRAIN YOU QuckZq FOR
SPARE -TIME AND FULL -TIME JOBS IN

ELECTRIC 1 TY

BY PRACTICAL SHOP METHODS
,(i12

qcu4Jpa4L[72iflE

RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME
Learn to earn up to $50 a week or more in a real moneymaking field. Electricity today offers opportunities undreamed-of a few years ago...steady jobs...interesting work
good pay...a real future. And now Electric Institute brings
the practical training necessary to
to your very door

-

-

qualify for the rich rewards that are waiting. There is no
need to give up your present job ... no need to leave home,
no need to travel hundreds, perhaps
family and friends
thousands, of miles to some distant city; pay out large
sums of money for traveling and living expenses. Now,
you can learn Electricity by a simple, easy, practical
at a fraction of the cost
right at home
method
and with full assurance of
of going away to school
your money back if you're not entirely satisfied.

...

......

...

-EARN EXTRA MONEY
LEARN BY DOING ACTUAL JOBS IN

YOUR OWN ELECTRICAL WORK
SHOP

.

.

.

WE FURNISH EQUIPMENT

[CifRllCllif)/
Rom.
in

Opportunities to make $5,510, or more a week while training.
By the most practical, most amazingly easy method of home
shop training. the fascinating mystery of electricity is unfolded to you step by step in a way that anyone can quickly
understand and which is intended to make you a real
practical trained man and not a theoretical engineer. I
have designed this course so that it is possible for my
students to start earning money almost at once. Do not
confuse Electric Institute Training with a theoretical course,
with dry text books and tiresome theories. By this new
plain, simple words-exactly what
method, you are told
then you do the actual Jobs, with real,
to do, and why
full -size electrical equipment which we furnish without extra
cost as a regular part of your training. That's the modern,
easy Electric Institute way to become a practical skilled
electrician in your spare time without leaving your present
job until you are ready to step into a real electrical job.

Youraa

Electricity is a practical subject which must be taught in
a practical way. That's why we furnish each of our

students with dozens of items of real electrical equipment
so
and apps -atus in addition to his course of study
the actual work on real elect rical jobs ... make
you can
This
equipexperiments.
own
tests
perform your
ment is ' urnished without extra cost, not only to aid
your training. but to be used to go out and do real jobs
. real installations and repairs that you can get real
money for. In fact, by doing only two or three such jobs
a month your training should actually pay for itself
. and the opportunities for extra spare -time earnings
are simply amazing!

BY DOING PART TIME
JOBS WHILE LEARNING!

i

...

...

... -in

40;

'

`Kflt/ftI
`"

YOU DON'T NEED PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
A LOT OF BOOK LEARNING TO PREPARE FOR
JOBS LIKE THESE:

FREE BOOK
DIESEL ELECTRIC

POWER. RADIO and
REFRIGERATION

-for

nrpnl
Compicte r
I
practical training in
Electric l'uwer. Radio. Electric Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning. Start NOW

...

RUSH THE COUPON...TODAYI

and prepare to take advantage of the opportunities

Maintt nance work, lighting and

H. W. PETERSON

Proidrnt, et.tetn ¡s ntaa
illumina lion. automotive electricity,
manufacturing, service and repairs, power plant work, switchall offer real opporboard operation, sub -station operation
tunities to trained men who can qualify. Or, if you prefer to own
and operate an electrical business of your own, Electric Institute training and the equipment furnished will give you a start.

...

that are waiting for trained
men in these fields and many
other branches of Electricity. It's easy to get all the
facts about Electric Destitute Training . . it takes
only a postage stamp to

Dept. 1668,

H. W. Peterson, President
ELECTRIC INSTITUTE. INC.,

5840 Addison St., Dept. 16611. Chicago, Ill.
Send Free Book with all facts about E. I. Home Shop Training.

and
mail the coulsm
that little coupon may be
the turning point in your
life, if you'll give it a chance.

ELECTRIC INSTITUTE, Inc.
STREET,

There is no better way to succeed in I., than to train for
expanding. Such
specialized work in an industry that
opportunities are waiting in the great and growing held of
needed.
And Electric
Electricity, where trained men are always
Institute is ready to show you the way. Mail the coupon
Big, New, Free Book and all facts about
now-TODAY
this revolutionary plan of home shop training. There is no
obligation. and no salesman will call on you. The look costs
nothing
but it may be worth a fortune to YOU!

TELLS YOU HOW

New el, ctried pntj.1 , constantly
increasing use of electric power, means
more jobs for men with practical training. Tht re is scarcely a large industry
today that does not use trained electrical m in in some part of their work.

5840 ADDISON

INTO A GROWING FIELD
FOR BIG PAY AND A FUTURE
GET

Nane

Please mention SituhIr WANE CIIADT when

I

Age

Address

H. PRPET0E7N

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

I

I

I

LCity

writing advertisers
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RADIO -CONE
OF SILENCE'
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WNEELS' LOWERED
PASSENGERS TDLD TD
FASTEN SAFETY BELTS

Very few people are aware of the

important rôle short waves play in guiding over 600 giant passenger Air Liners,
night and day, across the country. Mr.
Roberts, who specially prepared the
accompanying description of how modern airplanes frequently fly "blind"
through fog and storm, actually made
the described flight for SHORT WAVE
CRAFT and much of his time was spent
in the cockpit with the pilots.
The
method of handling dispatches to and

.f1<wy}

vA..:I..ATilr..r..rwy

\,ìp/t

CrnA.wIR EACE

BEACON CONTROL
YWEATHER EUREAV

AIRLINE
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PLDODUONT

RADS! AT 276 RC"

YELLOW

50111EEM UOMTS

IF SO FL CETLWS,
PLANE RAN HIE.
AIRPORT tUGHTni)
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1.

AS HE DROPS
DOWN Our OF
FOG

from the air liner, and the manner
in which the radio beacon signals are
used to guide the liner, are authentically here described by Mr. Roberts,
who is also a pilot himself.

MIGHT OR STORM LANDING OF PLANE
PILOT TALKS TO'OROUNO' STATION
Se FORE ME READIES AIRPORT

AIRPORT

R

TARLEEtúwi
oc FOG.

V

LIGHTS

ALL OTHERS ARE RED.

Illustrating

how plane's pilot knows when he has arrived at airport: no beam signal
is heard when he flies across the "cone of silence" above the radio station.

Flying the Radio Beam
How Short and Long Waves Cuide Planes Along Airways
star burst brilliantly

A DIAMOND

before our eyes. A myriad of white
snowflakes, caught in the gleam of our
lights, sped out of black nothingness, to
be lost again in the night, their brief
trails radiantly streaking the darkness
in a never -ending scintillating brilliance, a bursting shower of white
sparks.... A click of the switch, and
the lights are out -the magic is gone,
and again we are suspended motionless
in a dark opaque void without an end.
Seven thousand feet below lies an invisible earth.
Flying Through Snow!
Seven thousand feet, and climbing...
Outside, the snowstorm is raging in
cold fury. It is chilly in the cockpit.
The pilots had put on their smart blue
overcoats half an hour ago. Earphones
clamped over their visored gold- braided
caps, they sit at the controls, calmly
competent, occasionally moving the
wheel a fraction of an inch, or glancing at the maze of instruments before
them. The instrument board glows
faintly with soft green luminous dials;

a tiny light is shining over the flight
instruments. There is no sense of motion; only the distant muffled roar of
the powerful engines, and the dry rustle
of snow against the windshield to tell
us that we are moving. Close to two
hundred miles an hour. Eight thousand
feet now. Still climbing
In the darkened cabin, a dozen pas sengers are dozing through the storni.
It is warm here. The little girl in seat
number four curled up like a kitten,
fast asleep. Across the aisle and two
seats further down, an elderly man is
reading a magazine by the shaded reading light above his seat. In the back of
the cabin, two cigarettes glow in the
dark, momentarily revealing a tousled
blonde head and a sleek dark one, suspiciously close together. It is snowing
hard outside. Far out, at the wingtips,
the red and green navigation lights are
glowing nebulously through the driving
snow. Let it snow. It is warm and
cozy here.

...

AIRPLANES CAN TALK
TO EACH OTHER ON SNORT

CLOUD SANK
OR FOG

PLANE TALKS
GROUND STATION
OR GROUND STATION

TOAIRPLANEON
SHORT wAVES
.

,

I.

_

-

OF

LIGHT AND ULTRA -3.W BEACON

SILENCE

-r

.--1T

Every Night at Ten ...
It was blowing half a gale at New
Orleans this afternoon when our ship
left the runway at the Shushan airport.
It rained all the way across Alabama,
but the sun shone warmly over Georgia
as we approached Atlanta for a landing.
We watched the sun set over the hills
of the Carolinas, and saw the stars
shining crisply in the clear winter sky
over Washington. This afternoon and
evening, in three easy strides, our ship
flew twelve hundred miles, and is now
winging her way through a snowstorm
on the last leg of her journey North.
Every night at ten a ship looms in the
southern sky at the Newark airport,
and five minutes later taxies up to her
hangar, bringing passengers, mail and
express from the Gulf. We are aboard
that ship tonight-safely, and on time!
Radio Waves Guide Airplanes
Since the moment our propellers started turning at New Orleans, we were
never alone. Radio signals crackled
through the air, telling us where we
were; unseen voices followed our prog-

"=c74s1 CO E

,.;

WAv ES

TO

By Henry W. Roberts
Pilot and Aviation Expert

-

4

-
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SIGNAL GETS STRONGER
AS AIRPLANE NEARS

2 WAY HIGH SPEEDI
LANE. N. SA 5.
2 WAY HIGH SPEED
LANE. EA W

EACH

LANE

STATION

HAS

LAB.. LIGHT BEACON, FOR CLEAR
WEATHER NIGHT FLYING THE BEACONS
FLASH THEIR IDENTIFYING CODE LETTERS

HIGH SPEED

AIR TRAFFIC

S

2WAYLOW SPEED
LANE N.& 5,

N

LB

2 WAY
LANE

LOW SPEED

E.AW.

LB

V.
GROUND S W. TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVING STATION LOCATED
AT AIRLINE TERMINALS

OWN
SNORT WAVE

BEAM"
SIGNAL

COPS

LB
LS

'

i

WAVE BEACON STATION
CONSTANTLY SENDS COURSE SIGNALS
LONG

BY CODE

.

)

BUS
To

CITY

PRIVATE PLANE

LANE

ELEVATORS CARRY PASSENGERS
TO ANO FROM DIFFERENT LEVEL PLATFORMS

WEATHER REPORTS BV VOICE

EVERY HALF HOUR

AIR POLICE

HANGAR.
TO- MORROW
Above: Showing how planes can talk to one another or to "ground" by short waves.
Right:
years ago Hugo Gernsback
the editor, proposed the graduated air -lane and "Air-Traffic" Tower shown Fourteen
at the right.
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Station dispatcher at a "ground" station
of the Eastern Air Lines, using the selector dial which serves as remote control.
By means of this dial, the dispatcher can
switch frequencies, control volume and
switch the receiver.

ress, told us of the weather ahead, and
guided us past other ships in the air.
Now, as we fly through the storm, the
invisible tentacles of the radio beacon
reach into the darkness and guide us on
our way.
Day and night, on both sides of the
broadcast band, the air is throbbing
with radio messages, by voice and code,
as the speeding ships talk to their airports. Ninety -four long -wave radio
range beacons stretch from coast to
coast in a mighty network, guiding aircraft along the highways of the sky;
every half hour, Federal weather stations cut in with the latest forecasts;
low -powered marker beacons along the
route tell the pilots of their progress.
On the short-wave side of the broadcast band, a hundred air liners talk to
each other and to their ground stations.
The backbone of radio air navigation
is the radio range beacon system. Operated by the Bureau of Air Commerce, it Typical flying map, showing "radio
serves 18,655 miles of principal air- beams"; the identifying code signals are
ways, and is used by the Government, marked on the original map, also all imthe air lines, and the private fliers whose portant towns, light marker beacons, etc.

View of Western Electric radiophone
equipment installed in plane. Rectangular panel at the left is the 8 -C control unit
containing: in the upper left the on -off
switch for the short -wave receiver, upper
middle the frequency shift indicator
which lights until a shift in frequency has
been properly completed, upper right the
on -off switch for the radio transmitter,
lower left the gain and sensitivity control
and lower right the volume control for the
short -wave receiver. Above and to the
right of this panel is the antenna meter,
which indicates the "power output" in the
antenna. At the right is first the 1.050
volt dynamotor for the transmitter plate
circuit and then the short -wave receiver;
just below it is the transmitter. The
curved white shaft running diagonally
towards the lower right is the frequency

shift.

ships are equipped with radios. A few
sensible rules govern the use of the
radio beacons in bad weather, and the
whole system works so simply and efficiently that there has never been a midair collision while flying by radio, nor
need ever be.
The beacons operate on frequencies
between 200 and 400 kilocycles, and each
beacon is assigned its own frequency
and identification call letters. Two intersecting directional antennas divide
the space around the beacon into four
quadrants, (Continued on page 624)
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beam to direct planes. Center: Top view of typical radio beam
Right: Simplified diagram of radio beacon showing how pilot finds airport "blind."

"N" signals overlap to form central radio
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Short-Wave
Picture Gallery
Short waves are finding many new and extremely useful applications every day-the photos herewith illustrate short
waves applied to Television, Calling Firemen from Their
Homes -Yes, even Popping Corn by Short Waves.

Right -Miss Alice Wetherell is
here shown popping corn, placed
in a glass jar between two other
glass containers of cold salt
water; the short waves emitted
are absorbed by the popcorn and
converted into heat, thus popping the corn. A short -wave diathermy machine did the trick.

Left -Continuing our story of the French fire -

alarm system operated by short waves; this
system is installed in the town of Asnieres.
This system was first described and illustrated
a year ago in Short -Ware Craft, at which
time it was merely a suggestion. Short -wave
receivers and calling devices are placed in the
homes of the volunteer firemen, and when an
alarm is sent out, the firemen are thus summoned to headquarters.
The small photo below. at right, shows new
English receiver with extra large tuning dial
b ea ri ngthe
names of the
stations. With
this length dial. tuning be-

Above -The new Television
Receiver made by an Italian
company. The size of the image projected by the cathode ray tube measures $ by 10
inches, 240 lines. at 25 frames
per second. Price, $610.00!
Loudspeaker grill shown below image.

right and below

Photos at

comes a pleas-

show short -wave apparatus
used in France to call volun-
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f ir

e
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ure.
Below -16 kw.
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homes and thus call them to
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Ultra Short Waves
..
Direct Trains
AS these photos show, ultra short -wave transmitting and receiving
apparatus has been practically applied to railroad trains in Germany.
This method of transmitting orders verbally to the engineers direct
from switch towers, greatly expedites the accurate shunting of trains.
The usual visual signals along the track are sometimes misinterpreted,
especially in foggy weather and the new ultra short wave phone system
two -way
allows

conversation between the engineers and switch
towermen as well
as station train
dispatchers. Directions can be
given to the engineers or questions asked direct
from the engine
while the train is
in rapid motion.
After two years

-'

of experience,
German locomotives are gradually being equipped

with this appa-

ratus.

40

.:mace

Top left -Shows loudspeaker installed in the
switch -tower: a two -way conversation is afforded
between the tower and the locomotive engineer.
2. Left -shows ultra short -wave phone apparatus
installed in a switch tower with train being
shunted.
3. Above-One of the switch towers of the Reich
railway, showing the antenna masts for the
short -wave two-way phone system.
4. Lower left -Engineer with microphone and
also loudspeaker in engine cab.
5. Below-Shows box in engine cab containing the
whole ultra short -wave transmitter and receiver.
1.
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SHORT
WAVES

HELP WELCOME

"JIMMY"
WALKER

Short waves on the order of 7
meters were used to establish communication between the "S. S.

Manhattan," bearing "Jimmy"
Walker back to America, and Station WOR. A new portable shortwave transmitter was carried
aboard the ship and was set up
ready for action in ten minutes.
A new light- weight ultra shortwave receiver was also used. A
single 6 -volt storage battery served
both transmitter and receiver.

Here we see the operator in charge of the ultra short -wave transmitter and receiver
aboard the S. S. Manhattan talking to the land station located in a downtown skyscraper in New York City, from which point the voice was relayed through a wire
circuit to the WOR master control room from which point the radio conversations
were broadcast over the stations of the Mutual Broadcasting System.

JAMES J. WALKER, more affectionately known as "Jimmy" to his
many friends and admirers, recently
returned to America from his sojourn
in Europe, and ultra short waves
played a very important part in the
reception a c c o r d e d Mr. Walker.
Speeches of welcome flitted merrily
back and forth between the S. S. Man hattan which carried "Jimmy" and his
wife back to America, thanks to the
ultra short-wave transmitter and receiver which was installed aboard the
ship in ten short minutes, while the
ship was at quarantine. The voices
from aboard ship were picked up on
the short waves, which were in the
neighborhood of 7 to 8 meters in length,
at a special pick-up station located in a
tall building in downtown New York,
at which point another ultra short -wave
transmitter and receiver were also set
up for the purpose of maintaining two way communication with the station on

710 KC , 50.000 WATTS " WORTRANSMITTER AT CARTERET.NI

ABOVE

same 6 -volt storage battery which
lighted the tube filaments.
Antenna and Sets Mounted High
It is important in transmitting on
waves as short as 7 to 8 meters, that
both the apparatus and the antenna be
mounted in as high a location as possible, so that the waves radiated from
CEO TO STATIONS OF

CABLED

MURAL BROADCASTING
SYSTEM

-4

STATUE Oc

árE

SUBMARINE
CABLE UNDER
KILL VAN KULL
STATEN ISLAND. N
TO CARTERET, N.)

f
30

LIBERTY

I ST

TELEPHONE LINES TO WORWHICH BROUGHT THE SHIP
BROADCAST TO STATION

WLw. CINCINNATI,O
WGN. CHICAGO. ILL
CKLW, WINDSOR. CAN
WGAR. CLEVE. ANDO
WCAE, PITTSBURGH, PA

U. CABLE

CABLE
U CABLE

5.5. MANHATTAN

-

SHORT WAVE
(

WOR

TRANSMITTER

1440 BROADWAY

54,600 KC.)

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER.
(37,600 KC )

STORY 616G. ON WEST ST N.Y CITY
SHORT WAVE TRANSMITTER (37, 600KC)
SNORT WAVE RECEIVER (34,600 KC.)

r

UNDERGROUND
TELEPHONE

SUBMARINE CARLE (TELEPHONE)
UNDER TOSYAY FROM THE
BUTTERY NO STAYER ISLAND'

t

N.Y. CITY

This diagram shows the relative locations of the ultra short -wave transmitting and
receiving station erected on the upper deck of the S.S. Manhattan so that reception
to .lames .1. Walker could he instantly relayed to a land station located in one of the
New York skyscrapers.

Wavelengths of 7 to 8 Meters Used
the relatively short antenna will have
an unobstructed path to the receiving
At the short -wave pick-up station station. For this
reason, the trans the ship.
ashore, transmission was carried on at
(Continued on paye 614)
a frequency of 37.6 megacycles and reception on 34.6 megacycles (wavelengths of 7.97 and 8.66 meters, respectively). Transmission aboard the ship
was on a frequency of 34.6 megacycles
and reception, for cueing purposes, on
3:7.6 megacycles.
The engineers of Station WOR have
kindly supplied the data on this interesting transmission and reception on
ultra short waves, and they report that
this is the first time that this type of
transmitter, which was originally designed for police radio cars, has been
used for a broadcast pickup of this type.
It is extremely interesting for radio
men to note first, that the ultra shortwave transmitter and receiver used for
the "Jimmy" Walker reception aboard
!9ÍTfgl
the ship are both battery -operated, and
+11I(rntl..
The new light -weight model 18A ultra further that a single 6 -volt storage bat- Appearance of
ultra short -wave super short -wave transmitter, weighing about tery lighted the tube filaments in both het receiver, the
18.
The filaments
twenty pounds. and battery- operated, de- sets. The high potential plate voltage operate from model
a fi -volt battery and the plate
livers 5 watts into the antenna; range, was supplied from a dynamotor, the mo- voltage is supplied
by a battery -driven
30 to 42 megacycles,
tor side of which operated from the
dynamotor. Size 6x9x7 inches.
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Television
Advances
in

Germany
1114

iAil

Ming
.

Above -Large theater -size television screen
recently displayed at Berlin radio show.
The screen measures 6.3 feet square and
contains 10.000 small bulbs, close -up view
of which appears at the right.

J]7]191
ao 111113
al
IlIJI
q]

teleLeft -Person being scanned by thescreen
visor in connection with the large
lamps
image shown above. Five 200-watt
is
illuminate the subject, and the image
scanned by a drum fitted with 100 mirrors,
in connection with a photo cell.
Right- German cathode tube televisor
which uses but one tuning dial. When the

sound is tuned in okay. the image is automeasmatically tuned in also. The image frames
ures 7.5 by 10 inches; 180 lines, 25
per second.

Radio Weather Balloon

S -W

"Obstacle Detector"

THE new Queen of the Seas, the
rcoiarkTHE photos below show
S. S. Normandie, carries a marvelous
short -wave
able new instrument
apparatus which is
radio -meteorograph, recently perfected new short -wave
accompanying picture
at the Blue Hill Meteorological Observ- shown in the
it detects any "obstacle" ahead of the
ship, such as an iceberg, a derelict,
etc., by the reflection of ultra -short
waves. This "obstacle detector" should
be on every large passenger ship, and
would have prevented many a disastrous collision in the past if it had
been installed. By sending out an ultra -short wave and noting if there is
any reflection of the wave, as indicated
by a signal picked up on a sensitive receiver, the officers can tell whether the
path ahead of the Normandie is "clear"
or not. The distance of any obstacle
ahead of the ship is also indicated. The
apparatus is the invention of the
French scientist and engineer M. Ponte.

-a

Short -wave radio meteorograph, open
and closed.

-

atory at Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. This instrument, corn
bined with a 5 -meter transmitter, is
carried aloft by airplane or balloon,
and transmits automatically every thirty seconds, signals which are instantly
recorded by the Observatory on a revolving drum called a chronograph.
These signals provide records of teminperature, humidity, and barometric Short waves actuate this "obstacle"
dicator carried aboard the giant
pressure. This very interesting instruS. S. " Normandie."
(Continued on page 615)
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Awards in $200 "C0 Title"
Veto M.

P. Twaska

of Pittsburgh, Pa., wins the handsome Midwest $200.00 Receiver
for his "title"

"The Shortest 'Ware' to -a 1Ian's llea
't"

WE are happy to announce the prize winners in our $200.00 cover
title contest which closed
on November 25th. Thousands of title suggestions
flooded the editors who
had a pretty tough time
crawling out from under
the avalanche of titles.
The winning title -"The
Shortest 'Wave' to a Man's
Heart! ", which took first
prize -the $200.00 Midwest All -Wave Receiver of
the console type here illustrated -was submitted by
Veto M. P. Twaska, 3321
West Carson St., Pittsburgh, Pa., and this magnificent up -to- the-minute
receiver in its beautiful
cabinet, has been sent to
Mr. Twaska by its manufacturers, The Midwest
Radio Corp., of Cincinnati,
Ohio, who so kindly offered
this fine receiver for the
best cover title submitted,
as announced in previous
issues of Short Wave

R. Doolittle, Allenhurst,
N. J.
"Happy Y-ears," by L.

Longhway, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
"Now Life Should be
V.

Mr. Veto M. P. Twas-

ka, First Prize Winner, won this magnificent 18 -tube radio set, complete in
console cabinet of
beautifully matched
woods. It is valued

at $212.50 by the
makers, the Midwest
Radio Corp.

"73-0M-

E S - 88 D E -

Craft.

As announced previously, 25 "Honorable men-

XYL,"

'Tweeter'," by P. M. Ohlinger, Portsmouth, Iowa.
"Long Raves over
Short Waves," by David
J. Shinn, Elgin, Kans.
"A set he'll all -waves
(always) remember," by
Edw. Hoffman, Ft.
Wayne, Ind.
Awarded one year's subscription to SHORT
WAVE LISTENER.
"Dx'er to Woo Hiz
Kay," by W. H. Fraser,
Bracebridge, Ont.
"A Gift that is 100%
A i r - Conditioned," by
Joseph T. Gleason,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
"The Speaker of the
Evening," by Leon Hennessy, Toledo, Ohio.
"A Short Wave Fan Dance," by
David Bowman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
"High Fidelity begins at 22," by Mrs.
C. A. Pickett, University City, Mo.
"Ham'n Megs!" by J. Kent Hogan,
Toronto, Ont., Can.
"Hi' Frequency Love Amplified, Hi,"
by Jack Kogan, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Result of Close Mutual Coupling,"
by Chester Kaney, Forreston, Ill.
"There Antenna (Aint any) Better
Birthday Gift," by Milton Shalda, De-

(Best retion" prizes were awarded
gardsfor 25 next best titles submitted, and the old man -and love and kisses from winners of these prizes, 12 yearly sub- Wife), by George Fournier, Fall River,
scriptions to Short Wave Craft and 13 Mass.
yearly subscriptions to Short Wave Lis"In Hands of the Receiver," by Natener Magazines are as follows:
than Solomon, New York, N.Y.
"She's Short Wave Crafty," by WilAwarded one year's subscription to liam Thurston, Jr., Springdale, Conn.
"The SHORTest, CRAFTiest WAVE troit, Mich.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
to his Heart," by William H. Meredith,
"The Ohm is Now Complete," by
"She Radiolizes Him," by Richard Philadelphia, Pa.
John Ternosky, Toronto, Ohio.
Davis, Ramsey, (R -1) Ind.
"And Dial Console You," by Ben
"He's a Resistor, but She's a Trans"Ethernal Love," by J. Kent Hogan, Rickerson, Waco, Tex.
former," by William Thurston, Jr.,
Toronto, Ont., Can.
"Reception -Overwhelming!" by Hal Springdale, (Continued on paye 625)

$50.00

Cash Prize Contest
(See Editorial Page 580)

$50.00 in prizes will be awarded to
the best letters which, in the opinion

of the judges, answer the following
question in the most satisfactory man-

ner:

WHAT ARE THE TEN THINGS IN
SHORT WAVES THAT INTEREST YOU MOST TODAY?
1.- Answers to be written only on regular letterhead size paper, 8x10% ".
2. -These letters must be either typewritten or written in ink, no pencilled matter considered.
3. -List each answer separately, and
observe the following style: (example)
WHAT ARE THE TEN THINGS IN
SHORT WAVES THAT INTEREST
YOU MOST TODAY:
The following ten subjects are of
most interest to me:

1. -Short wave set building. I continue to build these sets, mostly of

the four tube A.C. variety, because
I get best results from this type of
set, etc., until ten subjects have

$50.00 CASH PRIZE
CONTEST
4.

First Prize
$20.00
Second Prize 10.00
Third Prize
5.00
Fourth Prize
3.00
Fifth Prize
2.00
Sixth to Fifteenth
Prizes each
1.00
__

been covered.
is only a suggestion. Of
course, you are to use your own
ideas in answering each of the ten
subjects, but be sure that you give
the reason as shown in the example
above for the guidance of the

-The above

judges.

5.

-Ittionis essential
that when
short -wave

you mensets which you
either build or which you may buy,
that you mention the number of
tubes as shown under the example,

paragraph

6. -Only one

3.

sheet of paper can be used,
written on one side only. This
means that (Continued on page 625)
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"Modern" Aerials
Invented 34 Years
Ago By Dr. Lee de Forest
out
It is really remarkable to learn that 34 years ago patents were taken
antennas,
invented"
"newly
of
sorts
all
which
covered
by Dr. Lee de Forest,
-in."
including the far -famed "concentric" transmission line and "twisted lead
730,No.
and
730,247
-No.
U. S. Patent No. 730,246 and two sister patents
lines" have
819 cover "ng fundamental antenna and Lecher wire "transmission
host
of presentthe
of
"inventors"
the
to
Forest
de
Lee
Dr.
by
donated
been
into
wires
twisted
with
and
day aerials, labeled with all sorts of fancy names,

every conceivable contortion.

Dr. Lee de Forest, who experimented with
and patented practically every one of the
including
aerials,
short -wave
"new"
"twisted lead -ins," which we are using

today!

the Lecher
with reference to two wires, comprising
LEE DE FOREST, pioneer ception particularly
line," are all carefully
"transmission
quarter
onereflecting
and
American radio inventer, has un- co- axial,
specified in Dr. de Forest's patent. The
I be
doubtedly enjoyed many a good laugh wavelength antennae, etc., that
bridges C may cross or `short' the
at the grand scramble of present -day
wires at the nodes as the patent states,
inventors to devise new short -wave
without destroying or seriously affectaerials with twisted lead -in or transing the oscillations or propagation of
mission lines, concentric conductors emthe waves. These bridges may also be
for
ploying a wire within a tube, etc.,
grounded as shown by the dotted lines
he could look back at the drawings in
t G1 in Fig. 4, without affecting the
his U. S. Patent No. 730,246 (filed
period of vibration.
in 1902) and also Patents No. 730,247
In Fig. 3, the relative position of the
and No. 730,819 and find therein pracelectro- static and the electro- magnetic
tically everything that we have dished
waves, separated along the wire by 90 °,
up to us today as new antenna invenor by a quarter wavelength, are shown
tions.
by the dotted lines, D representing the
Dr. de Forest in a recent letter to
eléctro-static wave, and D1, the electrothe editor, said: "So much is appearmagnetic wave. A detecting device opering today in radio magazines regardated by current or electro- magnetic
so
-in,
pair" lead
ing the use of the Lecher wire co-axial The famous "twisted
waves is located at any loop of an elecde
Dr.
in
was described
conductors and twisted Lecher wire popular to -day,
tro-magnetic wave, as at Rl in Fig. 3.
1903!
in
Forest's patent granted
transmission lines, in connection with
(Continued on rage 626)
ultra short-wave transmission and reMarch
filed
lieve my patent No. 730,246,
8, 1902, and issued June 9, 1903, would
prove very interesting to the readers
T1
A,r
Ti) K1 )
of Short Wave Craft.
L
Kr
1/2A
"I am sure that you and your cono
/
s
K
_
tributing engineers will be interestedI
C+
date,
early
an
such
at
that
to know
o,
K
1
818Lr
pointed out and patented the numerous
5/
Bt
L
G
T
K1)
advantages of the Lecher wire confor
forms
and
types
r
FIG.1
ductors in various
.A
K
(T
B
wireless communication.
V4
,
p +;
have
"Even today, radio engineers
o
..
advantp
the
of
some
I
realized
yet
Cdt4tp«S
not
/
B
-_ 2
ages to be obtained with twisted, tuned
`
C»
R conductors, coiled up in convenient
C
C
B'
K1)
form. Such a condensed transmission
+
o
- o +
comprising
waves,
-short
ultra
for
line
Bt
Q
FIG.9
several half wave lengths, should be
Id
FIG.2
available today to insure accurate and
V4
K1
T
stable tuning in place of crystals and
J
A
p
f----7,
frequency multiplier systems."
B
Covered 'em All!
Patent No. 730,246
5
--....,
1
In Fig. 1, (all of these drawings are
taken from the patent No. 730,246)
BI
Bl)
KID
Ti)
shows a tuned antenna lead -in system
Ei
FIG. 10
coils
inductance
both
employs
which
10
FIG 3
L and condensers Kl for adjusting the
V.
frequency of the line.
K/
A
A
Bt K1 T% ÌT
Fig. 2 shows a Lecher wire "transB
mission line" in use with a receiver
5
or detector R, one wire B connected
_.
ß
J
with an antenna wire A, and the other
^
capacit!,,
B1 to a ground G or other
K
ill
K
f-(which covers the widely -used present [;Ii.
FIG. 11
iljj
¡-Vi
G
FIGA
day "doublet" antenna, which uses two
equal-length antenna wires without any Diagrams above show various ways of
The wavelength or fre- connecting Lecher wire transmission line
to 4 above, taken from the do ground -Ed.).
Figs.
equalizing condensers,
quency relations between the length of to transmitter, with etc.
Forest 1903 patent, show that the "Lecher'
the aerial wire and the lengths of the
transmission line is not so new!
DR.

A

TTT

1

1

c
p-- -

cqJ,

-It

'

t/

i

1
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The OCTODE
"Metal Tube 3"
By JOHN CROUCH

-This

3 -tube short -wave receiver covers all
bands between 15
and 200 meters, and the tubes of the 6.3 volt type can
be operated from batteries or A. C. Plate voltage may be taken from
batteries, B- eliminator, or power supply unit.

Photo

at

right shows
rear view of

the

Octode

"Metal Tube
3"

receiver.

which

is

d e a l l y
adapted
to
the requirements of the
short - wave
i

Itere we see the Octode "Metal Tube 3" in actual operation -one of its "new features" is the improved Sensitivity Control.

"Fan."

THIS receiver meets the S -W "Fan's" demands for a small
set employing the new metal tubes. The receiver about
to be
described employs a stage of untuned R.F. amplification
into a regenerative detector and finally into a single -stagefeeding
audio
amplifier. The receiver as built is for headphone reception,
although it can be used for loud-speaker reception by the addition
of another audio stage.
Octode Tube Provides New Control Feature
The R.F. amplifier employs a 6L7 tube. This tube is an Octode
and is primarily intended to be used as mixer tube in a super het. However it lends itself to many other uses and it was selected for this set because it offers a novel method of controlling
the sensitivity. The 6L7 is in many respects similar
to an R.F.
pentode tube, but in addition it contains
an extra control grid. This extra grid
is used to feed the oscillator voltage
to the 1st detector circuit in super bets.
In this little 3 tube set however the
extra grid is connected to a potentiometer and a suitable negative voltage
supply. Variation of the bias applied
to the extra grid varies the sensitivity
of the R.F. stage. The potentiometer
thus acts as a sensitivity control. The
advantage of this arrangement is that
it keeps the volume control away from
the signal circuits, where it might
cause losses. It works very well in
OHMS
practice and has only a minor effect
50.000
on the setting of the regeneration con5.000 OHMS
OHMS
trol.
ANT
Detector Circuit Uses 6J7 Tube
61.7,
The detector circuit employs a 6J7
tube. This is an R.F. pentode tube.
similar to a 57 or 6C6. Regeneration
is obtained by the electron coupling
method with the tickler or feed -back
winding of the plug-in coils connected
to the cathode of the 6J7. Regenerasu
tion is controled by varying the screen
.
voltage on the 6J7 tube. This is a tried
and reliable method and works very
well. The regeneration control is very
smooth in action, with no "plopping"
in and out of oscillation. The suppresi
sor of the detector tube is connected
saó
to the screen -grid. Resistance coupling
QMM$
is employed between the detector and
li
111Miriiig I
first audio, as it is the simplest and
50.000
cheapest method and performs very
5p00 OMM$
MF.

6C5

l0 MH
10

2M.-.EGS

6J7

t

100

S

250

MMF.

1Ì1I MAP

MAI
01

140
MMF

F

,l
11'

r5'T
¡IV
1=21111
}

«tf, ^I gi"mj*
Igl
1

well.

Ordinary 3- winding, 6 -prong plug-in
coils are employed in this set. With a
190 mmf. tuning condenser, four coils
will cover the range from 14 to 200
meters. Band -spread is not incorporated in this (Continued on page 613)

I

I

1

"-GND.

O NMS

'50,000 OHMS

t is a very easy

6C5.

CAP

rlaea_

50.000
OHMS

_

5

0 25

0.5.
MEG.

Inr1.000

OHMS

0.25

1.14F
PHONES

ti

MEG

6.3V
A.0 -D.0

e

a+

250V.0

matter to follow the wiring diagram
above for the 3 -tube
receiver, which takes its name, " Octode," from the fact shown
it employs as an R.F.
amplifier, a 6 element tube -the 61.7. This tube provides athat
new method of controlling
the sensitivity.
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We are pleased to present this constructional article prepared for Short
Wave Craft by Clarence O. Wahner, in
which he describes in detail his I2 -Tube
Many desirsuperhetrodyne receiver.
able features are incorporated in this set,
such as 3 "IF." stages, uses separate
detector and high- frequency oscillator, a
C. W. beat oscillator, a frequency meter
which aids in tuning, and band- spread.
Visual tuning is provided through the use
of a tuning meter. Many interesting
angles on the superhet are brought out
in this article; therefore, our readers
should find it immensely interesting and
valuable.

elusive DX stations.

t

An Experimenter's Superheterodyne
Wahner

By Clarence O.
AFTER spending several years experimenting with different types of
receiver circuits, all types of tubes and
of
having passed through the stages up
simple regenerative one tube sets,
to 16 tube hook-ups, the receiver herein
described has finally been evolved. In
its final form it is composed of 12 tubes,
with the exception of one tube for the
ultra -high frequencies which is operated only when receiving transmissions on
these frequencies.
It is a most modern type of superheterodyne, very simple to operate,a
even though there seems to be quite
few panel controls. Each of these are
quite necessary when extracting the
utmost from a receiver. These controls
always assure perfect tracking at all
times.

I.F. Stages Employed
An extra stage of intermediate amplification is incorporated in this receiver, bringing the total to three, even
though ordinarily most sets have but
two. The author believes in having an
extra stage of intermediate amplifica3

The parts are not

a

bit crowded in this receiver,

;

tt` _ ti` .
1ST I.F.

2ND.I.F.

58

58

51

5B

the photo clearly shows.

The band- spread feature incorporattion and running the total I.F. amplifier
provides tuning comfort. The tuntubes with a slightly higher negative ed
enables one to adjust the
bias. This insures much quieter oper- ing meter
condensers at the proper
ation and less internal tube noise than band -setting
the ganged band-spread
if a smaller number of stages were point so that
the dial.
used at their maximum efficiency. It condenser will track over
of
gain
reserve
great
a
provides
also
(Continued on page 631)
when "fishing" for those weak signals!

MODULATOR
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Wiring diagram of Mr. Wahner's excellent superheterodyne short -wave receiver.
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SHORT WAVES and
Our Readers Forum.
LONG RAVES
R. S.

Bailey, W8KQQ, Takes Prize This Month

POCKET SET A PEACH!
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
The super -regenerative Pocket Set circuit is a peach! I find it can be loaded
on the aerial side and function well on the
160 -meter band as a straight regenerative
by using 49M and a 3 %" outside diameter
coil out of a broadcast receiver in series
as aerial.
I copied all the airports from Albany,
Chicago, Toledo, Cleveland, and Newark,
while at Maplerest, N.Y.
Will you please tell all the Hams how
to make a coil that can be tapped to switch
points so as to function as a super below
49 meters and a straight regenerative up
to 160 and 200 meters?
The data given in the Pocket Set functions well up to 49 meters; now if we
could get a coil to go up from there it
would be the gravy. Give us this in the
next issue. This set will make a great
transceiver on 5 meters.

-

One Year's Subscription to

SHORT WAVE

CRAFT

FREE

for the "Best" Station Photo

Mr. Bailey surely has a neat station.

Editor,

Everything is shipshape.

-

14,245 kilocycles, and is held there by an
"A" cut crystal mounted in an adjustable

pull Eimac 150T's in the final amp., with
1000 watts input. The modulator is a pair
of graphite plate 203A's in class B. RCA
condenser microphone and usual speech
equipment. The receiver is an RME9DS with a Peak pre -selector. The antenna
is a matched impedance type, the fiat -top
being 11/2 waves long (99 feet) fed '/e
wave from one end with the Johnson "Q"
feed bars. The "Q" section terminates in
a "tuning box," which is in turn link coupled by twisted pair cable to the transmitter tank. The transmitter operates on

I have been a constant reader of your
magazine since the very first copy (when
they sold at 50c each) and have every
copy from the first to the very last one
published. I wish to congratulate you on
this fine magazine. I note with interest
how each copy seems to be just a little
bit better than the one preceding it and
hope you keep up the good work.
R. S. Bailey, W8KQQ
Centre Hall, Pa.
(A dandy Ik.w. phone transmitter, R.S.B.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

transmitter uses the following
tritet ose, on 20 meters -RK20 first
buffer; 242A- second buffer, and push My
RK23

air -gap holder.

Congratulations 0.211.-Editor.)

Closing date for each contest -75 days preceding
date of issue: Jan. 15 for April Issue. etc.
The
di tors will act as Judges and their opinions will
hr final. In the event of a tie
subscription will
or given to each contestant so tying.

I am planning one to hunt deer with in
mountains of l'ennsylvania this winter. One
man in the group will be a licensed operator and direct the hunt.

L.

S.

HOOVER,

Boswell, Ind.
(You are right, O.bf., about the "Pocket
Set" being a "peach." By the number of
letters we have received regarding the excellent performance of this receiver, it
would seem to be the best 1 -tube set that
we have yet described. Regarding the coils
for the longer wavelengths, it would be
more practical to increase the size of the
tuning condenser to 140 motif. and use standard coil data, which, incidentally, can be
found in practically every issue of SHORT
AVE CI::1FT.

Editor,

W2HJK Has Contacted 10 Countries
SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

W2HJK has been on the air since July, 1934.
this time
many different transmitters have been in use. TheIn one
shown
on the enclosed photograph
seems to satisfy me completely. On the bottom
shelf is the main power
pack giving 700 or 1400
volts. The next shelf contains the "keyer" tubes
(for clickless keying), the
bias power -pack and the
power supply for the buffers. Going up to the next
shelf one will find a 47
crystal oscillator, a 46 buffer or doubler, another 46
as a buffer, and then the
"main buffer" which uses
push -pull "tens." The final
amplifier is a Western
Electric 242A which runs
either at 70 or 280 watts.
This transmitter has been
in contact with 10 countries in 3 continents. Australia and New Zealand are
worked regularly. The receiver is a National FB7A.
W2HJK is a member of
the ARRL and is a ORS.
The complete transmitter of
Most of the work is carried
W2HJK
(Continued on page 619)

A Modern Danish "Ham"
Station, OZ7CW

Our foreign brother, Aoge Bau, OZ7CW, of Copenhagen, tuning
up his modern Ham transmitter.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1936
$5.00 Prize Winner
CURING TUNABLE HUM
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$5.00 FOR BEST
SHORT -WAVE KINK

i

When we climb to the ultra high frequencies of 2S or 56 me. using regtneralive type receivers powered from tLu

1

The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month
for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. All other kinks accepted and published will be
awarded eight months' subscription to SHORT
WAVE CRAFT. Look over these "kinks" and they
will give you some idea of what the editors are looking for. Send a typewritten or ink description, with
sketch, of your favorite short -wave kink to the
"Kink" Editor. SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

GANGING CONDENSERS

of at least Otto cults because. 51101111 it
"short," considerable damage may be done
mug

CARDBOARD
DISCS

COIL FORM FITS

oil mains,

a

INSIDE OF
TUBE BASE

"tunanle hunt" often becomes

Adding mirrofarads to
he filter supply Is ni no avail, and it seems
he higher we tune In frequency. the scare
he effect 'weenies. The author of this k0 k
hales using hatterte, when plains are mai
ery

blc.

discouraging.

aftetha

Ill'

experimentation.

Ic

to

O.

Strath.

SOLDER

TUER
HERE

-

TO GE

"BAND- SPREAD REGENERATION"
OouhtlesS. many of you have missed "fine
catches" on amount of a "jumpy" regent ration control. I have the following kink
that I think ai 11 help give you perfectly
balanced regeneration. I had an old 5110 ohm potentiometer hich I hooked together
50,000-ohm potentiometer.
with the usual
that gave perfect control. You can tune
rseay with the 50.000 ohm and use the
5. ohm for tine adjustment. This kink
110
at help in e.dihing those s1ao.ill he .i

n

.

consists of tonnent ing sa a.1102 inf. list.]
mita condenser between the plate, at .1n
filament of the reels Ber tube, as shown
he drawing. This was affected by inert ng a wafer between tube -base and socket hearing connections to the pins. These connections then Went to Ille condensers exenlally, although if room Is availed
they an equally well be located under tl e
Merrill an.
chassis.
w

tilt receiver.- wllliain

litre Is a kink whirh may be useful to
experimenters or sel -builders who want to
gang two condensers of the cheaper variety

Ure

G

11,

R

F

CARDBOARD
DISCS GLUED
TO '/4- DOWELS

F

TUBE

U

-G.

I

BINO WISE ON
OTA SPOOLS

BASE

SECOND
CONDENSER

FLEXIBLE
COJPLE R

FIRST
CONDENSER_

The col
the (OEMs are given
The completed coil fits Into u
Ilbe base: 1250 turns are used on one coil.
nd 750 on the oilier. This is simple o
onstruet and will present a pleasing apIearance, -Joe Horvath.
he

.

low- frequency transformer.

l

motional details of

'llir Irl. a to
L.r war for that Our D'short piece ill brass rod of the
solder
right size on the rear end of the first condenser shaft. Be sure to make a solid joint

he Brau ing.

where the brass rod is soldered on the shaft
and use a flexible coupler to prevent strain
on the rod in ease it is not exactly in line.

Burl McFadden.

LEAD -IN INSULATION
By removing the small glass panes from
ld replacing them
the top of a wiodate
u ith Bakelite panels, it ais possible to bring
the lead -ins through the unit without necessity of drilling holes through the glass. If
better insulation than bake i ire is needed.
the now -popular V ictron panels may be
The panels are fastened Into the
used.
u indoor sash exactly the same as the glass
panes mere fastened.- llarold J. Clark.

A.C. -D.C. CODE PRACTICE

OSCILLATOR

'Very often

s

prospective Ham Wants an

SIMPLE HOME -MADE
TESTER
Here is a "kink" that has proved very
valuable to me, and i hope Dill also benefit
analyzer"

LIGHTING NATIONAL
DIAL
Although few people realise it, the National dials are designed so that a light
may be mounted behind tile panel to illuhave
scale. In
minate
learly just
to

others. It is a simple "condenser
that can also IN' used for other purposes.

lu'the

mtinully and tube leakage
In testing condensers.
10 megolms.

such as

panel
done. .A hole should Ire cut In
In front of the bull. so that the light will
shine into the dial. This aids considerably
In tuning where tilt receiver is 'orated iii
a part of the reams ah ich rire h es very little

if

p

to

the

von bulb fi ickers, it shous a good condenser; If it remains height. the condenser
is 511011011;; and If no light is seen. the condenser is pen- eirmlted, Many other to. s
probably be founds-Harland whit ss ill
eoulh,

tight. -)lare .Analan,

REPLACE NEATER CONE
100 WATT LAMP

Irrtrilled code -practice oscillator.
ilit shown will satisfy this need

The el
in eve y
The usual A.C. -II.C. circuit was
mployed because of Its simplicity and
economy.- Nooman L. Chattier.

FOR A

expect.

ADDING MAGNETIC

SPEAKER

Many times short -wave "Fane" hare fe t
he nerd of an additional loudspeaker. and
n many eases it presents a real problem
manufactured radios are conreruw.
e simply liy not Shere
ly problem is as
:rllug a magnetic r speaker. as shim n in
One s de of this speaker s
he diagram.
onnrtted to the eh ss is. while the other
cad connects to the plate site of one of
merlin,- tubas uvp¢'h a fixed eon lie

This condenser should have

tenser.
PLATE

TAKING BETTER
PICTURES

-Harry

Lewis.

rat-

HOMEMADE RELAY

lte

SPENCER
IN
SET

COIL CONSTRUCTION
B-

OF SET

By rewinding a Ford generator cut -out
with Nn. 28 D. C. wire, I made a yet
sensitive relay. The drawing clearly shmvs
the general ennstrurtinn. "A" and "It" are
the low current leads; "O" and "1 "' are
the power leads used to make and break
the desired circuit; "F:' is a sensitivity
spring; "F" is the sensitivity adjustment ;
^C" are the contacts; and "I1" is the
armature.
A relay of this type should find much
favor among the Hams as it can be used as
keying relay on the more powerful transmitters where keying direct would be too
The coil can consist of a
dangerous.
pole -piece of an ear -phone or loudspeaker
mit. These will require sonie 10 to 15

r

äI

-_)

www.americanradiohistory.com

Iferriek.

/I

OAF

BASE

(

e

volts to operate. -Merlyn C.

0

BROKEN LINES IN
2 iWDCATE
INSIDE CONNECTIONS

no

LEAD

For those who art interested In taking
photographs to be entered in Short Wave
kink:
Tr
Craft's contest.
eal
heater dement t from t tile
electric beater and insert a large electric
light bulb. This reflector will ssork very
light
a
considerably
on the pictures. Of ourse th e faithfulns
of the photo will depend upon your ability
In focusing the camera.-Leonard J. Wooed.

5 -meter
Recently. when I constructed
receiver which was a user- regenerator. f
hit upon the folio" ing idea for constructing

a

PLUG -IN COIL KINK
M. ny fans have found that the ordinary

nbe -1.1ue Is entirely too soleil to a,ea111mo
Jade 100- to 200 -meter roils. The skelrl
clear y shows how a phase of round soul i
hued into tige tube -base. The tickler i
w I on the tube-base while the grill coi
W.
Is I wound on the wood form.
t

I
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TICKLES
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TWENTY -THIRD

SHORT

"TROPHY CUP"

WAy E

Presented to
SHORT WAVE SCOUT
GLENN G. GODWIN
BINGHAMTON, N.Y.

SCOUTS

For his contribution toward the
advancement of the art of Radio
by

Honorable Mention Awards
Honorable Mention:
S. Clarkson.
Montreal, Quebec, Can.

Magazine

23rd TROPHY WINNER

50 verges; 39 foreign
THE
23rd
Trophy goes, as a ChristTrophy Contest Entry Rules
mas present, to Glenn G. Godwin of
THE rules for entries in the SHORT WAVE 5 Mildred Avenue, Binghamton, N.Y.
SCOUT Trophy Contest have been amended Mr. Godwin had
a total of 50 yetis, all
and 50 per cent of your list of stations submitted must be "foreign." The trophy will be coming within the rules of the Contest.
awarded to the SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has Mr. Godwin's receiver was the Alan
logged the greatest number of short-wave sta"Ace," with a good many changes. He
tions during any 30 day period; (he must have
at least 50 per cent "foreign" stations). This points out that he added a tuned radio
period need not be for the immediate month
frequency stage which increased the
preceding the closing date. The complete list of sensitivity and
added considerably in
rules appeared in the September issue of this
bringing in the weak stations.
magazine.
In the event of a tie between two or more
Mr. Godwin goes on in his report to
contestants, each logging the same number of
say that he does not recommend A.C.stations (each accompanied by the required
minimum of 50 per cent "foreign, ") the judges D.C. receivers, because the voltage dewill award a similar trophy to each contestant livered to the tubes is too low to give
so tying.
Each list of stations heard and subsatisfactory amplification. The antenna
mitted in the contest must be sworn to before
used was just an ordinary single wire.
a Notary Public and testify to the fact that the
list of stations heard were "logged" over a given No dimensions were given.
30 day period,

ON this page is illustrated the handsome trophy which was designed by
one of New York's leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout. except
the base, which is made of handsome
black Bakelite. The metal itself is

quadruple silver- plated. in the usual
manner of all trophies today.
It is
most imposing piece of work.
and stands from tip to base 22'/z ". The
diameter of the base is 7%4" . The
diameter of the globe is 5 % ". The
work throughout is first- class, and no
money has been spared in its execution. It will enhance any home, and
will be admired by everyone who sees it.
The trophy will he awarded every
month, and the winner will be announced in the following issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's
name

trophy.

will

be

hand engraved

on

the

The purpose of this contest is to advance the art of radio by "logging" as
many short -wave phone stations. amateurs excluded, in a period not exceeding 30 days. as possible by any one contestant. The trophy will be awarded to
that SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has
logged the greatest number of shortwave stations during any 30 -day period

that reception was verified
that the contestant personally listened to and
station announcements as given in the list. the
Only commercial "phone" stations should be
entered in your list, no "amateur transmitters"
or "commercial code" stations.
This
will close every month on the first day contest
of the
month, by which time all entries must be in
the editors' hands in New York City. Entries
received after this date will be held over for
the next month's contest. The next contest
will close in New York City. January 31.
The winner each month will be the person
sending in the greatest number of verifications.
Unverified stations should not be sent in. as they
will not count in the selection of the winner. At
least 50 percent of the verifications sent in by
each listener must be for stations located outside of the country in which he resides! In
other words, if the contestant lives in the United
States at least 50 percent of his "verie," must
be from stations outside of the United States.
Letters or cards which do not specifically verify
reception, such as those sent by the Daventry
stations and. also by commercial telephone stations, will not be accepted as verifications. Only
letters or cards which "specifically" verify reception of a "given station." on a given wave
length and on a given day, will be accepted! In
other words it is useless to send in cards from
commercial telephone stations or the Daventry
stations, which state that specific verifications
will not be given. Therefore do not put such
stations on your list for entry in the trophy

contest I
SHORT WAVE SCOUTS are allowed the use
of any receiving set. from a one -tuber up to one
of sixteen tubes or upwards. if they so desire.
When sending in entries, note the following
few simple instructions: Type your list, or write
in ink. pencilled matter is not allowed. Send
verification cards. letters and the list all in one
package, either by mail or by express prepaid;
do not split up the package. Verification cards
and letters will be returned, at the end of the
contest, to their owners; the expense to be borne
by SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine.
In order to have uniformity of the entries.
when writing or typing your list, observe the
following routine: USE A SINGLE LINE FOR
EACH STATION; type or write the entries IN

THE FOLLOWING ORDER: Station call letters: frequency station transmits at; schedule
of transmission, if known (all time should be
reduced to Eastern Standard which is five hours
behind Greenwich Meridian Time) ; name of station. city, country; identification signal if any.
Sign your name at the bottom of the list and
furthermore state the type of set used by you to
receive these stations.

(Continued on page 630)

UNITED STATES STATIONS
W1XK -9,570 kc. -6 a.m.-12 mid.. Boston.
W2XAD. 15,330 kc. -2 -3 p.m., Schenectady.
W2XAF -9,530 kc.-5 :30-11 p.m., Schenectady.
W3XAL -6.100 kc., M -W -Sat., 5 -6 p.m., Bound
Brook.

W3XAU -9.590
phia.

kc.- Noon-7:50

W8XAL-6,060 kc.-6 :30-8 p.m.,
Cincinnati.

p.m..
11

Philadel-

p.m. -1 a.m.,

kc. -9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Pittsburgh.
ke. -5 -9 p.m.. Pittsburgh.
W8XK-6,140 kc. -9 p.m. -1 a.m., Pittsburgh.
W9XBS-6,425 kc.- Irregular, Chicago.
W9XF -6,100 kc.- Chicago.
FOREIGN STATIONS
CRCX -6.090 kc.- irreg. 6 p.m.-12 mid.. Toronto,

W8XK- 15,210
WRXK -1(870

Canada.
CJRO -6,150
Canada.

kc. -8 p.m. -l2 mid., Winnipeg,
CJRX -11,720 kc. -8 p.m. -12 mid.. Winnipeg.

Canada.
EAQ -9,860 kc.-- 6:15 -7 :30 p.m.. Madrid. Spain.
kc. -Sun., 9-10 a.m., Budapest.

HAS3- 15,370
Hungary.
HAT4-9,125

ke. -Sun.,

6 -7

Budapest.

p.m.,
Hungary.
HBL -9,595 kc.- -Sat.. 5:30 -6:15 p.m., Geneva,
Switzerland.
HBP -7,797 kc. -Sat., 5:30-6:15 p.m., Geneva
Switzerland.
PCJ- 15.200 kc.- Irregular. Eindhoven. Holland.
PHI -17.775 kc. -OH at present, Hilversum- Holland.

PHI -11.730 kc.- Irreg., S:30 -10:30 a.m., Hilversum, Holland.
2R0- 11.810 Ice.-Rome, Italy.
2R0 -9,635 kc.- M.- W. -F., 6.7:30 p.m.. Rome.
Italy.
HVJ- 15.121 kc. -- 10:30 -10:45 a.m. (ex. Sun.,,
Vatican City. Italy.

ORK- 10,330

-1

kc.
:30 -3 p.m.. Brussels. Belgium.
COCD -6.130 kc. -R p.m. -12 mid.. Havana. Cuba.
HI4D -6.482 kc.- irreg.. 5-R p.m.. Santo Do-

mingo. D.R.
XEBT-6,000 kc. -8 -1 a.m.. Mexico City, Mexico.
HP5J -9,590 kc. 7:30 -10 p.m.. Panama City.
Panama.
YV5RMO -5,650 kc.-5 :30-10 p.m.. Maracaibo,
Venezuela.
YV6RV -6.520 ke. -6 -10 p.m.. Valencia, Venezuela.
YV2RC -6.112 kc. -(Now testing on 5500.)Caraces, Venezuela.

YVQ -6.672 kc. -Sat..

8 -9 p.m., Maracay, Venezuela.
YV3RC -6.150 kc. -4 -10 p.m., Caracas, Venezuela.
(Continued on pope 630)
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WORLD -WIDE SHORT -WAVE
REVIEW
Variable I.F. Transformers

A

-Edited By

Latter speeds up the stream of electrons
which pass between the deflector plates to
the anode, from which the signal is passed
to the phones or A.F. amplifier.
The electron stream in passing between
the deflector plates is affected by these
plates. As the signal changes polarity,
the cathode stream swings back and forth,
being reflected by the plate which is negative and attracted to the one which is positive. This swinging back and forth caused
an increase and decrease in the stream
which reaches the anode.
Thus either a detecting or amplifying action takes place, depending on the circuit
and potentials. This is accomplished without the use of grids of any type.

C.

W. PALMER

prongs were made with small brass collars
having set screws to fasten them securely
to the prongs. Thus, no additional insulation is added than the tube itself has.
(An improvement of this idea would be
to remove the bases of the tubes also, and
make the contacts directly on the protruding leads!- Editor.)

New Speaker Cone Development
THE cry for better fidelity in radio
reception has been answered in many
interesting and novel ways which have
been described in past issues of this and
other magazines.
Europe has not missed the demands, either, as recent issues of their magazines
plainly shows. Announcement of a very
interesting development in this line appeared in Wireless World (London) recently. This consisted in an explanation of

simple variable selectivity device.

THE latest issue of Practical and Amateur Wireless (London) contains an interesting method for obtaining variable
coupling in existing I.F. transformers, in
order to improve the fidelity of existing
sets.
The sketch here shows how this is accomplished. A hole is cut in the top of the
shield can and the coils are removed. One
coil is worked free of the wax or other
impregnating material and one or two turns
are removed from the inside so that when
the coil is set back on the form, it will
slide freely up and down on it (these few
turns can be easily compensated by turning
the trimmer a little further down).
A cam arrangement is then made, as
shown in the accompanying sketch, and
linen strings are used to support the moveable coils. A knob on the panel completes
the job-turning the knob then raises the
coils and decreases the coupling -or in other words, increases selectivity.

The Renode

-a

New Tube

DANISH engineer, A. Schleimann
Jensen, has just announced a new tube
which will be manufactured in that country to compete with tubes which are imported from other countries at excessively
high prices, according to an announcement
in Popular Radio, (Copenhagen).
The new tube works on the principle of
the cathode rey tube, having a cathode,
concentrator plate, deflector plates and
plate or anode. The tube is connected as
shown in the diagram and is a push -pull
type of circuit.
The action of the tube is briefly as follows: The cathode emits a steady stream
of electrons which pass through slits in
the shield and concentrator plate. The
A

Push -pull "Renode" Hook -up for Detector
Action.
The Editors have endeavored to review
the more important foreign magazines
covering short -wave developments. for
the benefit of the thousands of readers of
this magazine who do not have the op-

portunity of seeing these magazines firsthand. The circuits shown are for the
most part self-explanatory to the radio

student. and wherever possible the constants or values of various condensers,
coils. etc.. are given. Please do not write
to us asking for further data, picturediagrams or lists of parts for these foreign circuits, as we do not have any
further specific information other than
that given. If the reader will remember
that wherever a tuned circuit is shown.
for instance, he may use any short -wave
coil and the appropriate corresponding
tuning condenser, data for which are
given dozens of times in each issue of
this magazine, he will have no difficulty
in reconstructing these foreign circuits
to try them out.

\

RIf88ER

BAKELITE

STRIP

WASHERS

speaker response, especially concerning the
cone or driver. The results of experiments
with many different types of cones were
given -with comments on their advantages
and short -comings.
The final cone material chosen was /pica,
since it could be split very thin, yet remained rigid. Since the weight could thu,
be reduced to a very small fraction of the
weight of the usual paper cone, high frequency response above 10,000 cycles, with
very little attenuation, was found possible.
This eliminated the need for tweeters or
other artificial means of raising the
"highs," with the result that less distortion entered the reproduction.
For economy, a mica -paper cone was advocated. This consisted of a mica cone 4
ins. in diameter cemented to a dry vellum
frustrum forming a 10 in. cone driver.
This is shown in the illustration here. The
mica was split to .001 inch thick and the
paper .005 inch.

Novel Regeneration Control
SCREW TO LOCK
SOCKET TO TUBE
PIN

SCREWS
TO BASE
BOARD

WIRE LEAD SOLDERED

TO SOCKET

Newest "Low-Loss" method of mounting

tubes.

Appearance of new ..Renode" Tube.

High -Fidelity speaker having mica -paper
cone.

Ultra- Low -Loss Tube Mounting
ONE English experimenter devised a
novel tube mounting method, according
to a recent issue of Practical and Amateur
Wireless (London).
Working on the premise that most of the
leakage and capacitative effects in tube
connecting is found in the tube sockets, this
experimenter made a shelf of the type
shown here, having holes into which the
tubes set. The connections to the tube

FOR short -wave sets using a resistance
to control regeneration, such as screen -

grid potential control or tickler shunt -resistor, etc., a very handy vernier control
of regeneration can be obtained by the
method shown. This was described in the
supplelatest issue of Ondes Courtes
ment to Le Haut- Parleur (Paris).

-a

(Con filmed on page 619)
RI

Improved

2 -unit

`R3

Regeneration Control.
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A New Television
SCREEN

LENS

Scanning System
lates the light beam. The beam falls
upon a revolving 8 -sided mirror and is
rapidly swept across the screen on
which the image is built up. As will
be seen, there is a ring of stationary
mirrors arranged in front of the revolving mirror drum, which acts as
part of the scanning system.
The 8 -sided polygon has been found
the best compromise in practice,
gether with a quarter of an arc toof
stationary mirrors. Generally speaking, we have here a multiplying effect
due to the peculiar optical scanning
arrangement, the number of lines on
the screen being the product of
number of stationary mirrors and the
the
number of faces on the polygon. A
considerable saving in cost is effected
in this way, as the number of actual
mirrors, rotating or stationary, has
only to be twice the square root of the
number of lines. One of the secrets
of success in the Mihaly -Traub system lies in the fact that the light from
the stationary mirrors is reflected back
onto the top ring of mirrors on the
rotating polygon before it is projected
onto the screen. This design results
in a fourfold increase in light as the
screen angle is doubled.
It may be, though, that such a mechanical- optical scanning system in
(Continued on page 616)

FIXED ARC
OF MIRRORS

8-SIDED RE-

VOLVING M RROR

KERR
CELL
OPTICAL
SYSTEM

LIGHT
SOURCE

s

_.._.

DIAPHRAGM

-ine -up of "optical

train" for television scanning by the new Mihaly -Traub opticalmechanical system.

A NEW television scanning system,
which has been attracting considerable attention in Europe, is that
known as the Mihaly -Traub system,
here illustrated. This scanning arrangement involves the use of a Kerr

cell, through which a beam of light
from a lamp passes; changes in the
polarization in the Kerr cell, caused
by the fluctuating television image
currents, result in the cell acting as a
light -shutter or valve, and thus modu-

Marconi Infra -Red Light Beam Link

SOME few years ago the Marconi
Company demonstrated a form of
telephone link in which a beam of visible light was modulated by the telephone signals. For these experiments
both a sodium and a neon discharge
lamp were adopted as a modulatable
light source. These previous experi-

modified for demonstration at the Man- a fair amount of energy in
infrachester Conference on Industrial red spectrum is liberated. the
In Fig. 2
Physics. The modification consisted we have the curve of an average
of the introduction of an infra -red red filter, this particular one infrabeing a
filter in the beam of light from the Wratten 87. This filter
cuts off at
same neon crater lamp as used on the 7,600 Angstrom
units. It is possible,
previous occasion.
therefore, to detect a faint red glow
The spectrum of the neon lamp is in observing
bright incandescent light
shown in Fig. 1. It will be seen that
(Continued on page 616)

ments were recently resuscitated and
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9535
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SPEECH

..

AMPLIFIER
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TELEPHONE
HAND SET

9665

FIG.1

FIG. 3

Fig. 1, above, shows the spectrum of the neon lamp. Fig.
Set -up of apparatus for talking by infra -red rays. Fig.

TO

400V

TRANSMITTING

RECTIFIER

ed neon

crater tube.

CRATER.
NEON TUBE

FIG.5

-shows percentage of light transmitted
4- Water -coo
2

circuits for infra -red system.

AMPLIFIER--

Fig.

by infra -red filter.
5Transmitter and

Fig.

3-

receiver
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How to Build An All-Purpose Tester
By George W. Shuart, W2AMN
This "tester" measures A.C. -D.C. volts, ma., ohms,
modulation percentage, and has an "oscillator" incorporated in it.
and
tester kit would be the best bet considering its simplicity
economy. Along with the A.C. and D.C. measurements we intended
to include a vacuum tube voltmeter. This instrument is a very
be
useful adjunct but to the average person it probably would nottube
worth its actual cost in labor. So we decided to use a vacuum
rectifier in the usual V.T. voltmeter hook -up, but for relative
measurements only.

Front view of the compact "all- purpose" Tester.

EVERY Experimenter and "Fan" needs some
kind of testing equipment if his experiments are
to be conducted in an accurate manner. The most
important measurements to be made in any radio
shack are voltage, current, and resistance. For this
purpose a universal meter is necessary. Of course
separate meters could be used but the cost would be
many times that of a single multi-purpose meter.
who
It is safe to say that there are experimenters
build sets and never know just how much voltage
is being applied to the plates or screens of the
tubes in the receiver. Likewise there are plenty of
"Hams" who are operating transmitters without the
knowledge of just how many volts are being applied
to the various elements of the tubes in the trans-

mitter.

It was with the above in mind that the writer set
out to build a "general purpose" measuring instrument that would serve even the most critical experimenter and Ham. First an outline of the functions
of the instrument were made, together with a list
of parts. This called for a great number of resistors
and two meters, also the switch and other accessories
which go to make up a "universal" tester.
It was finally decided that a Triplett Model 1200

Oscillator Provided Also
Many times we have seen a "Ham" or "Fan" using an oscillatanother
ing detector of a receiver to check coils or the tuning of
tester
receiver. For this reason we decided to incorporate in thisexactly,
an oscillator. Not one that is a frequency meter calibrated
and
but roughly calibrated either in frequency or wavelength,
that is
tuning for instance from 50 to 100 meters. An oscillator
roughly calibrated and always in "working order" is a very handy
piece of apparatus.
The entire "tester" is built in a 7x12x5 inch aluminum box and
is small and compact enough to fit anywhere in the Ham's workshop. As we
said before it
measures everything; voltage,
A.C. and D.C.
in five steps, 1050-

250-

500 -

and 1000. Resistance in three

steps

-

1500

ohms, 1.5 and 3
megohms. Current in milliamperes-1 ma., 10
ma., 50 ma., and
250 ma. The resistance scales
are also used

f o r continuity
testing.
We have discussed the pur(Continued on
page 621)

Rear view showing the "works" of the Ham "tester."

Novel Shielding Made of Wire Mesh

A real business -like appearance can be given to your transmitter by following Mr.
Brown's suggestion of using % inch mesh wire netting, and coating it with black
paint. It may not keep the dust out, but it will keep your friends' hands away from

that big bottle: Hi:

I recently constructed a low -power
portable transmitter and wished to
shield the complete job.
Measure the surface to be covered
and buy sufficient 1/ " square mesh
wire fence netting. It is easily cut to
fit the sides and top of the transmitter.
Then take a 2" strip of light tin and
cut to the length of the screen panel.
Bend the tin in the center and press
over the edge of the screen by clamping
in your vise. Put one of these strips
on each side of the screen, making a
frame, and stick in place with solder.
The tin can be drilled to fit the screws
on the top and sides of the transmitter.
Cut a hole in the screen for the handie of the portable transmitter.
Paint the frame black and shellac
the screen, and the result will be a neat
looking job that will cost you about
40c at the most. -Wm. C. Brown.
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AMERICAN BROADCAST BAND

Every purchaser of these receivers gets a "self- tuning" chart for
each of the six bands covered by the receiver. The short, wavy,
black lines indicate that several stations are operated on the
same wavelength and are useful only locally.

41/2

to 2400 Meter

"SELF -TUNING"

GUIDE

Devised for Commercial Set
Elaborate colored charts enable the layman to quickly
locate those elusive short, broadcast and long -wave stations
with a minimum of time and effort.

Closeup view of the new tuning dial calibrated in kilocycles and
wavelengths. Only the particular band in use is illuminated.

ONE of the most elaborate self -tuning charts ever conceived, has been recently perfected for a well
line
of receivers. The accompanying drawing gives-known
some idea
of how easy it is for the average non -technical purchaser
of one of these receivers to tune in short -wave, as well as

broadcast stations, from points all over the world.
These tuning charts are accurately printed in four colors.
By consulting these charts, the owner of the set can easily
and quickly pick out the stations he might like to hear. By
glancing at these charts and also the elaborately calibrated
dial furnished on the new model receivers, he can surely
and positively trail that distant station to its lair.
The engineers who developed this new self-tuning chart
system for these receivers, came to the conclusion that the
usual method of thumbing through page after page of station calls in a Log Book was too tiresome, and they, therefore, worked out this much simpler direct- reading chart
scheme. A colored chart for each one of the six bands,
covering all the way from 4% to 2400 meters, is supplied
with each set. These charts have been prepared at a
great expense, and were executed by engineers and artists
with great precision, and one can actually see where each
short wave or broadcast station comes in on the dial It
is felt that they will provide the answer to the short -wave
"Fan's" prayer for a simple, accurate and quick method
of tuning in those many interesting stations from all parts
of the world.
Index Marks Proportioned to Power of Station
The height of the triangles and "wiggles" indicates the
power of the strongest station on that frequency, as follows: The height of the RED triangle is proportional to
the logarithm through the base end of the power of that
station. An arbitrary length was chosen for WLW, 500,000 watts, and the other lengths (Continued on page 617)
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The short -wave apparatus here shown has been carefully selected for description by the editors after a rigid investigation of its merits

WHAT'S NEW
In Short-Wave Apparatus

Tuned Aerial Gets More "DX"

J

1,800-R9+
4,200-R9+
6,200-R9+
7.300 -R9+
9,000-R9+
12,000 -119+
14,000 -R9+
15,000 -R9+
18,000 -R9+

Appearance of newest "Tuned Antenna."
(No. 514)

Crris

antenna up +15.6
antenna up + 4.74
antenna up +12.0
antenna up + 4.5
antenna up +10.9
antenna up + 9.6
antenna up + 6.6
antenna up +10.5
antenna up + 3.5
These figures show three things-the
non -uniformity of the simply semi -tuned
double doublet against which the R9+ was
compared and tested, its poor performance
on the short wave broadcast bands for
which it was presumably designed, and the
outstanding superiority of the R9+ tuned
antenna.
Gives Three to Six -Time Volume Gain
In practical reception, the R9+ gave
apparent volume three to six times greater
on short waves than that obtainable from
the double -doublet against which it was
compared. This audible increase in volume
of three to six times on short wave broad
cast and amateur bands results in reception
of signals so weak as to be unheard on
other antennae, and coupled with the noise
elimination benefits of the low impedance
noise rejecting leadin, plus ability to tune
the antenna exactly to any wave length
between 9 and 200 meters, is of inestimable

THE R9+ antenna consists of a doublet
50 ft. long (25 ft. per side), three special insulators, 131 ft. of weatherproof
twisted pair noise rejecting transmission
line leadin and the tuner and switch box, as
illustrated herewith. It comes with all connections soldered and all insulators in
place. To erect it, it is merely necessary to
tie a rope to each of the two insulators at
the ends of the 50 ft. flat top, uncoil the
transmission line leadin and hoist the antenna on its supports, which may be poles
on a house, eaves of a house, house and
garage, house and tree, or two trees. The
higher up it is, the better, and the further
away from electrical apparatus, such as
motors, and auto roads, the better also. The value.
leadin is carried down to a window near the
The direct noise elimination benefit of the
radio, the tuner box pulled in through the R9+ tuned antenna is initially equal to
antenna
to
the
window, its leads fastened
that of competitive noise reducing anbinding posts of the set, and the job is tennae. In practical use it is much greater,
over,
it
left
is
leadin
much
If
too
done.
due to the longer leadin of 131 ft. permitcan be coiled and placed out of the way, ting antenna flat -top placement well outor exactly 78 feet-no more, no less -can side local noise fields, to the selective noise
be cut off. If a longer leadin is needed, rejection attendant upon its tuning, and
as many extra 78 ft. lengths of twisted finally to the 5 to 15 db. signal volume inpair as are required may be spliced into crease, which effectively drops local noise
the original 131 ft. leadin.
5 to 15 db. below that obtainable with any
Considering practical operation, the net other antenna available.
benefits obtained have been measured
What's Inside the Tuner Box
against the best available competition
The tuner box contains three balanced
widely used double doublet -and found to
or. -teat fly, coupling transformers. the anbe as follows:

-a

A

terms tuning condenser. and the live position selector switch. Three positions of
the switch select the three balanced coupling transformers for different wave
lengths, the fourth feeds the balanced
doublet transmission line directly through
the tuning condenser to the receiver, and
the fifth position gives a standard L antenna for broadcast reception.
This switching arrangement provides any
desired type of antenna for broadcast band
or short wave reception, from a fully tuned
antenna to simply the usual noise reducing
doublet, and finally, a simple L antenna.
It is not tuned for broadcast band reception simply because physical dimensions
would be excessive, and high power, relatively strong stations and little local noise
on the broadcast band do not justify such
extra complication and bulk.
(Continued on page 628)
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Set with new "switch coil" installed.
(No. 515)

J

1

SET aINDING POSTS

(look -up of new "tuned aerial."

New Multi -Band Switch -Coil

FOR those who have tired of changing
plug -in coils, this new switch -coil offers
a solution to the problem, it is a completely
self -contained unit which has five prongs
similar to the conventional tube base, and
plugs into the ordinary 5 -prong socket.
Inside of the casing of this coil is located
four individual sets of windings corre-

.

10#..

10=

sponding to the wave range of conventional case, we presume that the primary is used
plug -in coils. By merely turning the knob to couple the R.F. stage to the regenerative
as well as reat the top of the coil, the bands are detector. Superheterodynes,
switched. This coil is quite unlike the av- generative receivers, can make use of these
been prepared
has
erage switch -coil in that it is not a tapped new coils. This article
from data supplied by courtesy of Uno All
coil arrangement, but connects individual
coils into the circuit at each position. The R ave Coil Co.
coils are radially wound similar to the old
style "pancake" coil, and are only a single
layer in thickness. They are mounted inside the casing in pie fashion; one above
the other. Very positive contacts are assured because behind the contact electrode
is a spring forcing it forward for a very
firm connection. In the drawing, we have
endeavored to illustrate the complete coil.
Four separate sets of coils, i.e., four secondaries with their associated primaries or
ticklers. The secondary is always used as a
grid coil and is tuned with a 140 mmf.
condenser. However, if the coil is used in
an R.F. stage, the primary will be the antenna coil, while in the detector this is
usually the tickler. Modifications of this
particular coil are being made wherein the
secondary is tapped for the usual cathode
Diagram of new switch -coil
feed -back for electron coupling. In this

Names and addresses of manufacturers of apparatus deurihed on this

and following sapea furnished upon receipt of
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Geo.WShuart
Shuart
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Radio Amateur Course
AS announced previously, this sixth
lesson of our Amateur Radio Course
will cover the M.O.P.A. (master oscillator -power amplifier) transmitter us-

ing crystal -control, frequency- multiplication, buffers, etc.

6th Lesson- Explanation of
M. O. P.

A.- Master

Oscillator

-Power Amplifier

the 47, because this tube exhibits the
same characteristics as the 2A5, and
requires no change in circuits formerly
using the 46, other than a reduction in
the value of the grid bias resistor;
500 ohms seems to be the optimum
value.

aOgAUA
2A5, RATE TANZ(

AMi

GaID

TANK

AMP.

2A61

35.1.AF
/Nc

RATE
COIL

ANT

ANT
COIL

FIG l

A

lmplete diagram of 3 -stage crystal- controlled M.O.P.A. (Master Oscillator -Power
Amplifier) transmitter with details of the tuning light and plug -in
coil suggestion

C

(IA).

Amateur Radio has advanced to the
point where multi -tube transmitters are
almost a necessity, although single -tube
crystal -controlled transmitters, such as
the "Wizard", described in one of our
past issues, is not to be "sneezed" at insofar as stability and power output is
concerned. On the other hand, for
greatest flexibility and efficiency, an
M.O.P.A., comprising at least three
stages, is necessary if real efficiency
is desired along with three or four band
operation.
Today, the Ham does not need to
spend a fortune in constructing a modern multi -stage transmitter with a
fairly respectable power output, because in nearly all cases, receiving
tubes may be used.
In Figure 1, we have a crystal -controlled transmitter built entirely
around 2A5 tubes. Although few Hams
realize it, this tube is ideally suited to
low -power transmitters or in the oscillator, buffer and frequency multiplier
stages. In this transmitter, we use a
2A5 connected as a pentode crystal oscillator, another 2A5 as a neutralized
amplifier or frequency doubler, and in
the third stage, 2-2A5's in push -pull,
as amplifiers. When using the 2A5 as
an amplifier or doubler, the control grid

and screen grid should be tied to-

gether.

Advantages of Link Coupling
The final amplifier or push-pull stage
of this transmitter (Fig. 1), is link coupled to the first amplifier. Experiments have long ago proven, where a
"single- ended" driver is used in conjunction with a push -pull stage, that
inductive coupling is far more efficient
than any other method of coupling.
Each coil of this link circuit should consist oftwo turns in each coil, coupled
fairly close to the center of both the
first amplifier plate coil and the push pull amplifier grid coil. Both grid and
plate circuits of the push -pull amplifier are tuned to the same frequency,
and, therefore, neutralization is necessary. For a more thorough discussion
of neutralized amplifiers, we refer you
to the fifth lesson.
All values of resistors and condensers
are given. However, coil data is omitted because this will depend upon the
particular band in which the trans-

mitter is to be operated. A transmitter
of this type should have an output of
from 30 to 40 watts on 80 and 40
meters, and possibly slightly less on 20.

Pentode Oscillator
001-MF.
In the pentode-oscillator circuit of
i L)
Figure 1, we have condenser coupling
to the first amplifier. Experience has
proven that the excitation tap on the
plate coil should be connected between
one -half and three quarters the length
.0ò1of the entire coil, from the B plus side.
MF
FIG.3A
If this tap were connected directly to
B+
the plate end of the coil, considerable
instability in the oscillator circuit
would result, and in many cases, the
oscillator may fail to start oscillating
when the transmitter is turned on.
With the two grids of the 2A5 connected together, this tube represents a
high -mu triode similar to the 46, and
no separate bias is necessary, although
a small resistor, around 500 ohms, in
series with the grid return, increases
the second harmonic output when
doubling. Many who have used the 46
will recall that the plate current tends
to creep up if the circuit is detuned or
if too much excitation is applied. This
trouble is entirely eliminated in the
2A5, no doubt due to the suppressor
which is connected directly to the
cathode inside the tube. We might also
mention here that those having trouble Various methods of coupling antennas to
with the 46 will do well to change to
a push -pull amplifier.
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doubler and pentode-buffer doubler.
M.O.P.A. transmitter using pentode oscillator-

condensers will be
through the resonant point. A further- neutralizing
ee set at
capacity.
same
Tuning Procedure
the
exactly
con
of the neutralizing
adjustment
be symalso
should
transthis
condensers
for
these
to
The tuning procedure
eliminate this. After this metrical; they should be mounted so
will
denser
Bthe
all
With
mitter is as follows:
neutralized, the
stage is thoroughly applied.
that the grid leads to them are idenplus voltages disconnected, the filabe
can
voltage
plate
on
tical, and the plate leads both of the
ments or heaters should be turned at
same dimensions. Many experimenters
Tuning of the Push -Pull Amplifier
and the tubes allowed to heat up for the
Then
minutes.
given up push -pull amplification
three
or
two
least
Our next job is to "tune up" the- have
the
plate and screen voltages should be ap- push
flash because they could not neutralize was
the
Couple
amplifier.
-pull
plied to the oscillator with the excita- light bulb to the grid -coil of the ampli- amplifier, and this, undoubtedly,
to lack of symmetry. H plug -in
tion tap of the first amplifier removed
fier and tune the grid condenser for due
are used in the push -pull amplicoils
from the oscillator plate coil. Then
neutralizing
brilliancy. The
not use the usual plug -in receivdo
fier,
with a flash -light bulb connected to a maximum
at
be
of this stage should
coil with the pins in the base.
er
type
single turn of wire, coupled rather condensers
the
minimum capacity; then couple
oscillator,
the
in
should be of the flat mounting
coil
coils
plate
The
to
the
closely
the
plate coil
bulb
flash-light
and
back
as shown in the drawing 1A.
such
condenser
type,
plate
the
swing
of the
anda
amplifier,
P
push-pull
the
where
reached
type of plug -in coil form will
is
The
other
forth until a point
brilliancy
the plate condenser for maximum
uneven in length.
leads
the
make
light glows the brightest. Back coil,
neutral
then
is
stage
of the bulb. This
amplifier in this trans-pull
The
push
pick -up coil away from the plate
examplifier,
of ized the same as the first
in the cathode circuit,
keyed
is
mitter
and retune for a peak in brilliancy
condensers
cept that both neutralizing
should be from
resistor
biasing
the
and
the lamp. The excitation tap should
are adjusted simultaneously,
now be connected to the oscillator some- point will be reached in the setting of 100 to 200 ohms. In the plate and grid
the push -pull amplifier and
where around two- thirds the distance
the flash -light circuits ofcircuit
coil. The these condensers where
of the first amplifier,
the plate
from the B -plus end of the have
current
the
grid
and
not
glow,
will
bulb
been
condensers are used. This
section
single
plate milliammeter could
circuit,
this
into
plugged
when
meter
makes both ends of the condenser
used for tuning the oscillator. Howwill not jump.
"hot" and an insulating shaft should be
ever, the maximum output does not
-pull
push
about
warning
A word of
or dial.
come about with either a maximum or amplifiers!-unless a push -pull ampli- used for coupling to the knob
conminimum reading on this plate meter fier is perfectly symmetrical, i. e., the For those who have split- stator
usage, they
their
can
afford
or
densers,
but somewhere between the two. Now,
and
length,
grid leads of identical
highly recommended. This transwhen the excitation tap is connected to two
the tap on the grid coil in the exact are
when used with an 80 -meter
mitter
the oscillator -plate coil, the plate curidencenter; the plate leads
can be used on the 80 and 40
crystal,
rent will increase, as shown on the electrical
tical, and the B-plus tap on the plate meter bands. For 80 meters, all three
condenser
neutralized
the
With
meter.
at the exact electrical center, it stages are tuned to the crystal fre"ne" set at zero capacity, and the flash- coil
be neutralized. Also, identical quency; on 40 meters, the first amplicannot
amplifier
first
the
to
light buab coupled
tubes should be used. In a fier (V2) is a doubler, and the second
of
makes
conplate
the
swing
(V2) plate coil,
symmetrical amplifier, the amplifier tuned to 40 meters. This is
perfectly
forth
and
denser of this stage back
are
if
we
with an 80 meter crystal. With a 40
until the bulb lights. Now,
meter crystal, all three stages can be
operating this amplifier at the same
tuned to 40, or we can operate on 20 by
frequency as the oscillator, it must be
tuning the first amplifier (V2) and final
neutralized. Increasing the capacity of
(V3) to that band. All the power amthe neutralized condenser gradually,
the
in
Lesson
next
back
The
condenser
circuits are tuned the same
plifier
the
plate
swinging
and
whether they are frequency multiplier
and forth through resonance, will
Course
Amateur
Radio
stages or not. After they have been
eventually result in a setting of the
neutralized, that is, if they require it,
conneutralizing condenser where the flashthe
with
will
deal
the plate voltage should be applied and
light bulb will not glow. A more acand operation of
the plate tuning condenser immediately
struction
curate method of neutralizing can be
adjusted for minimum reading on the
used by plugging a zero to 50 ma. meter
most im"Antennas "
plate milliammeter-this always indiin the grid circuit of the amplifier.
You will notice that rectified grid curportant subject of inter- cates resonance.
rent will be present even though no
Three -Stage Transmitter Using 2 S. G.
plate voltage is applied to the tube.
est to every student of
Tubes
back
swung
is
As the plate condenser
Short-Wave Technique.
In Fig. 2, we have another 3 -stage
and forth, you will also notice, if the
amplifier is not perfectly neutralized,
transmitter using two screen -grid tubes
a slight "bump" in the grid current
and two 801's (Continued on page 620)
when the amplifier condenser swings
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5 Meter M.O.P.A.
Uses Receiving Tubes
George W. Shuart, W2AMN

By
Here

From view of new

5 -meter M. O.

is a real up- to- tbe- minfrte 5 -meter transmitter
using the M. O. P. A.
(master- oscillator power amplifier) circuit. Perfect frequency
stability and
quality are obtainable with this circuit. It uses all receiving parts,
and 3 type
89 tubes. Over 60 miles distance has been covered with this
transmitter.

P. A.

The

'long -lines," or so- called
oscillator is unryuestion-

Long -lines

FOR the past five years the five met,r band has been steadily in-

creasing in popularity.

And it has

finally come to the point where the band
is really "overcrowded." This is not
so much due to the great number of
stations operating on five meters, but

due to the type of equipment used.
The present -day receiver is quite satisfactory. Our super -regenerator has
been improved to the point where not
only is the "superregen" now very sensitive but it is as selective as the popular five -meter superheterodyne.

What is an M. O. P. A. ?
For the benefit of the uninitiated. an
M. O. P. A. (master -oscillator, power-amplifier) is a circuit in which a separate
tube is used as a frequency generator or
oscillator, and is followed by one or more
non -oscillating amplifiers. This is really necessary in a phone transmitter if the frequency is not to be disturbed during modulation. Modulation is usually applied to the
amplifier, allowing the oscillator to be free
from all effects of the modulator.- Editor.
ably the best of
the modulated oscillators in so far Rear view showing how the parts are
placed for shortest connecting leads.
as frequency stability and efficiency are con- it is high time we use the better type of
cerned. However transmitter.

PS

141
+

g

.

Type 89 Tubes Used
Last month the writer described a
transmitter using the type 89 tubes.
An exact duplicate of this transmitter
was also constructed for operation on
the five -meter band; of course crystal
(Continued on page 629)

.

The entire station transmitter, modu-

e

power supply,
lator and "mike."
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Complete wiring diagram of the M. O. 1'. A. and its power supply.
Also showing how the modulator is connected.
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THE HAM
FOR
NEW APPARATUS
pecially, for ultra high -frequency

New National Condensers
1130

`44

New

National

A new line of

condensers has just been announced by the National Company. Among the features are
low cost, rigidity, and extremely
high -voltage insulation. These
are especially designed for the
amateurs. Condensers of this
type have only been hitherto
available in expensive commercial types such as used in commercial transmitters and by the
U. S. Navy.

high- voltage

transmitting condenser

Each section has
a maximum capacity of 26 mmf.
The plates are double spaced
and suitable for use in fairly
high -power transmitters. The
end pieces are constructed of
micalex for highest efficiency.
transmitters.

transmitting

1130.

Insulated Metallized Resistor

-H33
U. L. F.
The International Resistance denser, 1132.
-known
well
of
the
makers
Co.,
I. R. C. resistors, have recently
developed a new insulated metallized resistor. These type B
resistors, as shown in the photo-

Miller Iron Core I.F. Trans.

Compact Transmitting Con -

denser-H-34

In the photograph, we have
a partial view of the new Cornell- Dubilier "Dykanal" insulated condenser. The use of this
new special oil for insulating
purposes makes the new condenser much smaller than the
ordinary wax -impregnated, wax filled condensers, As an example the 1,000 volt 2 inf. condenser measures only 4 inches
high, 1 -13/16 inches wide, and
These are
1 -1/16 inches thick.
ideally suitable for "Ham" filNew Cornell- Jubilier "Dykters and power -supply where anal"
insulated condenser. t1 -34.
space is usually at a premium.

venting moisture absorption.

U. L. F. Transmitting Con -

denser-H32

Miller Iron core
former. 1131.

eon-

graph, are thoroughly insulated
so that should one come in contact with other parts or the
a receiver, there
chassis noof danger
of a short
would be
I.R.C. insulated metallized recircuit. The insulation is molded sistors, 1133.
metallized
completely around the
resistance element, and seals Lt
against moisture or damage.

formers-H31

Iron core transformers have
recently become very popular
because of their very high gain
and inherent selectivity. These
measure
Miller transformers
1rfsxl1/2x31/2 inches and have a
core which consists of a finely
divided magnesium alloy embedded in a ceramic body. The
manufacturers claim that a single stage with the new transformer will provide as much
gain and selectivity as the older
type transformers in two stages,
with one -half the usual amplifier noise. The material used
in the core is known by the
trade name "Crolite Magicore."
The coils are wound with Litza
wire, and are impregnated in
special low -loss compound pre-

trans-

split -stator

Here's a split- stator transmitting condenser designed es-

at least four
feet at right -angles to the vertical
radiator.
EFFICIENT 5
Aerials Tested at 900 Ft. Elevation!
By ARTHUR H. LYNCH
Various types of simple and rather
Types
Various
Of
complex antennas have been in use at
Details Covering The Design And Construction
With Low the author's five -meter stations, located
the
Of Simple and Complex Antennas Used In Conjunction
at Garden City, Long Island, on and,
Impedance Transmission Lines.
roof of the Hotel New Yorker
more recently, in the tower of the
5,
.1/s . -5, -A4
5i A4-1
Forty Wall Street Building, where our
VARIOUS TYPES of antennas, for
-tLD..e7xA/2
station is located more than nine hunoperation in the 56 -60 megacycle
given
dred feet above the street!
band -five meters -have been
Sy..575x&
The station, itself, is located in the
very thorough "workouts" in the New
observation tower and no means are
.Epu-.95%Ah
provided for the erection of beam antennas and for that reason we have
+TEL[5r.D01ç U.N.F ANTENNA
4._.___43,__i____
had to resort to the use of simple
LYNCH
ANTENNA suRPOR\5
IMPROVED
units. The arrangement shown in Fig.
the
dimensional
giving
view
Fig. 3-Top
'GIANT.NILLCR(Continued on page 623)
2, is the reCABLE
layout for any type of vertical beam array.
s, ".
,-.3T5
sion line is carried for

-METER ANTENNAS

A/2

T
I

¡.--Ift__t

-

I

4)LR..97x?)ç

--

S

:Iw
SJy'153.KI31 q':5`N:

N<I
Ai
SO.159MC,

"C,

n6Iw
'If9..C.1

..136NCI

1,33.IS,NC- ATONAL
STANOtOrr INSJLATOR

i

2' x 2'
SECTIONS. 6 LONG
BOLTED TOGETHER

STRA NOCD ENAMEL
ANTENNA WIRE
STREAMLINED WEIGHT

portFig. 2 -The antenna used at W2DKJ,
With
able, Forty Wall St., New York City.signals
fifty watts input to the oscillator
reported It6,
from this antenna have beentwo
hundred
at

Baltimore, Maryland,
twenty -five miles away.

matched -

The simple
impedance arrangement
with open -wire transmission line, illustrated in
Fig. 1, has been the most
popular type of antenna used, because it has
been comparatively simple to erect and easy to
adjust. The open type of
transmission line is used
with this antenna and
three different types of

thouYork area, where more than onenow
on
sand "five -meter" stations are a parare illustrated.
the air. In almost every case, to be lines
While the antenna is
found
ticular type of antenna islocation,
and shown in a horizontal
most suitable at a given
plane, it is actually
its choice is very much more a matter
mounted vertically when
electhan
expediency
mechanical
of
in use and the transmistrical performance.

Iitt

YYYYS

.1

--

SE9,

.

564C1

rTT-r r

ar,S

I

N

DIRECTOR

LD

i

ANTENNA

LA

REFLECTOR

LR

which
Fig. 4-Complete dimensions for the elements
he used in
compose beam array's. This layout should
has been deconjunction with the layout in Fig. 3 andinit the
article.
rived from the legend which appears
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Now Wind Charges Battery
FOR

instilled where the winds
from four directions will not
be hindered by any hills or

many years those
in isolated sections where regular electric
service is not available, have

living

other obstructions, such as
buildings, trees, etc., and it
should be mounted not less
than 20 feet above the
ground, building, trees, etc.

forced to carry their
batteries to and from the
charging station. However,
been

it is now possible for the
average person to purchase
a
completely b u i l t and
ready -t o -i n s t a l l battery
charger deriving its power
from the wind. This instrument requires no motor devices and is, of course, economical to operate because,
so far, the wind has not
been taxed and costs nothing.
T h e manufacturers
claim that the only operating cost is the distilled war
ter used in the battery, which
amounts to less than 50e a
year. According to specifications, one particular model
begins operation and starts

charging a battery with a
7+ mile an hour wind.
Quite a novel arrangement is incorporated in this charger
wherein if it fails to start due to congealed oil or stiffness
due to its being new, a certain connection can be made and
the generator will become a motor and start itself off. The
de luxe model has a specially designed Albers airfoil propeller, patented air -brake governor, turn -table, vane and
mounting, a 5?-Ç foot rigid angle iron tower for mounting
either on a flat or gable roof structure (and is designed so
that an extension pipe may be used), cut -out, ammeter, and
short lead -in wire. It costs less than le a week to operate,
according to the manufacturers. This model has a condenser on the generator which eliminates electrical interference. At 350 R.P.M., this generator will have an output
of from 16 to 18 amperes. In the various diagrams shown,
we have endeavored to reveal the most interesting features,
and we have also shown a typical layout for a system of
this type. It is important to have a charger of this type

Our Information Bureau
will gladly supply man ufee-

turers names and addresses
of any items mentioned in
Short 11'are Craft. Please
enclose stamped return envelope.

Hew the wind-charger is wired
and mounted.
AFTER ASSEMBLY ATTACH LIGHT

GENERATOR

SPRING

©

PULLEY

BAR ASSEMBLY

HERE

CABLE

GENERATOR COVER

CHAIN

AMMETER

VANE

RELAY

ATTACH
PROPELLER

INSTRU-

MENT

L,

PANEL.,

TURN

TABLE

1

3

o

BAT TERN,

t'/A"
MOUNTING
PIPE

VANE

ANGLE
LARGE
SPRING

The complete wind- charger.

Diagram showing how the dynamo is
mounted.

4 Tube Set Works Like 6 Tuber
THIS

receiver
utilizes the latest in hi -gain tubes
and
is
one
of
the most powerful
short wave receivers of its kind
available. in it are
incorporated those
features which will
fulfill the requirements of the most
exacting short

wave fan,

i.e.,

operation entirely
Front view of the "1 tubes equal 6" set.
from 110 volt A.C.
or D.C. lighting system, hum -free power supply, built -in high
quality loud-speaker, headphone jack permitting the use of
phones when desired, BAND- SPREAD tuning, smooth regeneration control, illuminated airplane type vernier tuning control,
and 6 tube performance obtained by the use of the multi -element variety of tubes.
The complete schematic circuit diagram employed
in Fig. 1. Inspection of this diagram reveals the use of isthegiven
following tubes: GD6 (or 6K7 metal l-6F7 (twin, 2 in
ír (or 6C5 metal 1-12A7 (twin 2 in 1 tube). The GD6,tube
or
its
metal counterpart the 6K7, is used as an aperiodic R.F. amplifier. This stage is very effective in isolating the detector stage
from the antenna system and eliminates the usual bothersome
antenna series condenser as well as providing considerable R.F.
amplification. This extra gain is of considerable advantage
when fishing for those elusive "far -off" DX stations.
The 6F7 tube is used as a high -gain, screen -grid regenerative
detector and first audio amplifier stage. The R.F. pentode section of the 6F7 type of tube is ideally suited for this purpose.
Regeneration is controlled by means of the screen
potentiometer R7 having a maximum value of 100,000 voltage
ohms and
having a special resistance tapered curve which provides
an
tremely smooth regeneration control. Three winding plugex-in
coils are used for their high electrical efficiency and the excellent selectivity obtainable from their use. The primary
winding
is interwoven with that of the secondary in
to provide
high energy transfer from the R.F. stage to the order
detector
section.
The number of turns on each tickler coil is so proportioned
as
to permit regeneration in that range of screen -grid voltages
where sensitivity is maximum. Ignorance of this fact accounts
1

)-

By Guy Stokely,

for the poor sensitivity of m a n y

E. E.

present -day short
wave receivers.
T h

the

tion

e output of
detector sec-

of the

6F7

tube is resistance capacity
coupled
into the triode section of the saine
tube which acts as
the first stage of a
powerful audio frequency amplifier.
The output of this
stage is in turn
fed into the grid
circuit of the second audio stage
which uses the
type 7G tube (or
I

Coo t iu ued on

troy'

6281

Ilea' of the chassis.

Wiring diagram of Mr. Stokel }'s receiver.
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Short-Wave Stations
of the World
Stations
Complete List of Broadcast, Police and Television
We present herewith a revised list of
experimental
the short -wave broadcasting,stations
of the
and commercial radiophone
world. This is arranged by frequency, but

for
the wavelength figures are also given
the benefit of readers who are more accustomed to working with "meters." teleAll the stations in this list use
phone transmission of one kind or another

air
learn through announcements over the
or correspondence with the stations themselves. A post card will be sufficient. We
will safely return to you any verifications
that you send in to us. Communications
of this kind are a big help.
Stations are classified as follows: CCommercial phone. B-Broadcast service.
X- Experimental transmissions.

and can therefore be identified by the
average listener.
fine
Herewith is also presented a very
stations.
list of police as well as television
are
*
star
Note: Stations marked with a
stations
the most active and easily heard
and transmit at fairly regular times.
Please write to us about any new stations or other important data that you

Guide
Around -the -Clock Listening
ductive.
save time.

for
Although short-wave reception is notorious
seeming inconsistency
and
its irregularity
sporting
the
to
appeal
greatest
(wherein lies its
listener), it is a good idea to follow a general
to
schedule as far as wavelength in relation
the time of the day is concerned. The observ-

To the west of the listener this same
8 p.m.
band is generally found best from about meters
35
until 9 a.m. (After dark, results above daylight.)
are usually much better than during
These general rules hold for any location in the
Northern Hemisphere.

lince of these simple rules will
From daybreak till 3 p.m. and particularly
during bright daylight. listen between 13 and 19
meters (21540 to 15800 kc.).
1 p.m.To the east of the listener. from about
be found very pro8 p.m.. the 25 -35 meter will

Commercial Radiophone Stations
Short -Wave Broadcasting, Experimental and
to left: Thus, read 21540 kc. as 21.540 mc.
3
decimal point
NOTE: To convert kc. to megacycles (mc.) shift

21540

kc.

-B

13.93

W8XK
maters

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH. PA.
7 -9 a.m.: relays KDKA

8-

13.94 meters

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CORP.
485 Madison Ave.. N.Y.C.
Irregular 8 a.m. -12 n.

WKK

kc.

21420

TOI meters
-C
CO.
T.
J.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N.and
Brazil
Cello

21080
-CRIO

a,
ti

kc.

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON, ENGLAND

WKF

17780 kc *W3XAL

-C-

15.60

JANEIRO, BRAZIL
WKK Daytime

21060

kc.

-CLAW

14.25

LAWRENCEVILLE,

C

NU

kc.

LSN6

RB.

14.27 meters

Cali. N. Y. C.
e a. m.S p. m.

20700 kc.
14.49

.0

kc.

-c-

15.81

GAQ
meters

C

LSY

PLE
meters

15.93

.0

kc.

-C

16.35

-C

16.36 meters

14.72

-C

metere

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Argentine. Braatl.

N.

1.

Calls Endland, daytime

18310

GAA

WLA

LAWRENCEVILLE.

kc.

FTO

18250 kc.

16.43 meters
ST. ASSISE. FRANCE

MONTE

-C

GRANDE.

-C-

ARGENTINA

Tests Irregularly, daytlma

19820 kc.

WKN

15.14 meta"
.C- LAWRENCEVILLE.
N. J.

Calls England, daytime

19650

15.27

19600

kc.

-C-

15.31

HURCINOÉAM. ARGENTINA

meters

MONTE GRANDE,
ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly. daytime

19355 kc.
-C.

18040

irregularly

16.6

-C-

15.50 meters
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE
Calls Argentine, mornings

-C-

meters

19.04

JAPAN H

Irregular

18.44

GAB

16270

C-

meten

kc.

Phones

J.

KTO

meters
MANILLA, P. I.
Calls Cal.. Tokio and ships

16233

PCV

-11:30

a.m.

FZR3

kc.
18.48 meters

18.84 meters

.C. SAIGON. INDO -CHINA

KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND

Calls Paris and Pacifie

6 -9 a. m.

(All

Schedules E

JVE

-C-

7

.e-

*PCJ
meten

19.71

PHILIPS' RADIO

N.V.

EINDHOVEN. HOLLAND
Sun. 8.11 a.m.

Also Tues. 3.6 a.m..
Wed. 7 -II a.m.

5

a.m. & 4 p.m.

kc.

KWO

Hawaii

2 -7

p.m.

kc. *HAS3
19.52 meters

HUNGARY

BUDAPEST.

*W8XK

19.72 meten

-B-

19.46 meters

15370

a.m.

kc.

15220
B-

-II

JVF 15210 kc.

DIXON. CAL.

"

PARIS,G FRANCE
Service de la Radiodiffusion
103 Rue de Grenelle. Paris

a.m.

3 -5

Java

U.S..

15415

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.
9 e.nt..7 p.m.
Relays KDKA

*DJB

15200 kc.
B-

19.74 meters

BROADCASTING MOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY
3:45-7:15 a.m.. 8.11:30 .m.

Broadcasts Sundays. 9 -10 a.m.

C-

19.53

Isla

B.B.C.. BROADCASTING

DIXON. CAL.

HOUSE.
LONDON. ENGLAND
Irregular

Phones Pacific Isles and Japan

15330kc. *W2XAD
.B-

19.56 meten
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.
Relays
WGY daily. 2 -3 p.m.
Sun. 10:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
19.6

GSP
meters

15280
-e-

kc.
19.63 meters

12:30 -2 a.m.

kc. *W2XE

.B19.65 meters
ATLANTIC BADCASTING
CORP.
Madison Av.. N.Y.C.
Relays
WABC dab, 11 a.m..6 p.m.
485

15260 kc.
.g-

19.66 meters

GSI

DAVE NT RY.
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
12:15.2:15 p.m.

Standard Time)

www.americanradiohistory.com

*GSF

kc.

19:82 meters

B

B.B.C..

DAVENTRY.
BROADCASTING

HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
3:30 -5:30, 6 -8:45 a.m.

*HVJ

kc.

VATICAN CITY
ROME. ITALY

B

10r30 to

DJ Q

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY

15270

15140

15120

AVE NTRY

B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE.
LONDON. ENGLAND
Irregular

WOG

kc.
8

late afternoon
morning

NAZAKI. JAPAN

18.47

meters

19.68 meten

"RADIO

IBA

15620 kc.

D

15.44 meten
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls England.
morning and early afternoon

Canada,
nd early Mtn.
and

.8.

NAZAKI. JAPAN

Phones

MASS.

Irregular. In morning

19.16 meters

.B

C.

16240

In

15660 kc.

WLK

kc.

LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

Calls

Calls Java,

meters
XKEMIKWA-CHO.

Calls Ships

.C

J YT

kc.

15760

GBC 15310 kc.

kc.

RUGBY ENGLAND

C

RUGBY. ENGLAND

FTM 17810 kc.

HURLINGHAM,IsARGENTINA
Ca
Bra:ll and Europe. daytime_

meters
A. T. & T. CO.,
OCEAN GATE. N. 1.
Calls ships

Phones

LSY3

kc.

WOO

kc.

17.5

meters

18.98

-C-

17.52

Arg.. Brae., Peru. daytime

16.56 meten
MONTE GRANDE.
ARGENTINA

Tests

LSF

C

m

BOSTON

GSO
KWU 15180
W3XL 15355 kc.
9 DAkc.VE NT RY
meters

meters

NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK. N. 1.
Tests Irregularly

16.54 meten
BANDOENG. JAVA

Phones Holland. early e. m.

C-

meters

i_

E

LSL 15245 kc.

kc.

15810

Phones

TAC

PISA. ITALY
6:30.7:30 a.

16270

PMC

kc.

LSN5 18115 kc.

kc.

C-

-C-

meters

17310 kc.
17.33
X.

GAW

16.48 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y., daytime

18135

DJE

shies.

17080

Calls S. America, daytime

LSG 18200 kc.

19900 kc.

Calls

17120

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Y., daytime

Calls N.

.C-

-C.

GAS
meters

16.38

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Saigon. mernieg

kc. W1XAL

15250

Phones

6-11:30 a.m.

SAIGON, INDOCHINA
Paris, early morning

meters

18.90

C

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY

Phones

kc.

W2XE

FZS 17760 kc.

meters

-C.

and early

HUIZEN. HOLLAND
Used irregularly

kc.
GAU 17760
.B16.89

FTK

15880 kc.

16.88 meters

485 Madison Ave.. N.Y.C.
Irregular II a.m. -3 p.m.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Y.. daytime

18345

PHI

kc.

16.89 meters
-BATLANTIC BROADCASTING

BANDOENG. JAVA
m.
Calls Holland. early

meters

MONTE GRANDE

20380 kc.

.B-

p.m.

17760 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Africa. mornings

18340

ARGENTINA
Tests Tredularly

C

18970

a.m.I

9

17775

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Australia, early a.m.

meters

16.87

NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Relays WIZ. Daily eau. Sun.

Calls N.

noon

C

GAP

kc.

WKA 18620 kc.
maten
J.

-8-

N. 1.

Calls England. daytIme

19160

RCali. England

21020

maters

a.m.

6 -8:45

10:00.10:30 a.m.

PSA 18830 kc.

14.23 meters

DE

Works

meters

BANDOENG, AVA
Calls Holland early a.m.
Broadcasts Tues.. Thur.. Sat..

I

P ge

GSG

kc.
PMA 17790
.B
16.86

kc.

W2XE 19220 kc.

kc.

21520

19345
B.C

places

a.m.. except

10 45 a

Sat. 10.10:45 a.m.

15090
-C.

RKI

kc.
19.88 meters

MOSCOW. U.SS.R.
near
Ron

7

Phones Tashkent
and relays

a.m.

Sundays

Irregularly

15070
.C-

RIO

Calls

kc.
19.91 meters

JANEIRO.
N.Y.. Buenos Aires and

DE

Europe, daytime

15055 kc.
.C.

PSD
BRAZIL

WNC

19.92 meten

HIALEAH. FLORIDA

Calls Central Amerlea, daytime

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1936

606
14980 kc.
-C-

20.03

KAY
meters

MANILA.

Phones

Pacific

14950 kc.
-C.

20.07

-C.

-B,C.

kc.
20.55 meten.

/7

NAZAKI, JAPAN

Phones Europe 4 -6 Lm-

VVMN

20.56 meters
.C.
LAWRENCEVILLE,

N.

Phones England
morning end afternoon

J.

14535 kc.
HB.1
B20.81 mote
RADIO NATIONS.
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
Broadcasts

C-

LSN

20.65 meters

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Call, N.Y.C. afternoons

eM kc.
ÿ4.7w
C

LSM2

20.69 meters

HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calls Rio and Europe daytime

TIR

14485 kc.
C-

20.71

CARTAGO.

Phones

Cen.

otees

COSTA RICA
Amer. & U.S.A.

PANAMA CITY, PAN.

kc.

-C.

20.71

TGF

metas
CITY. GUAT.

Phess WNC daytime

kc.

14485

YNA

-C20.71 meters
MANAGUA. NICARAGUA
Phons WNC daytime

14470 kc.

WMF

.C.
20.73 motors
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

20.75

kc.

C

GBA

metan
RUGBY, ENGLAND
21.44

.X.

.C

cell,

kc.

B

22

SPW

metan

WARSAW. POLAND
11:30 a.m.-12 20

Sundays

rama

JYK

13610 kc.

.C.
22.04 meters
KEMIKAWA -CHO. CHIBA.

KEN. JAPAN
Phones California till II p. M.

kc.

13585

C.

GBB

22.06 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Cells
Egypt & Casada, *Comm

13415 kc.

GCJ

-C

22.39 motor'
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls ,.pea
China early

inning

13390 kc.

WMA

STE. ASSISE. FRANCE
phones CNR morning,
Hurlingham, Argo., nights

11890 kc.

B "RADIO

25.23 maten

WESTIN
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

k

-B-

eternal

.X-

Hl.lah

daytime

kc.

VPD

22.94 meters

SUVA. FIJI ISLANDS
1230.190 a.m.

_Daily ele. Sun.

.C.

23.38 meters

OCEAN

GATE.

Call, Mpg

N. J.

HOUSE.LONDON
CENGLAND

-B25.36 meter.
ATLANTIC
ADCASTING
CORP.

485 MADISON

AVE., N. Y. C.
Riley' WABC 6.8 p.m.

11820 kc.
25.38 meters

12800

kc.

-C-

23.45 meters

GSN

LONDON. ENGLAND
Irregular

''e
11m1Ú kc.

*280

25.1 meters

E.I.A.R.

Via Montello

EBermuda

C-

5

DJD

*GSD

Tests

-C.

12:15.4 p.m._

Tests Irregularly

and Wed. a.10

a.m., Sat. and Sun. 8.11

a.m.

B

-B-

NADE,

8 p.m. -12

29.13

LSL2

Srhedules

p. m.

XEFT

AVE. INDEPENDENCIA. 25.
VERA
Daily
m.,7 30 m.
m..

12

Sat.

6:30 pm. -12
4 p

11

m -,

9 p

"B-

5tandrd Time)

e.m 4 p m ,
Sun. 11 Lm.12 m.

Relays XETF.

9595 ke.

maten

Eastern

.5.

31.27

*HBL

metrrs
OF

NS

GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
5:30 -6:15 O. M.
Mon. at I:45 a.m.

Saturdays.

e. m.

*DJN

31.45 meters

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY
12:30 -2 a.m.
3:45 -7:15 a.m.
e -II a0 a.m.
5:00 -10:45 p.m.

*W2XAF

31.48 sabers
°GENERAL
ELECTRIC

CO.

6CH E NEC TA D
N. Y.
Relays WGY 4 p. m.12 m.
Sun.

t

X12

n-Ì.21ä

9525 kc.

LKJ1

B.

JELOY. NORWAY
6 -/ e'
' II a....4 p.m.

kc. *VK3ME

9518
B

31.54 meters

AMALGAMATED

WIRELESS,
Ltd.
G. P. 0. Bona 1272L,
MELBOURNE AUSTRALIA
Daily asa. Sun. 4.7 a.m.

9510 kc.

*GSB

31.55 maten

°-

DAVENTRY,
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE, LONDON. ENGLAND
3:30.5:30 Lm., 9 a.m. -12 n.
12:15.4. 4:15.5:45 p.m.

9501. kCa
*PRFS
.5.
31.55 meters
RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Insularly {:45 -5:45 p.m.

kc. *``OGH

9428

E.I.A.R..

Daily 2.5:15

HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Cell, Europe, evenings
IATI

9540 kc.

metro
VEDADO.
HAVANA, CUBA

2 G ST.,

ROME, ITALY
M., Del F. 7::15 p.m p.m.

mid-

'PING

12.30"2 a.m-

31.13 meters

31.25 meters

etas
RUYSSELED 2, BELGIUM
Broadcasts 2:30-_1 p.m.

C-

WINNIPEG. CANADA
Daily. 8 P. m. -12 m.

*2R0

kc.

9635

LSX 9600 kc.
-B-

PHI 10330 kc.night. *ORK
HOLLAND

25.57 meters

DJ 1

31.01 meters

KONIGSWUSTERHAUSEN.
GERMANY.
America and
broads with Centrally
broadcasts Irregularly 5 -7 p. m.

-B31.17 meten
LISBON, PORTUGAL
Tun.. Thurs.. Sat. 130.7 p.m.

evenings

MONTE

4 Brazil. avainga

Argon.

KES 9625 kc. *CT1ÁA

meters

28.96 meters

GCA

RUGBY, ENGLAND

.C

vexing

BOLINAS, CALIF.

10350 kc.

MUM.

-

9675 kc.

CalIOOTWI11790H9:40aN m.

kc.

meters

30Y.

Calls

28.80 meters

IAC 11720 kc. *CJRX 10300 kc.
-B.
25.6 meters

PISA. ITALY
Calls Italian ships morning

c

PDK

28.80

30.77

9710 kc.

XGW

--

WOF

Phe_ns England,

YBG

kc.

N. Zealand
early g,gl.
and

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

SHANGHAI. CHINA

10410
-X

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING

and

C-

a m.

.a'r'ts'. ennd Cailfernia fats

Jan

9750 kc.

28.79 meters

C-

25.53 meters

Sae.

SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

HOUSE.

s20-9:1s p.m.

30.74 meters

Phones

IA

A

kc.

10410

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY
12.430 p.m.

HUIZEN,

C.

VLK
meters

kc.

ENGLAND
miming

-A

31.38 motets

BROADCA

GCW

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS

a.m.

WOK

Calls Rugby. early

.C.

meters
BOSTON. MASS.
Sun. 5.7 p.m.

Daily

-/

kc.

SYDNEY.

BY.

JVN 9760 kc. VLJ -VLZ2

kc.

26.51

30.64 Fasten
CRUG

Argo.. Brea.. Pero. nights

ÿO420

kc. WiXAL

25.49 metas

C.

*Di
*DJA

kc.

-B-

LSE 9530 kc.
imglarly

VUB

INDIA
II a... -1230 Rat.
WM.,
Th7n Bat

9560

JYS

9790 kc.

Phones
VIL

10520

n. -2 p.m.

12

MONTE GRANDE.
ARGENTINA
Tests

x,.76 meters
MEDAN. SUMATRA
5_30.630 a. m., 730.8:30 p. m.

SANCTI SPI RITUS,
CUBA
Testing in early evening
and 9 Lm. -12 n.

B

0

-C.
28.44 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

CO9WR -c

I1770 kc.

S

kc.
61.36 matan

KEN. JAPAN
Irregular. 1-7 e. w.

Lei..

26.14 meters

"B-

veten
KEMIKAWACHO. CHIBA.

NAZAKI. JAPAN
Europa

S 15,930 pot.;

Saturday also

a.m.1 a.m.

Sun. 6

9565

8.11:30

WNB 9800 kC.

kc.

10660

B31.35 metes
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
k MFG. CO.
SPRINGFIELD MASS.
Relay. WS
7.I
Lm.

*EAQ

9840 kc.
-X
30.49

C
SANTIAGO. CHILE
Broadcasts Thurs.. Sun.
8:30.9 Dm., Daily 7 -7:15 O, m.

.C.

25.42 meten
P. 0. Boa 85

-B-

m.

*W1XK

9570 kc.

30.43 meten
P. B. Bee 951

Da ÌÌy

* JVM

281 mete,
LAWRENCEVILLE.

ROME. ITALY

11790

Auebll.arlya

kc.

-c-

8:15.9 a.m., 9:15 -11 a.m 11:30
Lm. -12:15 p.m.

X

B-

2.3 p.m.. Daily 4.5 p.m.

10550

HOUSE.

11800 kc.

N. J.
Phones England, evening

27.99 motets

10675

WON

30.4 meters
-C'
LAWRENCEVILLE.

NAZAKI, JAPAN
12 w. -1 Lm.. Tues. and

Phones

DAVENTRY
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING

B.

Frl

LSN

-C.
30.33 meters
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Caló New Yerk, evenings

0
CE
W2XE I067Ú kc. meters*CEC

11830 kc.

.B.

Daily

a.m. -12 n.

12825 kc.
CNR 3:30 -5:30 a.m.,
B, C. 23.39 meters
11730
kc.
DIRECTOR GENERAL
B
Telegraph and Telephone
Stations. Rabat. Morones
Broadca.ts, Sunday. 7:30 -g a. m.

GSE

meten

25.29

WOO 11750 kc.

12840 kc.

-B.C.

KDKA

9890 kc.

GBP 9860 kc.

metan

kc.

10740

PA.

DAVENTRY,

-C22.45 melara
MARACAY. VENEZUELA
Calls

MFG. CO.

5.9 p.m.
Fri- till 12 w

Sydney.

GCU

meters
etera

Ruter
Research
Section.
Pa1mLittl Collin. Dept..
61 Little Collins St..
MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
AU
except
also Fri. 10:30 p.m. -2 a.m.

DJJ

PLP 9870 kc.

kc.

b/3
RUGBY.

-C-

-B-

BERMUDA
C. daytlmo

9-950 kC.
C.
30.15

kc. *VK3LR

9580

ter,
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls_N.Y.C. evening

ZLT4

WELLINGTON. N. ZEALAND
Phones Australia and England

10770

Y.

-C29.87 meters
KONIGSWUSTERHAUSEN.
GERMANY.
Works with Africa and broad.
casts irregularly 2.4 p.m.

28.79 m
BOX 2825,

kc.

N.

10042 kc.

XDJQ

27.27 meten
BANDOENG. JAVA
Relays NINON programa 630.11
a.m. Irregular en Banday,

e
*W8XK

PITTSBURGH,

irregularly

kc.
BC* 11

a

e...

kc.
28.79

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE, LONDON, ENGLAND
6.8, 10.11 p.m.

ZFB

LTO4 miters

_Phones N.

early a.m. Also broadcasts irregulrly on Sunday. 9.10 lama

FRANCE

11870 kc.

England

13345nkC,ne

13075

COLONIAL"

112IS.
3.4

.C22.40 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones

FTA

C-

GSC

31.32 meters

-B.

CONGO
Phones around 3 a.m.

MEXICO CITY, MEX.
Daily 5:30 -6:30 p.m
10 p.m.12 m. Relays XEW.

,a
aq
11050

29.59 meter,

*

9580 kc.

OPM

LEOPOLDVILLE, BELGIAN

DRU M MO NOVICES,
QUE., CAN.

"B"

KKQ

25.13 meten

-C-

W3XAU
meters

NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA.
Relays WCAU
12 N -7:50 p.m,

PSH

CJA4 10055 kc.

in ïwning

.B.

29.35 meters

10140 kc.

kc.

9590

S.Niffir

RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

26.28 meters

11200

Paris. morning

25.10 meters

-C.

HP5J

31.28 meters

APARTADO
PANAMA
PÁÑAMA
lams a.m..1 9.m.. 730 -I0 p.m.

evening

10220 kC.

VIZ3

25.95 meters

Teets with

FZS2

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tats, Irregularly. evenings

9

SWOP Airea. late afternoon

13635

D.

11950 kc.

GBW 11860 Raellays
kc.
motors

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls U.S.A.. anemone

13990

S

-C-

25.02 meters
-c- SAIGON.
INDO -CHINA
Phones

kc.

RÑE 11413 kc.

meters

kc.

11991

KAHUKU. HAWAII
Tuts In the evening

.B-

ARGENTINA
AR

a.m.

kc.

9590

maten

noon and

Calls Canada evening and early
a.m.

a.m., Daily
12.30.130 p.m.. Wed. 5 -B a.m..

alternas_

C

GBS

MOSCOW, U
Sup.
10.11

Phones England
morning and

14440 kc.

kc.
2

KIO

25.68 metan

Sun. 1-9, 5.11

PMN
LSK3

29.27

HURLINGHAM,

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
OF AUSTRALASIA
FISKVILLE. AUSTRALIA

24.60 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., snaring

12000
B-

C-

kc.

11560
X-

Phones England morning,,
Sun- 1:40 -2 P.M

Phone, WNC daytime

14485

-X-

WIRELESS.
LTD 47 YORK ST.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

meters

kc.

10250

p.m.

11680

AMALGAMATED

BANDOENG, JAVA
Calls Australia 5 a.m,

MEDELLIN. COLOMBIA
p.m., 830.1030

-B.C.
24.52 meters
REYKJAVIK. ICELAND

-C.

meters

1130 a.m.I

TFJ

HPF 11940 kc.

20.71 meters

-B.

GBi

12150 kC.
X150

m.
kc.
kc. *H14ABÁ 10260
-c29.24
25.62

11710

veten
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calle N.Y.C.. afteraan
24.41

12235 kc.

Daytime

14485 kc.
-C.

.C.

p.m.

Ii7 Im10

9590 kc. *VK2ME
B
31.28 meters

-X29.16 meters
KONIGSWUSTERHAUSEN.
GERMANY
Broadcasts irregularly

PARIS. FRANCE

kc.

12290

DIQ

10290 kc.

25.61 meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"

CT1G0

24.2 maten
PAREDE. PORTUGAL
Sun.
10.1130 a.m.. TueL.
Thur., Fri. 1:00.2:15 p.m.

Irgpularly

14530 kc.

-8-

ships

-B.

JVH

GBC 11715 kc.

meters

HJB 12396 kc.

meters

14590 kc.

23.47

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls

BOGOTA, COL.
Cells WNC. daytime

14600

12780 kc.

I.
Isles

P.

10

a.m..12 n.. 4.6:30. 8 -10 p.m.
ala II Lm. -12 N. Thurs.

9415 kc.
-C.

*PLY

31.87 meten
BANDOENG, JAVA

PBroade stslaTues.oa d9Thurs..,

sat. 10.10:30 ..m.

9330
-CDRUM

kc.
32.15 meters

Phones

9280
-C.

kc.
32.33

metan

GCB

k

Egypt. evenings

kc.

WNA

Calla Can.

9170

CJA2

ILLS. CANADA
England Irregularly

-C.
32.72 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. 1.
Phones

England, evening

607

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1936
9125
-S

32.80 meters

"RADIO
GYM-I -UT.

Sunday 6.7 a.m-

TFK

9060 kc.

Son. 6-7 p.m.

.B.

REYKJAVIK, ICELAND

afternoons.

Phones London

Irregularly_

Broadcasts

,

.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calle N.Y.C., avulses

Relays NBC & CBS

main

IrreIUlarb

H KV

8795 kc.
34.09 metan
S BOGOTA,
COLOMBIA

6:3.0 p.m. -12 m,

lar;

PNI

kc.

8775

meters

MAKASSER. CELEBES.

Plane Jan

N.I.

anal

kc.

8760

4 a. M.

Atrio.. attraeea

kc.

8730
-C

GCI

meters

RUGBY.
Calla ladle.

m.

S le.

GBC

8680 kc.
34.34

RUGBY. ENGLAND
CNN chipa

-C.

WOO

kc.
33.05

meters
GATE. N. J.

OCEAN

Calls ship irregular

IAC

8380 kc.

33;6 metan
Pisa. Italy

-C.

8220 kc.
B

-B.

ZP10

36.5 meten
QUITO. ECUADOR
p.m., except Monday
it a.m. -I2 n.; 4.10 p.m.

Sun.

86.65 maten
C
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

Irregularly

kc.

8170

CO9J Q

36.72 meten

-X-

CAMAGUEY. CUBA
Broadcast 8.9 p.m- daily
except Sat. and Sun.

kc.

8036
-B.

37.33

CNR

.x

BOLINAS CÁ IF.
Teets Irregularly
II a. -12 n.; 8.9 p.

LSL

kc.

7901
C

37.97 meten

HURLCalllls

ARGENTINA
t
Brazil.

J YR

kc.

7880
-B

35.97 meten

KEMIKAWA-

lHO.4Ñ

NIBA-

4.7:49 a. m.

7854 kc.
B-

HC2JSB

38.2 meter:

*HBP

35.47 meter.
LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

6750

KEE

38.89 meter
BOLINAS. CAL.

-C.

Relays NBC & CBS
Programs in evening Irregularly

7630
B-

ZHJ

kc.

Broadcasts

6710
-B.

6672
.C

11

7-9 a.m.
p.m. -I A.M. (Sun.)

*JVP

7510 kc.
-B.C.

39.95 meters

NAZAKI. JAPAN
4.5 p.m.

7400
-B-

GUAYAQUIL.

C

Calls

6620

kc. *PRADO 6150 kc.

45.30 meten
B RIOBAMBA.
ECUADOR

Thun.

6611
-S.

9 -11:45

kc.

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
Daily 12-2 p. m.: 7.11 p. m.
5 -9

a

m.

RV72

6600
-B-

kc.

CSL

48.78 meters

LISBON. PORTUGAL
7.8:30 a.m., 2.7 p.m.

6150

*CJRO

kc.

48.78 meten
B.
WINNIPEG, MAN., CANADA

45.31 meters
MOSCOW. U. S. S. R.
1.9 p. m.

YV5AM

45.45 meters

"ECOS de LLANO"
SAN JUAN de LOS MORROS.
ENEZ
Testing In evening_

kc. HJ3ABD 6550 kc.
45.77
40.54 meters
P. 0. Box 5 (9

-B.

p.m.

8

p.

Sun.

3

6150

B

m. -12

-10:30

m.

P.

m_

kc. HJ5ABC

49.14 meters
S. A.
MANIZPALOES.
175
Bee
COL..
Men. te Frl. 12:15.1 P. m.:
a. p
Frl.
Tues.

SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
12:45 -230. 6 -7. 8 -9 p.m.

MFG. CO.
A.
PI TTSBU
A

Relays

R

Sehedules

I

1

-B

.:

Ó 5 p.l

Monday. Wednesday, Saturday.
5.6 p.m.._ Sun. 12 11.1 a.m.

61

-B

__-

49.16

Natl.

49.46 meten

MANIZALES. COL.

Daily

a.m. -12 n.. 530-730
Sat. 1030.1130 p.m.

11

p.m.

kc. *W8XAL

6060
-B-

49.50 meter.

Co.

Chlcege_

ZTJ

kc.

6097
B-

49.2 meters

BROADCASTING

AFRICAN

CO.

-Fri. 11:45 p.m.
12:30 a.m. (next day)
Mon. Sat. 3:30.7 a.m.
Sun.

TORONTO. CANADA
6 p.m. -12 m., Sun.

Daily

12

n

CINCINNATI. OHIO

630 a.m.-8

J

6060

B-

.B.

4 .31.

ROME.
Mon., Wed..

:.:..

CAN.

49.59 meters

p.m.

6 -8

6045
B-

HJ3ABI

kc.

49.63 meters
BOGOTA. COLO.

Irregular

in

venin,

HJ1ABG

kc.

6042

6083 kc.

Sun. 1.8 p.m.

ITALY

6:15-7:30 p. m.

VQ7LO

a.m. on Tues. and Thurs. Sat.
Sun. 11
1130 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
a,m. -2 p.m.

kc.

CP5
meters

LAPAZ, BOLIVIA
7.1030 p. In.

6080

W4XB

kc.

6040
-B

49.87 meters

BEACH. FLA.
Relays WIOD 12 n. -2 p.m..

MIAMI

PRA8

kc.

6040
-B-

49.67 m

RADIO CLUB OF
PERNAMBUCO
PERNAMBUCO, BRAZIL
1.3 p.m., 4 -730 p.m. dally

6040 kc.
-B-

*W1XAL

49.67 meter.
BOSTON. MASS.
Tues., Thurs. 7:15 -9:15 p.m.
Sun 5-7 p.m.

6040
-B

kc.

49.67 meten

YDA

N.I.R.O.M.
TANDIONGPRIOK.

JAVA
5:45.6:45 p.m.. 10:30 p.m.- I :30

-B

kc.
49.34 'meters

HP5F

COLON, PANAMA
Testing In evening.

*HP5B

49.75 meters
P. O. BOX 910

PANAMA CITY, PAN.
N. -1 p.m,. 8.10:30

-8

mitre

49.31 meters
-BNAIROBI. KENYA. AFRICA
Mon. -Fri. 5:45 -6:15 a.m.. 11:30
Also 8:30 -930
a.m. -2:30 p.m.

49.3

p.m.. 6.10 p.m.

12 n. -1

2R0 6030 kc.

Day 6.6:5.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com

a.m.

DAV ENTRY
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
10:45 a.m.12 n.- 4.5:45 p.m..

VE9BJ 6030 kc.

kc.

6085

Eutern Standard Time)

II

49.50 meten
NEWTOWN SQUARE. PA.
Relays WCAU, Philadelphia
8 Fm -11 p.m.

12

.B.

p..m.;

p.m,'

-12m

49.28 meter.
-BKHN3B
SAINT

KDKA

CORP.

RADIO

CROSLEY

5:30 p.m. -I2 m.

matin

Broad.

Relaya WENR.

S-

HJ4ABL

kc.

6065

49.18 meten
-BNATIONAL BROADCASTING

Sun.

(All

VE9CS

49.65 meters
kc. *W3XAL BBARRANQUILLA.
COLO.

6100

6080

CALI. COLOMBIA

M. W., F.. 7-10 p.m.

kc. *W8XK
TIRCC 6140
48.88 meten
B
meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

B.
RADIOEMISORA CATOLICA
COSTARRICENSE

kc. HJ4ABB

CO9GC 6090 kc.

48.74 meten

GRAU & CAMENEROS LABS..
BOX 137. SANTIAGO. CUBA
9 -10 a.m., 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m..
3.430 p.m.. 10.11 p.m.. 12 in.2 a.m.

ship. «enl nos

11:45 a. m. -3 P.

9 a.m. -4 p.m.
Sun. 8 -10:15 a.m.; 12:30 -3 p.m.

p.m.

kc.

-B-

PISA. ITALY

.

ne.neo;

a.

kc.

49.42 meten
VANCOUVER, B. C.. CANADA
Sun. 1:45.9 p. m., 10:30 p. m.
m.; Tun. 6 -7:30 p. m..
1130 p. m. :30 a. m. Dally
6 -7:30 p. m.

-B-

*GSA

-B-

48.7 meters

6155

IAC

930

6105

CARACAS. VENEZUELA
II a.m. -2 p.m.. 4 -10:30 p.m.

45.05 meters

kc.

Sat.

6070

VUC 6050 kc.

meters

49.1

CALCUTTA, INDIA
Dally eeeeee Sat., 3.530 e. m.,

kc. *CRCX
kc. *YV3RC 6090
B49.26 meters

-B-

*HC2RL

B

HJ4ABC

49.42 enters
PERIERA COL.
930-1130 a.m.. tl-8 sr 9 p.m.

-B-

W3XAU

pm._

kc.

6110

kc.

-B-

BROADCACTING

B.B.C..

OER2
meters

kc.

rasters

D5.1$

HOUSE, LONDON. ENGLAND

HJ3ABF
COLOMBIA

I

*GSL

JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH
AFRICA.

48.62 meters

6160

ECUADOR S. A.
Sunday. 5:45.7:45 p. m
Tua.. 1:15.11:15 p. a.

6650

48.58 meters

kc.

4.10 p.m.

-B

TUNDA, COLOMBIA
1.2; 730.930 p.m.

B OGOTA.
6-1

44.95 meten
MARACAY, VENEZUELA
Br«deaats Sat. S-9p.m.._

B.

kc. HJ2ABA

6170

YVQ

P. O.

111.

1

-1230 p.m..

9 a.m.

kc.

6110

m.

7:40.9240 3.

6175

kc.

6660 kc.

48.5 meters

11:40

LA -VOZ DEL TROPICO
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
APARTADO 257. Dally 7.19
p.m.

P.O. I BOX 998

HALIFAX. N.B.. CANADA
Daily

3.5 p.m.

6070

CO.

AREP.
P. 0. BOX 423. SANTIAGO.
DOM NICAN

m.I

Relays XETF

BOUND BROOK. N. J.

H I lA

kc.

6185
-B

I

m.

ub.

PAREDE PORTUGAL
am. -I p.m.

44.71 meters

39.32 meters

Dally

48.4 meters
Radio

*TIEP B

kc.

CT1GO

Sun. 11:30

4-8 a.m.

I

Sun.

Dally We. Tues. 7:20430 p.m.

*JVT

12

OAX4G

Apartad ote 1212
LIMA. PERU
Wed. 7 -11:30 p.m.

-B

meten

kc.

a.;

Sat.. 9.4Un . 11:40 a.

6198 kc.

NAZAKI. JAPAN
KOKUSAI -DENWA KAISNA.
LTD.. TOKIO

PENANG. MALAYA

else Sat.

S

p. nu.:

kc.

6230

m.

WOA

-B.C.

GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
530.6:15 p. nu.. Saturday

7715 kc

11:41 P.

meters

44.41

ECUADOR
8:15 -11:15 p.m.

kc.

4:40.5:40

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phne' England. «sales

GUAYAQUIL.

7799
-B

SANTO. DOMINGO
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Daily Went Sat. end Sun.

H IH

p.m.. 7:30 p.m. -12 m.
Sat. also 6:30.7:30 p.m.
a.m. 4 p.m., 9 p.m. -I2
Sun.

II Lm.4

2:30.4. 10.11

HIZ

mrs

-S

SAN PEDRO de MACORIS
DOMINICAN REP.
12:10-1:40 p.m.. 7:30.9 p.m..
Sun. 3.4 a.m. 4:15-6 p.m.

-C

YV4RC

47.06 meters
B CARACAS10
VENEZUELA

KEL

6860 kc.

XEFT
meters

49.02

VERA CRUZ. MEX.

S

SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
"LA VOZ DE LA VICTOR"
12 n.-2 p.m., 6.10 3.m.

meters
43.4
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calla N.Y.C. evening

-B

46.6 meters
APARTADO 225,

6375 kc.

p.m._

6110 kc. *CHNX

TIPG

kc.

GDS 6316 kc.

6905 kc.

metre

RABAT. MOROCCO
Sundey. 230 -5 p. m.

.B.

Sun. 9:36.11:36 a.m.
Mon. and Fri. 5:36.9:36 p.m.
Tues. and Thur. 8:36.10:36 a.m.,
2:36 -4:36 p.m.
Wed. 3:36 -4:36. 5:36-9(36 p.m.
Sat. 2:36 -4:36 p.m.

.C.

W9XBS

48.7 meten
NATL. BROAD. CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relays WMAQ. Irregular

6410

P.40. BOX IS.
PARAMIRABO, DUTCH
GUIANA

PSK 6755 kc.

kc.

8185

PZH

kc.
HCJB 6814
.B
44.03

7 -11

.x

BROADCASTING

CO

Relays WABC, 8.11

S. A.

.;

kc.

6425

meters

49.02

HOUSE

BERLIN

Teets

a.:

m.

485 MADISON AVE.. N. Y. C.

P. 0. BOX 715.
S -10 p. M.
1138 a. m. -1 p.

42 meters

kc.

meten

48.53

BARRANQUILLA. COL..

CALLE, BOLIVIA.
P RO G R OSOIG UAL DAD
BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA
T «ling In awning

36.4

-B-

B-

B
ATLANTIC

49.34 meters

VIENNA. AUSTRIA
S pm.
9

*W2XE

6120 kc.

HJ1ABB 6120 kc.

kc.

6447

kc. HJ1ABK

6996

IBAQUEB'
COLOMBIA

6-9 p.m.

LA
HONDURAS
Reported in this and other rave.
irregularly la easing

XBROADCASTING

Frl..

and

6:40.9:40 a.

HJ4ABJ

VOZ de

Tue..

See..

DJM

kc.

6079

kc.
ZGE 6072
.B.
441

melon

496.92

49.34 meters

CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relays WCFL
-11 p. m. and
Sunday 1130 a.
Tues.. Thurs., Sat.. 4 p. m. -12 m.

p.m. -12 m,

10

kc.

-B-

KUALA LUMPUR
FED. MALAY STAPES

a. m. 1:10

11:55

Mon.

W ed. 8.11 p.m-

6130
B-

46.51 meters

"LA

42.67 meters

ASUNCION. PARAGUAY
7.9 p.m.

8214 kc.

.g.

SAN

7000

HI4D

6450 kc.

am.;

9.11

p.m.; 4:40.7.40 p.m.

HRP1

kc.

46 15 meters

Sua.

48.92 meters

CARTAGENA. COL.
P. 0. Box 31
Daily 11:15 a. m.1 p. m.; Sue.

46.28 meten
SANTO DOMINGO.
REPUBLIC

Men. 3:45.4:45. 6:45-7:45 p.m.
Wed. 6:45.7:45 p.m.
Thur. 5.6:45 p.m.
Sat. 6:45 -7:45 p.m.

7030

B

HJ5ABD

kc.

p.m.12 m.

HJ1ABE

kc.

W9XAA

kc.

6080

CUBAADO.

H AVANA,

Relays CMCD 8

MANIZALES. COL.
12-130 p. m.. 7-10 p. m.

6482
B

Sun. 7:45-10:15 a.m.

B

NGAND

8560

Tee. sad Sat. 5.9 .
& Thun 630.7 p. M.

B

meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calla S.

.B

A.
m.; Nee.

GEORGETOWN, SRI.
ANA. S.A.

BOLINAS, CAL.

Pregraus le

HKE

42.25 meters
B BOGOTA.
COL., S.

COCD

48.92 enters
VOOz del Aire"
y

"La

6130

46.01 meters

6500 kc.

kc. VP3MR
KEJ 7080
42.68 meters
.BGUI-

9010 kc.
A-

evenings

7100 kc.

GCS

kc.

9020

Inelularly.

_

CALL

VALENCIA. VENEZUELA
12 n. -I p.m.. 6 -10 p.m.

41.04 meters

CARTAGENA. COLO.

33.11 metan

.C.

.B-

kc.

6130

kc. *YV6RV

6520

HJ1ABD

7281 kc.

'

D.R.

SANTO
Sat.. 8.10 p.m.

MEX.

MEXICO CITY.

22

BUDAPEST, HUNGARY

HIL

6528 kc.
45.95 meters
-B
DOMINGO,

XECR
kc.
*HAT4 7380
40.65 met
S
FICE.
t
FOREIGN
LABO R."

kc.

p.m_

VE9CA

49.75 meters

CALGARY. ALBERTA, CAN.
Thurs. 9 a.m. -2 e.m. (Fri.):
Sun.

Irregularly

9

6020
-8-

12 n. -12 m.
on other days from
a.m. -12 m.

kc.

CQN

49.83 meters

MACAO, CHINA
Mon. and Fri. 3.5 am.

6020
B.

kc.

*DJC

49.83 meter.

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN
.i.4:30 p.m., 5.10:45 p.m.

12

6020 kc.
-B-

HJ3ABH

49.83 meters

BOGOTA. COLO.

APARTADO 565
7.11

p.m.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY,
1936

608
6018 kc.

ZHI

49.9 meten
RADIO SERVICE CO..
20 ORCHARD RD.,
SINGAPORE. MALAYA
Mon., Wed. and Thurs 5:40 -8:10
a.m. Sat. 10:40 p.m. -1:10 a.m.
(Sun.) Every other Sunday 5:10.B.

6:40 a.m.

6010 kc.
B49.92
P.O.

*COCO

8

meters

-B-

a.m. (Sun.)

kc.

5940 kc.
4.6, 9 -II

5880 kc.

*XEBT

-B-

meters

kc.

5985
B-

de

LARA"

"LA

5875

kc.

HRN

-B51.06 meten
TEGUCIGALPA. HONDURAS

CJ W

CJZ

KGPJ

KGPK
KGPL
KGPM
KGPN
KGPO
KGPP
KGPQ
KGPR
KGPS

KGPW

KGPX
KGPZ
KGZA
KGZB
KGZC
KGZD
KGZE
KGZF
KGZG
KGZH
KGZT

KGZJ

KGZM
KGZN
KGZO
KGZP
KGZQ
KGZR

BERMUDA

Calls U.S.A., nights

5000 kc.

C REYKJAVIK,
60 meters

ICELAND

4975 kc.

C

7 -9

XECW

p.m.

92.24 m

RUGBY. ENGLAND

4752 kc.

a.

52.5 meten
QUITO. ECUADOR.

-C-

HCK

83.1

WOB

CLAWRENCEVILLE.
51.26 meter

N.

Calls Bermuda, nights

J.

5713

kc.

S.

A.

4600 kc.

TGS

-B-

-B52.51 meten
GAUTEMALA CITY. GUAT.
Tues., Thurs., and gun.

64

meten

WOO

GDB

99.44 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Tests, 8.11

m.

p.

kc.

4273

RV15

-B70.20 meters
KHABAROVSK. SIBERIA.
U. S. S. R.

Dally, 3.9 a.m.

kc.

4272
C-

70.22 meten

4098 kc.
-C

WOO

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships Irregularly

WND

73.21 meten

HIALEAH. FLORIDA

Isla

Calls Bahama

kc.

4002
-B

CT2AJ

74.95 meten
PONTA DELGADA.

SAO MIGUEL, AZORES
Wed. and Sat. 5.7 p. m.

3543
B-

kc.

CR7AA

84.67 meten

0. BOX 594
LOURENCO MARQUES. MOZAMBIQUE. E. AFRICA
130.330 p.m.. Mon., Thun.,
P.

and Sat.

3490 kc.

-e

YDH3

85.96 meters

HC2ET 3040 kc.

65.22 meters

Apartado 249
GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR
Wed., Sat. 9.11:30 p.m.

p.m.

kc.

BANDOENG, JAVA
Daily except Frl., 430 -530

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships Irrpularly

-B-

5853 kc.

G DW

Calls N.Y.C.. late al night

CRISTOBAL.
VENEZUELA
12

60.30 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Ships, late at night

-C.

-C-

GBC

4820 kc.

TACHIRA,"

kc.

TFL

Cells Landon at night.
Also broadcasts irregularly

OAX4D

Testing near

ZFA

a.m., 5:45-6:45 p.m.

11

4320

-B

98.68 meten

TANDJONIGPRIOK.
5:30 -11 a.m.

YDA
JAVA

Schedules Eastern Standard Time)

Police Radio Alarm Stations

CGZ

KGPI

VOZ de

5714

(All

KGHV
KGHW
KGHX
KGHY
KGHZ
KGJX
KGLX
KGOZ
KGPA
KGPB
KGPC
KGPO
KGPE
KGPF
KGPG
KGPH

59.7 meten
-C HAMILTON.

51.9 meten
P.O. Ben 853
LIMA, PERU
Mon.. Wed. & Sat. 9 -11:30 a.m.

SAN

HJ2ABC

MEXICO CITY. MEX.
4-4:30 p.m., 10:30 p.m.. 12 m.

KGHG
KGNK
KGHM
KGHN
KGHO
KGHP
KGHQ
KGHR
KGHS
KGHT
KGHU

5025 kc.

H 11J

5780 kc.

WCN

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones England irregularly

5720 kc. YV1ORSC
B52.45 meters

6.10 p.m.

50.17 meters
CALLE del BAIIO 120

KGHA
KGHB
KGHC

kc.

-10 a.m.

59.08 meten

-C-

JVU

meten

6

5077 kc.

meters

51.9 meten
SAN PEDRO de MACORIS.
DOM. REP.
7.030 p.m.

p.m.

BARQUISIMETO.
VENEZUELA

50:13 meters

kc.

-8-

51.02 meten

a.m.

CUCUTA. COLOMBIA
Irreg. In evening

5980
-B

51.81

Fri.

Wed..

YDB

67.11 meters

N.I.R.O.M.
SOERABAJA, JAVA
10:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m., 530-

ZCK

55.45 meters

Sat. 6 -11 a.m.

NAZAKI, JAPAN

5780

YVBRB

"LA VOZ

Boa 79.44

a.m.I

Tues..

-B-

MEXICO CITY. MEX.
8

p.m.

*YV2RC

Broadcasts 2-7:45 a.m.

50.5 meten
GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.

Dally 3.5 p.m.

P. 0.

-C.

TG2X

-B

RV59

50 meten
MOSCOW, U. S. S. R.

5990 kc.
B50.08

HJ4ABE

kc.

HONGKONG. CHINA
Relays ZBW
Daily 11:30 p.m. -I:15 a.m.
Mon. and Thurs, 3 -7 p.m.

p.m.

50.42 meten
MEDELLIN. COLO.
Daily II a.m. -12 n., 6 -10:30
p.m.

10.11 p.m. Sat. also )om012pm.

5410
B-

p.m.

meten

kc.

B

RAMON.

COSTA RICA
Irregularly around 9:45 p.m.

BROADCASTING CARACAS
CARACAS. VENEZUELA
Sun. 8:30 a.m..10:30 p.m.
Daily II a.m. -1:30 p.m., 4 -9:30

5790

TISHH 4470 kc.

54.55 meters

SAN

TIGPH

6_15 -II

5800 kc.
B51.72

HJ1ABJ

kc.

5:30.10

-B-

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA

meters

50.42 meters

e-

p.m.,

5825 kc.
-B
51.5

SANTA MARTA. COLO.
II a.m. -1 p.m.. 7 -9 p.m.

5950

TG WA

5500 kc.

51.28 meters

a.m.I

11

HVJ

5950 kc.

VE9DN
meters

-B50 meters
GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.

-B-

-8-

a.m.

-10 p.m.

6000 kc.

6000

CALLE REGISTRO. LAS DELICIAS APARTADO de COR
RES 214
MARACAIBO, VENEZUELA

2.2:15

CANADIAN MARCONI CO.,
MONTREAL. QUE.. CANADA
Saturdays at 11:30 p.m.

6

5850 kc. *YVSRMO

50.17 meters

VATICAN CITY (ROME)
p. m., daily. Sun.. 5.5:30

BOX 98

Sat. also 11:30 p.m. -130 a.m.

6005 kc.
B49.96

HIX

DOMINGO. DOMINICAN REP.
Sun. 7:10 a.m.: Tues. and Fri.
11:10 a.m.. 4:40 and 8:10 p.m.;
Mon.. Wed., Thurs. and Sat.
11:10 a.m. and 4:40 p.m.

-8-

5968 kc.
B50.27

HAVANA. CUBA
Dally 930 -Il S.m., 4.7 p.m.
end

5980 kc.
SANTO

}

Vancouver, B.C.
8t. Johns, N.B.
Verdeen, Que.
Portable -Mobile
In State of Wash.

2342 kc
2390 kc.
2390 kc.

2490 kc.

Las Vegas, Nev.
Palo Alto. Cal.
Reno, Nev.
Hutchinson, Kans.
Des Moines, Iowa
Lawton, Okla.
Chinook Pass, W.
(Mobile) in Wash.
Spokane. Wash.
Brownsville, Tex.
Austin, Tex.
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Centralia, Wash.
Santa AIM, Cal.
Whittier, Cal.
Little Rock, Ark.
Pasadena, Cal.
Albuq torque, N.M.
Cedar Rapida, Iowa
Seattle, Wash.
Minneapolis, Minn.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal.
Kansan City, Mo.
Santa Fe, N.Mex.
Vallejo, Cal.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Beaumont, Tex.
Sioux City. Iowa
Los Angeles. Cal.
San Jane, Cal.

Davenport, Iowa
Tulsa, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
Honolulu, T.II.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver. Colo
Wichita, Kane.
Fresno, Cal.

Houston, Tex.
Topeka, Kans.
San Diego, Cal.
San Antonin, Tex.
Chanute, Kane.
Dee Moine,, Iowa
Klamath Falls, Ore.

Wichita Falls, Tex.

Phoenix, Aria.
El Paso, Tex.
Tacoma, Wroth.
Santa Barbara. Cal.
Coffeyville, Kane.
Waco, Tex.
Salem, (Ire.

2474 kc.
1674 kc.
2474 ke.

2450 kc.
1682 ke.
2466
2490
2490
2414
2382
2442
2382
2414
2490
1712

2406
1712

2414
2466
2414
2430
1706

2466
2422
2414
2422
2450
24156

1712

2466
1712

2466
24611

kr.
kr.

KGZT
KGZU
KGZV
K GZ W
KGZX
KGZY
KIUK
KNFA
KNFB
KNFC
KNFD
KNFE
KNFF

kc.
ke.
ke.

KNFG
KNFH

kr..

KNFI

KNFI

KNFK
KNFL
KNFM
kr. KNFN
kc.
KNFO
ke.
KNFP
Sc.
KNFQ
ke.
KNFR
kr.
KNFS
Le.
KNFT
ke.
KNFU
ke.
KNFV
ke.
KNFW
ke.
KNFX
ke.
KNFY
kr. KNFZ
ke.
KNGA
ke.
KNGB
ke.
KNGC
ke.
KNGD
ke.
KNGE
ke.
KNGF
kc.
kc.
kc.

2450 ke.
2442 kc.
1712 ke.
2430 ke.

2414 ke.
2406 kc.
2442 kc.

2450 kr.
2414 k.-.
1712

kr.

2422
2490
2482
2450
2466
2442
2458
2430
2414
2414
2414
2450

ke.

kc.
Le.

ke.
ke.
kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.

k.'.

ke.
ke.
1712 ke.
2442 kc.

KNGH
KNGJ
KNGK
KNGM
KNGN
KNGO
KNGP
KNGQ
KNGR
KNGT
KNGU
KNGV
KNGW
KNGX
KNGY
KNGZ
KNHA
KNHB
KNHC
KNHD
KNHE
KNHF
KNHG

KNHM

"WHEN TO LISTEN IN"
Appears on page 622

Saute Crus, C'al.
Lincoln, Neb.
Aberdeen, Wash.
Lubbock, Tex.
Albuquerque, N.Mex.
San Bernardino, Cal.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Clovis, N.Mez.
Idaho Falls, Idaho
SS Gov. Stevens, (Wash.)
SS Gov. J Rogers, (Wash.)

Duluth, Minn.
Leavenworth, Kane.
Olympia, Week.
Carden City, Kann.

Mt. Vernon, Wash.

Pomona, Cal.
Bellingham, Wash.
Shukems, Wash.
Compton, Cal.
Waterloo, Iowa
Storm Lake, Iowa
Everett, Wash.
Skykomiah, Wash.

Mobile in State of Wash.
Alpowa Camp, Wash.

Ilwaro, Wash.

Yells Crossing Camp, Wash.
Sato, lass Camp, Wash.
Yakima, Wash.
Vancouver, Wash.
Walla Walla, Wash.
Cleburne, Tex.
Surransento, Cul.
Dodge City, Kans.
El Centro. Cal.
Duncan. Okla.
Rapid City, S. Dak.
Norfolk, Nebr.
Portable, Okla.
Shreveport, Pa.
Wenatchee, Wash
Spokane, Wash.
Muskogee. Okla.
Yakima, Wash.
Salina, Kann.
Rrownwood, Tex.
Portable, Los Angeles

Lodi. Calif.
Ephrata, Wash.
Mobile. Wash.

Green Bay, Wis.
Ada, Okla.
Redwood Falls, Minn.

Fort Smith, Ark.
Denton, Tex.
Prescott, Ark.
Fargo, N. Dak.

1674 kc.

2490 kc.
2414
2458
2414
1712
1674
2414
2458
2490

2490
2382
2422
2490

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc
kc.

2474
2414 kr.
1712 kc.

2490 kc.
2490 kc.
2490 kc.
1682 kc.
1682 kr.

2414 kr.
2490 kc.

2490 kc.

2490
2490
2490
2490
2490
2490
2490

kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.
ko.

2422
2474
2490
2450
2450
2490
2450
2430
2490
2490
2450
2414
2422
2458

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

1712

2414
2490
2490
2382
2450
1658
2406
1712
2430
2442

KSW
VDM
VYR
KVP

VYW
WCK
WEY
WKDT
WKDU
WMDZ
WMJ

WMO
WMP

WNFP
WPDA
WPDB
WPDC
WPDD
WPDE
WPDF

WPDG
WPDH
WPDI
WPDK
WPDL
WPDM
WPDN
WPDO
WPDP
WPOR
W PDS
WPDT
WPDU
WPDV
WPDW
WPDX
WPDY

W POZ

WPEA
WPEB
WPEC
WPED
W PEE
WPEF
WPEG
WPEH
WPEI
WPEK
WPEL
WPEM
WPEP
WPES
WPET
WPEV
WPEW
WPFA
WPFC
WPFE
WPFG
WPFH
WPFI

WPFJ

WPFK

Berkeley, Cal.
Dallas, Tex.

Halifax, N.S.
Montreal, Can.
Winnipeg, Man.
Belle Island, Mich.
Boston, Maass.

Detroit, Mich.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Indianapolis, Ind.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Highland Park, Mich.
Framingham, Mate.
Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Tulare, Cal.
Chicago, IU.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Louisville, Ky.
Flint, Mich.
Youngstown, Ohio
Richmond, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
Milwaukee, Wis.
Lansing, Mich.
Dayton, Ohio
Auburn, N.Y.
Akron, Ohio
Philadelphia, Pa.
Rochester, N.Y.
St. l'aul. Minn.

Kokomo, Ind.
Pittsburgh, l'a.
Charlotte, N.C.
Washington, D.C.

Detroit, Mich.
Atlanta, Ca.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Syracuse, N.Y.

Grand Rapide, Mich.
Memphis, Tenn.

Arlington, Masa.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.

Somerville, Mao..
E. l'royidenee, R.I.
New Orleans, La.
W. Bridgewater, Mass.
Woonsocket, R.I.
Kenosha, Wis.
Saginaw, Mich.
Lexington, Ky.
Portable (in Mass.)
Northampton, Mass.
Newton, Mass.
Muskegon, Mich.
Reading, Pa.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Baltimore, Md.
Col
bus, Ga.
Hammond, Ind.
Hackensack, N.J.

(Continued on Page

632)

1658 kn.
1712 kc.
1690 kc.
1706 kc.

2396
2414
1630
1630
1706

2442
2422
2414
1666

ke.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

2422 ke.
2414 kc.
1712 kc.
1712 kr.
1712 kc.

2442
2466
2458
2442
2430
2450
2442
2430
2382
2458
2474

kc.

kr.

kc.

kr.
kr.
kr.

kc.

kr.

kc.

kr.
kr.

2422 kc.
2430 kc.
2490 kr.
1712 kc.

2458 kc.
2422 kc.
2414 kr.
2414 kc.

2490 kr.
2382 kc.
2442 kc.
2466 kc.
1712 kc.

2450 kc.
2450 kc.
2450 kc.
1712 kc.
1712 ke.

2430 kc.
1666

kc

2466 kc.
2450 kc.
2442 kc.
1706
1666
1666
1712

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

2442
2442
2442
2414
2414

kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc,
1712 kc.
2430 kc.
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S -W Commercial Receivers
Midwest 18 -Tube Receiver, Model 18 -36

Diagrams of
ro6'dT

6F

14T. DET

IST I..

6147

617

6147

w%a..

2N13 .DET

210.I.F
6K7

6146

1aT.A.F.

670

3.06

0545E4

C10

24,t

6CS

6F6

C39
£25

Ca

1

C40

K

C20
Cc.S,..AOOa

45

ó
R6

CS3

25w

ESE

0

619

v0..221112

N

aw
as-cw.

.

25.000 Dews
TUNA

Lilt

6CS

NETERODINE
OSt 6/5
012.0.1.1.26

A.V.C. RECT

ANC. AMO.

OS-

6.6

6K7

O5C.

C73

V
2lMMF

25Y

15

35

6

6F6'a

F

o

OUTPUT

6000

Cu

I

1
m21M

825

[T

MP

0.7.

6

SD6ND.0

..
84

-26

i *PIG.'

SECT

2

2- 55436.5133

SV.

C57

tpi

8+
R16.05

MEO...21w
Cl TO C

CH

Cn

cm

C14 Cry

C12

To

JS MMF Ta1Mr

121

663

C22

MF

CcND1i

-TUwwC CON0CN6E45
PSOR4

C23 7C7S.F. FaOCF4.C24120MMF FA00(4. C2S36Sa1MF.
C35.25MMF
C26TOC34 I T41MM645
C36

TO

C5

pq

'CVO

W1

t"?s*F
.öa

rT T

16MR,tlOV,

C72

41ÑE0

18 -36

51110

^

4aov

4aov.

CAS ..0016.74F.

Wiring diagram of the Midwest

BMf

3V.

C77 pMF.

C44 To C46 100 MMF.
019 L C50..002-MF.

75 MMF

C47. 250MMF

\

tab

.7

.MF 4001

8+
+5

c76

2MF

1504,

Note special Tunalite circuit in heavy lines

receiver.

Emerson 8 -Tube Receiver, Models 102 and 104
823

-2,2a

1
6NESSION LI

E

614 7

SS

USEDNS

648

C70

6147

1

01-MF

666

VS,
Cl

51

R6

C2

T4

111

710

óvv05)

3

RI

so

'-R2
12

SIEG

022
O.1-

MEG.

'C21

-Th

.25 -MF

RIS

50.000
MEG

C7

.05+4F.

612

.C15
800.1400 404F.
Cl

2.50

OHMS

014

2.000
OHIO

FLOATING TUNING

UNIT

^-

5,000
OHMS

-

i

Cl, C2 ,C3 3GANG TUNING CONDENSER
WAVE SAND SWITCH
POSITION NO
S -W.
POLICE
POSITION NE 2
POSITION N23
B.C.

F ELD

RECT.

PILOT LIGHTS

52;

0OtO

000,

nQo

T
25

COL

00 OHMS

80

25.000

/

ISM*

[, 53

1

025

-

OHMS

lf-C 38

8MF

712

C55
110V A

C.

O-MF(EACH)
56

Wiring diagram of the Emerson receiver.

Note Phase Inverter Tuhe Circuit in heavy line.
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Short Wave

POWER SUPPLY
DIAGRAM
Albert Anderson. Brooklyn. N.Y.
(Q) Kindly print a diagram of a
power -pack delivering the following
voltages: 45, 67',. 90 and 135 volt
B. and 2!/-, volts for filaments.
(A) The diagram of a power supply for a short -wave receiver is
given herewith. The output voltages are taken from a 15,000 ohm,
35 -watt resistor with
4 sliders.
These should be adjusted to give the
proper voltage and each tap should
be by- passed with a condenser hay.
ing from 1/2 to 1 mf. capacity.

to a 2A5 pentode audio amplifier.
(A) The diagram you request is

printed here. In order to eliminate
serious "feed- back." we suggest that
you use low -ratio transformer ; no
greater than 3 to 1. and preferably
lower. Regeneration is controlled
in the detector stage with a .00014
mf. variable condenser. An ear-

/

Sw

vT

30

N.,

75.A

(EACH)

not recommend the super- regenera
tive detector. For a set having more
than 1 tube and operated on the
general short -wave bands. the super regenerative detector is not recommended.

SIMPLEST PHONE
TRANSMITTER

.

A.C. -D.C. MONITOR
R. Willoughby. Salinas, Calif.
(Q) Kindly publish a diagram of
a Monitor and frequency meter using a 12A7 tube as the rectifier and
oscillator. This is to be a self -

`8+

powered instrument.
(A) The 12A7. used as a Monitor

5v

in

(

;I

1MEG.

i,L

12A7

7

L

a frequency meter, presents a

very compact instrument. Remember. though, that there is liable to
be some modulation due to the hum,
and also fluctuations in line voltage
may cause changes in the calibra-

2D0V.

Hulburt, Mt. Vernon. Ill.
(Q) Regarding the "Sim pleat.
Phone Transmitter" in the July issue, which condenser is a neutralizing condenser, and which is used
to tune the amplifier. Also, can another R.F. amplifier, using 2 -10's.
be added to this set ?
A. L.

,c

10V,

EACH.)

AC

AMPLIFIER FOR UDAR

15.000 OHMS

BMF

Francis Saunders. Springfield. Ill.
(Q) I have built a 2 -tube UDAR

35 WATTS

(4

SLI¡.,ERS)

A.C. -D.C. POWER SUPPLY
Peter Zantos, Chicago, Ill.
(Q)

tube.
(A) The power supply shown
will deliver from 110 to 125 volts
D.C.. depending on the line voltage.

A.C.-D.C. power supply diagram.
No direct ground should be attached
to the B negative circuit.

3 -TUBE

REGENERATOR

Carl Neyera, Johnstown, Pa.
(Q) I would be very grateful to
you if you would publish a diagram
of a receiver using a 56 regenerative detector, transformer coupled
to a 56 audio amplifier, which in
turn should be transformer- coupled

76

3 TUBES EQUAL 4
Jack Derney, Marshfield, Ore.
(Q) I would like to have a shortwave set. battery operated. using a
34 untuned R.F. stage and 19 super regenerative detector and audio amplifier with a 33 power amplifier.
Will you be kind enough to print
the diagram.
(A) We are printing the diagram you request. However, we do

d

MEG.

i

ri I

CONNECT IN SERIES
WITH OTHER.
HEATERS

B+

T.A.F. AMPLIFIER

Resistance - coupled amplifier
for "UDAR" receiver.
as described in the May issue. It
is a wonderful set. I would like to
add an audio stage using a 76 tube.

F

'

Ñ00
MF

an R.F. amplifier which may be
added to the 2 -tube "band- spread"
Doerle receiver.
(A) The 58 R.F. amplifier diagram shown, should increase the
110MMG'.

(100 HAW

-

Arthur Lombarde, Derby, Conn.
(Q) Kindly print a diagram of

34

/
AFC
2.5

--r

(A) The two 175 mmf. condensers are used for tuning. This should
be a split -stator condenser. The 50
mmf. condenser is used for neutralizing. If additional amplification is
used with this transmitter, modulation should be applied to the final
amplifier instead of the 46's. The
sanie modulation method can be
used.

0.25-

1

ONKS

A.C.-D.C. Monitor using 12A7

25 -CYCLE SETS
Joe Sullivan, Timmins, Ont.. Can.
(Q) Are your power -packs all
suitable for 25 A.C. operation? I
remember reading a statement in
your Question Box to the effect that
fellows with 25 cycle "mains"
should keep away from A.C.-D.C.
sets. Please throw some light on
the subject.
(A) The diagrams of conventional
A.C. power packs, printed in Short
Wave Craft, are all suitable for 25
cycles, providing a 25 -cycle transformer is used. The filter condenser
should have about twice to three
times the capacity of those used on
60 cycles. With a half -wave rectifier, as used in most A.C.-D.C.
sets. we believe it just about impossible to eliminate hum on 25 cycle
supply, because we have seen very
few A.C. -D.C. sets that did not hum
on 60- cycles supplies. so our warning still stands, If you have 25cycle power supply lines, keep away
from A.C. -D.C. sets.

814F

MEG

01-MF.

phone jack is also shown in the output of the first audio amplifier.

I would be pleased if you

would print a diagram of an A.C:
D.C. power supply using a 25Z5

0.1-MF

OHMS

MF

0.25-)
20.000

Power supply diagram for short wave receivers.

D.C.

111 '

tion.

2.SV,

ëx

ICt

yie<

1

l

MF.

`

IMMF

ll

.0.1

t

\ 5

0.1.

RFC .25MN
0.1-

,HE)

L1

\

MM.

k

3}
wnur

isitilti.
lt

I

f N

iii[

,atMF

0.1-NF

tubes equal

WIII`WO111111-

`

MLUZIMIGIIt-50,0000NM5(
B-

675v
3

3 ME"

C+}
4

A+

Ì

5v

KI.)

1iSÿ

in this battery- operated receiver.

Please print the diagram.
(A) The 76 tube is resistance coupled between the 6F7 and 12A7.
The heaters will be connected in
series and the line cord should have
20 ohms less resistance.

signal strength tremendously on the
Doerle receiver. The output of the
amplifier connects directly to the an-

1 -TUBE ALL -WAVE'ER
H. D. Booker. Muskogee, Okla.
(Q) Will you kindly explain
through the aid of a diagram in the
Question Box, how to build a 1 -tube
"all -wave" receiver using a type 30
tube. I want to operate this on a

volt storage battery.
(A) The diagram you request is
shown on this page. Plug -in coils
are used and the data for them can
he found in last month's Short
Wave Craft. When operating on a
6 -volt battery, use only one 2 -volt
cell at a time.
6

Short wave receiver using 56 regenerative detector, 56 audio
and 2A5 second audio amplifier.

1)iatrram of

I

-tube all

ass. set.
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the form of stamps, coin or money order.
Special problems involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. We cannot
offer opinions as to the relative merits of com-

Because the amount of work involved in the
drawing of diagrams and the compilation of
data, we are forced to charge 25e each for letters that are answered directly through the mail.
This fee includes only hand -drawn schematic
drawings. We cannot furnish "picture-layouts"
or "full.sized" working drawings. Letters not accompanied by 25c will be answered in turn on
this page. The 25c remittance may be made in

EDITED BY GEORGE
W. SHUART, W2AMN

mercial instruments.
Correspondents are requested to write or print
their names and addresses clearly. Hundreds of
letters remain unanswered because of incomplete
or illegible addresses.

QUESTION BOX
3 -TUBE

BATTERY SET

Bruce T. McCaun, New York City.
(Q) Kindly print a diagram of
the Doerle receiver which uses a 34
T.R.F. amplifier, a 30 regenerative
detector and 30 audio amplifier.
(A) We are pleased to print the
diagram for you, Bruce. This is a
well -known combination, and a very
Three
easy one to "get going."
winding coils are used in the de-

tector circuit, while the original
Doerle only had two winding coils.

CODE -PRACTICE

OSCILLATOR

T.R.F.

amplifier diagram for

Diagram of

F

Doerle receiver.

tenna post. The present antennacoupling condenser may be used to
vary the coupling between the R.F.
stage and the detector.

WANTS A.C. RECEIVER

l

ADDING AUDIO AM-

ES

I

Bob E. White, Vancouver. Wash.
(Q) Please print in your Quca.
lion Box a diagram of a 4 -tube set
using a 6C6, 37. 2A6 and a 2A5 or
58. I would like this set to operate
on A.C. and use 140 mmf. condensers with a potentiometer for re-

PLIFIER

Please
set with a 37 and a 6F7.
show a diagram of an amplifier
which will match this receiver.
(A) We are showing a diagram
of the 37 which should be transformer-coupled to the receiver. If
it is an A.C. -D.C. set, the heaters
should all be connected in series.
Reduce the line cord resistor 20
ohms to allow for the added tube.

2v
+

KEY

22.5v

Diagram of 1 -tube code practice

oscillator.

Clarence Brown. Kansas City. Knns.
IQ)
Please publish a circuit dia-

A.C. receiver w ith untuned K.F. stage.
gram of a simple code -practice os-

Wherever A.D. -D.C. receivers are use!.
no ground wire should he attaehed direct y
Wherever a ground is
o the It negative.
sed

iled

on .1 tuf.
sin series

condenser should
miel i t to p eosti

be
a

c

din't

.hurl.

cillator using

a type 30 tube and
minimum of batteries.

(A)

We have shown the

a

BAND -SPREAD TUNING
Arthur Lewis, Freeport. L.I.
(Q) I have built a number of
sets described in Short Wave Craft

and had excellent results with them.
My present receiver consists of a
regenerative detector and audio amplifier using plug-in coils with a
140 mmf. tuning condenser. I would
like to know how band- spread could
-tANJvVVI-

generation control.
(A) The tube combination that
you mention, would not be a good
one. We refer you to the diagram
using 57, 58. 56 and 2A5. For 6volt operation, this would use n
6C7, 6D6, 76 and a 41 or 42. The
power supply should deliver 6.3
rots instead of 2.5.

3 -TUBE A.C.

3 -tube

battery operated Doerle receiver.

speaker volume can be expected on
the majority of them. and the set
should be very simple to operate.

8+

Rudolph Sarych. Jersey City, N.J.
(Q) I am using a regenerative

3 -tube

20

RECEIVER

Richard Owen, Dover, N.J.
(Q) Would you be kind enough
to publish a diagram of a shortwave receiver using a 58 as an untuned R.F. amplifier, a 57 as a
regenerative detector, and a 2A5
pentode audio amplifier.
(A) This 3-tube set should work
very smooth and pull in all of the
short -wave stations. Only on the
stronger stations will speaker operation be possible. because there is
practically no gain in the untuned
stage, and only one stage of audio is
used. For earphone, this set would
be hard to beat.

MMF
Cl

Iluw

to

i

WIND SETTER

BI..D EerrED

obtain "band- spread"

on any receiver.

incorporated in this receiver.
Probably the simplest and
most effective method of obtaining
band -spread is the parallel conbe

(A)

denser system. Connect a 20 or 35
mmf. condenser in parallel with the
140. Use the small condenser for
bu nd- spread tuning.
006- óu

56

58

5r /

alo

01-Nr

215

300
5

CONNECT

IN SERIES

WITH OTHER
HEATERS

Transformer-coupled

for

2 -tube

ampl'fier

set.

3 NEG

N:

-4

sw

TZ

t

®

,`,e

Mie

N

OIKG

AL-

o 75

23000

RECEIVER

K. Krebs, Los Angeles. Calif.
(Q) Please print in your Qoeslion Box, a diagram of a 5 -tube receiver using the following ' abes:
A 58 T.R.F. amplifier. 57 re aerative detector, a 56 first audio, and a
2A5 second audio. all resistance coupled. The rectifier should be an
80 in a well -filtered power supply.
(A) This 5 -tube T.R.F. receiver
should give wonderful results on
distant short -wave station. Full

Me

JI

a

tone will be obtained.

5 -TUBE

35

OR

140
C

circuit

diagram requested. This uses a 30
and an ordinary audio transformer.
conMake sure the transformer
Otherwise, no
nected as shown.

Cl

MMF

S

x

gum

258,

á

5-

/T

ó

woo

1(AC

M5
1

50.000 OHMS

80

250v

é

250v

/TíÓ0ú
8 LAF

Complete

5 -tube
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A.C. receiver that gives

3.5*

full speaker volume
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SHORT WAVE SCOUT NEWS
Dr. Smith Reports from Vermont
Cloquell's Listening Post Report from comer around 8.6 mc. on the side of YNVA.
NEW stations heard here in the past
Several British West Indies amateur staPorto Rico
month include:
THE autumn season is very good down tions on the 40 meter band have appeared
YV8RB, 5870 kc., heard every evening
here in Puerto Rico for short wave re- and a new station, PZH, in 6.9 mc. from
with good volume.
Paramaribo, D.G. It broadcasts musical
ception.
OCJ -2, 14845 kc., heard once in afternoon,
W3XAL -17.7 is coming in very good daily, programs three times a week. They anwith special program broadcast of Euchar- while DJE has faded completely out
in Dutch, English and Spanish.
and nounce
istic Congress. Located at Lima.
On the crowded 49 meter band we have
GSC regular.
DFB, Nauen, 17520 kc., heard calling
HAS3 -Radio Colonial-WBXK-PCJ- new stations as follows:
Maracay early in day.
GSF
coming in very good in the 19
HJ4ABD-Voz
HJ2ABD, of Bucaramanga, owned by meter are
W2XAD has always been very lombia. 6070 kc. Castilla- Medellin, CoHector McCormick has been heard several badly band.
heard
in
this
frequency.
I
do
not
times on 5980 kc., late in evening.
understand how this is. HVJ has disapHP5H -Voz de Colon -Colon, Panama.
YV- 10 -RSC, San Cristobal, on 5718 kc., is
also.
6060 kc.
heard every evening with broadcast pro- peared
Although late at night, VPD has been
grams, and occasionally calling other Vene- coming in quite satisfactorily.
HJ1ABD -Voz del CHOCO- Chibdo, Int.
zuelan stations late in evening.
RNE
heard for the past de Choco, Colombia, 6040 kc.
ETB, Addis Ababa, on 11945 kc., heard month onhas12notme.been
and they were coming
YV1ORSC -Voz de Tachira -San Cristoone Wednesday at 4:55 to 5:14 P.M., with in R8 during summer
months.
bal- Venezuela.
program for Columbia B.C. System.
On the 25 meter band all of them are now every night 5720 kc., is on the air
regularly.
JVN, on 10660 kc., located at Nazaki, has good. The same may be said about the 31
been heard three afternoons, Monday and meter band.
HI4V -Voz de la Marina -Box 771
Thursday, from 4 to 5 P.M., with excellent
Guayaquil, Ecuador, HC2CW, is a new- Santo Domingo. 6450 kc. Also a newcomer
volume, announcing that they were
just inaugurated daily programs.
using JVN and JVM. JVM was
OER2 has been heard several
not heard.
times during the month also.
W- 10 -XFH, the radio of the
Besides that I may say that CEC
stratosphere balloon, was heard
on 10670 kc. broadcasts only on
with fair volume, on 13055 kc.
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
HJN, Radiodifusora Nacional, at
Thursdays and Fridays from 7:05
Bogota was heard several times on
to 7:30 E.S.T. P.M.
5960 kc., in evening.
The new Mexican XBJQ, which
HP5F, La Voz de Colon, Panama,
was heard R9 in their test, is not
on 6080 kc., heard testing several
heard regularly and when heard is
evenings late.
in very bad condition now.
HJ4ABC, at Ibague, Colombia.
From Puerto Rico we have some
has the same call letters as HJ4good
news. Very soon we will have
ABC at Pereira. The station at
a powerful short -wave station which
Ibague has a frequency of 6451 kc.
will work telephony between New
7Ul' rilqlle
I have heard them and have writYork and Puerto Rico on 13410 kc.
ten for verification, asking them to
as announced today by Gov. Winplease tell me why they have same
ship.
This station is owned by the
Qt a .tectoto lTleeti,.9 Kee
call letters as Pereira.
Radio Corp. of Puerto Rico and we
XEXA on 6180 kc., located at
`f.
, tt,u c/otk C':ty.9lea.°Jotf. in IY,e Rln.teJ
hope
that
also musical programs
Mexico, D.F., was heard once. They
from WKAQ will be rebroadcast.
`cp3látc.ppof.mcuca.lPze Short 4llaut lteugue
announced as "XEXX and short
I know that the power house and
wave XEXA."
1144 YlQCtCa
transmitting houses are already
DJI, on 9675 kc., is a new Gerbuilt
at Hato Rey, P.R.
man broadcast S. -W. station. They
Well, friends, from every land,
announce in German, French, Engand
especially
the U.S., "so long,
lish and Spanish, and say they are
.5ohn
until . . . next issue."
on the air every day from 5 to 7
Juan Cloquell Storer,
P.M. E.S.T.
a mein got of IL l'ea9ae.
Box 194,
HH2S at Port -au- Prince, Haiti,
Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
is being heard every evening on a
o c7a't)ib,c» wizczcoP tPtacettiuatc ,P1110e
frequency of 6178 kc. They anVe en oPPac,afQy, xyne.i anJ ,>ze>enteJ to Igo
nounce in French and English.
YV -12 -RM at Maracay, was heard
S.-W. News from Portland, Ore.
agove.
once testing on a frequency of approximately 6300 kc.. late in eve.
HERE is my report on condiefwet._
PRA8 at Pernambuco, Brazil, was
tions on the short wave.
the
heard with fair volume on 6040 kc.
Northwest last ,onth.
one Sunday afternoon from 5 to
PLV 9.45 mc., after being the
5:30 P.M., announcing in Port.
"best bet" for distant reception
Verifications received include:
here in the last several months
HBH, HBJ, YNVA (8590 kc. at
seems to have discontinued their
Managua), PLE, TI5HH, OPM,
Tues. and Thurs. morning proThis is the handsome certificate that is presented
YVQ, DIQ, DJA, DJB, DJC, DJD,
grams.
FREE to all members of the SHORT WAVE
DJE. DJN.
Latin -American stations are now
LEAGUE. The full size is 7%" x 9% ".
Alan E. Smith, M.D.
coming in fine; the best bets are
Box 228, Chester, Vt.
See page 634 how to obtain certificate.
(Continued on page 633)
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TEN YEARS OF STEADY PROGRESS!

dial
receiver. The 1,e of a good vernier
in conjunction with the 140 mmf. tuning
condenser spreads all the short -wave
"broadcast" bands sufficiently to make tuning, even in the most congested 49 meter
band, relatively simple.
The tickler windings on the plug -in
coils should have several turns removed.
The 3 smallest coils should not have more
than 2 turns on the ticklers. It should
also be noted that the connections to the
ticklers are in reverse. Try one way and
then reverse the connections. One way
should permit regeneration, the other way
not.
Audio Stage Employs 6C5 Tube
The audio stage makes use of a 6C5
tube. This is a general purpose triode
similar to the 76 tube. It has an amplification factor of 20. Since this tube
draws about 8 to 9 ma. it may be advisable with some types of headphones to incorporate a plate coupling filter to prevent current from flowing through the
phones and thus damaging them. This is
particularly true with crystal type headphones. These will surely be damaged if
connected directly to the output of the
receiver.
It is essential if a power supply unit is
used with this receiver that it have a
well filtered "B" supply, devoid of "buzzing bees."
The operation of the set is perfectly
simple. The sensitivity control should be
advanced to maximum and the regeneration control adjusted so that the set just
regenerates; the main tuning dial should
then be turned till a signal is picked up.
After the regeneration control has been
readjusted the sensitivity control should
be adjusted for desired volume. Following this a slight readjustment of the regeneration control will he necessary.

our achievement
We are PROUDon of
the
Ft. Washington Ave., New York, in
1925,
Starting in the attic of my home
orders from my fellow "hams" began to pour in at such a rate that in 1930,I was
obliged to take a loft in the down town business section of the City.to move to larger
Business continued to expand and in 1932 we found it necessary
quarters at 142 Liberty Street. Within one and a half years we outgrew our quarters
and doubled our space on the same floor.
On Dec. 2nd, 1935, we moved to our present location at 12 West Broadway through
and first floor
to 227 Greenwich St., occupying the entire ground floor, basement
total floor space 6,500 square feet. I believe that this is the largest space devoted exclusively to the interests of RADIO AMATEURS.
We carry complete stocks of all nationally known sets and parts and with a staff
of trained men, we are in position to fill all orders promptly and intelligently.
All correspondence is handled by men who understand the problems of Amateurs.
Now, with this explanation of who we are and how well we can serve you, do not
hesitate to send us your orders or inquiries.
Send for your free copy of our Catalog No. 77

-

CUL 73
de W2AVA es W2DXC (ex -2AEI)

0,944'

"PR -SIX"

ROYAL

6 -Tube Communications
)SIX ALL STEEL TUBES
6K7 - 6C5

6K7 - 6C5

-

Big

Receiver

6F'6 - 5Z4

-

IREAL Continuous Bandapread
FULL RANGE 9% to 625 Meters
FIVE Tuning Sections

"TWIN- MASTER" Control
Rainless Power Supply (AC only)
FREE FIVE DAY TRIAL

ISOLATED
REGENERATOR
TUBE

Parts List
t_ watt (I.R.C)
-.5 meg. fixed resistors
3-.25 meg. fixed resistors I.t2 watt I!.R.C.).
watt (I.R.C.).
2 -1. meg. fixed resistors
resistor { watt (I.R.C.)
2

-500

'Phis s,msutlonall new fea1toy:11's
t lire al"ur nolkes
new professional reeeh'er

ohm fixed
1 --1000 ohm fixed resistor l_ watt (I.R.C.).
4 -.1 mf non- inductive paper condensers (Cornell- Dubilier).
2 -1. mf. non -inductive paper condensers (Cor1

1

nell-Dubilier).
mf. mica condenser (Cornell -Dubilier).
1-.00005 mf.
mica condenser (Cornell -Dubilier)
1 -.0001
1 -25. mf. electrolytic condenser, 25 volt (Cornell- Dubilierl
2-2.5 mh. r.f. choker (Hammarlundl.
midget tuning condenser (Ham1 -140 mmf.
marlund).
50.000 ohm potentiometers (Electrad).
23-octal type sockets (Alden).
1 -6 prong wafer socket (Alden).
1- tuning dial (I.C.A.).
1- chassis. connecting block (Na-Aid).
1- phones terminal strip (Na -Aid).
1 -Ant: Gnd.
2- miniature
grid clips.
3- winding plug -in coils
1 -Set of 4. 6- prong,
(14 -200 meters) (Na-Aid).
tube.
1 -61.7
1 -6J7 tube.
1 -6C5 tube.

12'2)2--'1

the outst,miing C"mm11mi-

eatiou '1'y is receiver of tuday "Twenty other ItOYA1.
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COMPLETE "PR -SIX" RECEIVER
real STEEI. Tuuhes
and large drnar,
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$3145

V 3 -Tube Set New Five -in -Three Set
ALL -ELECTRIC
6D6- 6F7 -12A7
ENTIRELY SELF -CONTAINED

BUILT -IN LOUD SPEAKER

1936 MODEL NOW!! WITH FULL B- A- N- D- S- P- R -E-A -D
OF ALL
TION

BAN Its \NU FOREIGN STAANDS .'tT NO EXTRA COST!! first

II VII
I1

-ll

ich gain
rwratIve detector
I..
Screen
o
pentode
tpowere Manly
n,nw type ltubes't Self contained hornless
laoprrales on 110 mills M' or lit' -Triple winding rolls -Velvet smooth.
rge airplane vernier dial -Full loud speaker volume -- Tuning range
to 02:, lusters.
We're proud of it -and we know you will be too: Order your 1030 Fuitpne
cash
1' today cud enjoy real reception. Try it yourself for lice days-full
Screen grid EC si
atoaudio

front

Blood it

linty);
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TUBE RECEIVER Kee of au

FCLTONE v TIIIIEE
uuiat chassis
necessary parts including large airplane dial. crestal 1l0shedrmuplcic Vasil
111 panel
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fwllu.,'d wiring and tuning inslrllrllnna
(Nat wired. less tubes. cabinet. loudd speaker and broadcast
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Short Waves Help Welcome
"Jimmy" Walker

Whether You

(Continued front page
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RADIO EQUIPMENT
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YOUR OWN RADIO

at

9l
PUBLIC ADDRESS

YOU NEED
The 1936 ALLIED Radio Catalog! A different book
live book
money- saving, timesaving book-the answer to all of your needs.
More than 10,000 sparkling items covering every radio field: every modern test instrument,
thousands of replacement pans, tools; dozens
of new All -Wave and Metal Tube Receivers;
complete Amateur gear lines; famous BuildYour -Own kits; a brilliant P.A. presentition
-the catalog with everything for everyone in
Radio. Send the coupon now!

-a

-a

model

mitter and receiver aboard ship were
erected at the highest point available and
likewise at the land pick -up station in
New York. The apparatus and antenna for
the 7 to 8 meter transmission and reception was set up in a tall building along
the waterfront.
Not only were speeches of welcome carried over the ultra short -wave system provided by the WOR engineers, but the tiny
transmitter and receiver also greatly
aided newspaper men in making reports to
their various papers from the ship, newsmen on the ship having been enabled to
relay phone reports direct to the city editors' desks.

18 type capable
watts of radio energy into
the antenna and are designed to operate
within the band between 30 and 42 megacycles. The transmitter and receiver take
their power from one six volt storage battery. The frequency is maintained by a
quartz plate. The transmitter is suitable
for either mobile or fixed station operation; the filament power is supplied directly from the battery and plate power
from a 300 volt dynamotor, which also
operates from the six volt battery. The
transmitter is approximately eleven inches
wide, 7 inches high and six and one -half
inches deep. The four tuning controls are
accessible on the front panel. Electrical
connections to the unit are all made by detachable plugs.
The chassis carrying the apparatus is
integral with the front panel and may be
easily removed from the steel housing for
inspection.
The transmitter employes four Western
Electric 306A vacuum tubes which are designed especially for ultra -high frequency,
mobile service. They perform the functions of oscillator, harmonic generator,
modulating amplifier and audio amplifier,
respectively.

of delivering

WOR transmitting Station at Carteret,
New Jersey. and also to the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company's wire
lines which connect to the other Mutual

-

-

Broadcasting System stations: WLWCincinnati, WGN
Chicago, CKLW
Windsor, Ontario, W GAR-Cleveland, and

WCAE-Pittsburgh.
5 -Watt Transmitter Details
The ultra -high frequency equipment was

entirely standard portable equipment. The
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transmitters are the No.

The shore point was also connected by
special telephone lines to the master control room in the New York branch studios
of WOR, at 1440, Broadway, and thence
by high -quality telephone circuits to the

70

Send me at once your FREE 1936 Catalog-the Leading Radio Supply Guide.

18

transmitter.

I

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION,
833 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Dept. E.
Chicago, Illinois.

cir-

cuit of the
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Circuit of the model 18 ultra short -wave receiver which uses 7 tubes. It is a "super het." extremely light- weight and battery- operated. the plate voltage being supplied
from a dynamotor delivering 230 volts D.C. A dynamic loudspeaker is built into the
receiver and terminals for connecting an external loudspeaker are supplied.
l'!,ase mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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to FIT ALL POCKETBOOKS

PRICES

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTORY RESULTS ON ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS

EILEN HG -36
5 -Tube Bandspread Receiver
POWER FI'L, i' I' S
A
(0 AI

Ill'1I:I'. 'l'l'NI ?D RADII) l'Itl:
QUENf'Y regeuernlive slinrt
cove reeei ver 111111 WILL PRO.

RESULTS. So.' editorial
deea'riptinn pages 471 tint' 40S
I lemeuler Issue of SW)'.
Ibex 6D6 -6C6. 76.42.04 hi -gain
tubes as Tuned RP amplifier -Tuned
sereen -grid
regenerative detector -

Miller with loon

output stage -high
voltage rectifier and built In
powerful 2 stage audio frequency amIaroer supply. Operates entirely from 105 to 130 volt AC lighting socket. Entirely
self -contained. Dimensions 16x71/2a$
Uses special dual ratio. double scale, multi- rolored, bandspread. illuminated airplae type dial of great beauty. Positively no backlash. Continuous bandspread from
to 600 meters. Any of the AMATEUR RANDS or foreign SW bands may be
spread over from 80 to 10O% of the bandspread scale.
Automatic tack for phones -volume control-built -in high fidelity dynamic speaker
-hum free -connections for doublet or single wire antenna -beautiful. black shrivel
finish metal chassis and cabinet -selectivity, sensitivity, and tonal qualities that will
Pole

.
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amaze you.
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ñ & instruction.
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04.50
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2.00
UM
2 Broadtails band roil. if desired....
1.45
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110365: Battery model of the
34.32- 30- 30 -33 tidies.

110 -36
Solaraet 31.00

An unusual value
for the SW fan
or the A M ATEti R oho wishes
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5Z4) are preferred over
the glass type,

RELIABLE

COMMUNICA-

TIONS RECEIVER. Send for literature.

METAL
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(metal tube) -6F7 (coin 2
in 11-ßi1:5 (metal tube')- 12A7 (twin
2 in 11 hi -gain tubes as aperiolic R1 amplifier. S -G regenerative detector, POWERFUL 3 stage audio amplifier. with pentode output stage. rectifier and bill it -i
hum -free power supply. Completely self -contained. Operates from 105 to 130 volt
Uses 6I(7

AC or DC light sorbet.

BAND -SPREAD TUNING -smooth regeneration control-new metal tubes -built-i
hi- quality loudspeaker -automatic headphone jack- large. illuminated airplane vernier dial-large 3 winding inductances -selectivity. sensitivity. and volume that wit
maze you.
Heavy. black shrivel finish metal chassis and cabinet.
FOREIGN
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RECEPTION under
6. KIT, ',,. ,.y`
AMATEURS:
.'
uiletbp.
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fair conditions.
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-AR han
ün
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price.

Beautiful Cabinet

Prie.. .r

3 -Tube SW Receiver

i

$9.95

to use

w-

Details of Receiver
The receivers are also of the No. 18
type, which are light, compact units for
fixed frequency communication work in
the thirty to forty -two megacycle band.
These receivers are of the superheterodyne type, combining a high degree of
sensitivity and adequate selectivity. The
oscillator circuit of this type receiver is
a conventional self- excited or electric
oscillator. A vernier oscillator tuning condenser is provided to compensate for small
variations in oscillator frequency. The
control for this vernier tuning condenser
may be either on the front panel of the
receiver or in a remote control unit. The
No. 18 type radio receiver is a very compact mechanical unit being only 6x9x7" in
size.
The filaments are operated directly
from the six volt battery, and the plate
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ELLEN'S laten rontrbution to the "fan" who Is satisfied with only the tin's( in equipment. Uses the famous
Eilen "quintet" coil switching unit xitich covers 9'/ 625 meters in 5 step .
No plug-in coils.
fees 61,7
(twin 2 in 11- --4('5 (metal) or 76 if preferred- 4:31_x3 tubes as screen- rid rcgenerat ice detector. POW
ERFUL 3 STAGE AUDIO AMPLIFIER. rectifier A
built -in power auppl
Operates Rom 101 -135, volt.

ready to
hwNe05,1'.5

s12.45

Il eO
1
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AC or DC.

PROMPT SERVICE

EILEN RADIO LABORATORIES

e

i

$1.50

Eilen 411- Battery model of the 4A using
32 -30.33 tubes. Same price. Leas batteries.

.

loudspeaker
band mils
Complete
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Large. Illustrated catalogue
of SW receiving and transmitter kits, parts and accessories. Send
for YOUR copy.

Labor for wiring and testing. read)
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eio.druv

Eilen 68 or 6B-AB

FREE:

Broadcast coils 12)
1.2..
Arcturus tubes
2.25
SPECIAL Complete kit cabinet
tubes and 1 BC roil, not wired
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EILEN 5H BAND -SWITCHING
4-TUBE RECEIVER

Less Batteries.

$1.25
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for spreading 40-4080.100 M band. ove
90% of the diwn
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switch. oAdd S1 tu

add $1.50.
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FULL 6 TUBE PERFORMANCE
POWERFUL 3 STAGE AUDIO AMPLIFIER which takes the guesswork
out of so-called "loud- speaker recep-

Has same specificati ns except that uses

fnn11

EILEN 4A

of

A Giant In Performance

The new, sensational. 1936 Ellen 6.A
receiver is truly a masterpiece. Its unusual design. conforming to the lest
in modern engineering theory. has all
of the latest up-to- the -minute features.

.

TUBES (6K7-

The finest low -priced SW receiver on the market The
volume and sensitivity of this receiver makes it an outstanding valut. fuses 61,7.76-117 luises as screen -grit
reg. detector. 2 stage audio amplifier. rectifier ant
built-in power supply. 4 tube performance -Large airheavy, black shrivel finish metal,
plane vernier dial
chassis and panel. Operates from 105 -130 volts AC
or BC.

EILEN4A Kit

EILEN 6A SHORT WAVE
4 -TUBE RECEIVER

DEPT. SC 2,

á:n"ns°tró `E

136

FFULL -i

PERFORMANCE

dynamic
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tuning-automatic

headphone tack- heavy, black
hovel finish metal construction.
An unusual SW receiver that WILL
Produce the RESULTS.
SPECIAL Complete kit, $14.25
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Ellen STIR-Battery model of 5H using 32- -30 -33
orS áßs
orbes. same price. Less Batteries.
LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y
19

power is from a battery driven dynamotor
which delivers 230 volts D.C. A dynamic
loudspeaker is incorporated in the receiver unit and provisions are also made
for using an external loudspeaker if desired.
The receiver uses seven vacuum tubes. One
tube is used as a radio frequency amplifier, one as an oscillator, two as inter mediate frequency amplifiers, one as a
modulator, one as a detector and audio
frequency amplifier and the output tube
is a power pentode vacuum tube.
Oar Information Bureau will gladly supply manufacturers' names and addresses of
any item mentioned in. Short IVave Craft.
Please enclose stamped return envelope.

Radio Weather

Balloon

(Continued front page 587)
ment was made possible. by special research
carried on with high frequency (5 meter,
etc.) signals, transmitted and received between the weather observatory atop Mount
Washington, 6,000 feet high, and the
Blue Hill Observatory.
Recent tests
have shown that reliable transmissions
on the 5 -meter wavelength from
the
upper air can be picked up at distances up
to fifty miles or more. The signals recorded at the receiving station on the revolving chronograph drum are converted
into regular meteorological data by those
familiar with the radio signals automatically transmitted from the balloon. The
transmitter weighs but three pounds.

ITALY
2R0 at Rome operates on 11,810 kc. daily

from 8:15 -9, 9:15 -11 a.m. and from 11:30
:t.m. -12:15 p.m. 2R0 is on 9635 kc. from
2 -5:15 p.m. daily.
On either 9635 or 6085
kc. a news bulletin in English is broadcast
daily at 6 p.m. for American listeners. On

Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 6:15 7::f0 p.m. the "American Hour" is broadcast in English on 6085 kc.
U. S. A.

Rear of

transmitter.

Bear View of "18B" portable receiver.
I'lease mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

W2XE at New York is now testing two
new frequencies during the daylight hours.
They are 21,520 kc. and 17,760 kc. W2XAF,
Schenectady, conies on the air at noon on
Saturdays and stays on right through till
12 t5,. W2XAD also cornes in early on Saturday's (around 1 p.m.) and stays on till
5

p.m.

writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com
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New Television Scanning
System

,

ROLAND'S 100%
5 Tube Bandspread Receiver
Our Engineering Dept. has now perfected our
short wave receiver fo provide 100% band spreading on all bands from 15.200 meters.
This has been accomplished with the new dual
ratio airplane dial with its 125.1 ratio band spread pointer.
You may now use this receiver for your daily
communication work and log your stations
accurately for repeat tuning. For the short
wave fan these new features will aid in separation of the foreign and domestic stations on
all congested bands.
Phone lacks with speaker cutout switch are
mounted on front panel for easy accessibility.
Complete shielding of all stages to eliminate
R.F. and audio feedback. A highly sensitive
MODEL R
regenerative circuit using a tuned R.F. stage
with a newly perfected system for equalizing both stages, makes this an
ideal short wave receiver for both ham and short wave fan.
Tubes employed are the newly developed 6.3 volt types: 6D6 6E7, 76,
42 and 80. Set is mounted on a black wrinkled heavy
steel chassis.
Chassis wired and tested with 8 coils without cabinet, speaker, power

1000

supply,

and tubes
for above
Five Sylvania set tested tubes
6^ short wave dynamic speaker..
Short wave hum free ower supply
Complete kit of parts for set and power supply, less speaker and tubes

$ 1.75

3.50
2.00
4.95
14.75

._

No. R 2000, same receiver as No. R 1000. but complete with Pack and
Speaker in Cabinet, wired and fesfed, with 5 tubes, ready to operate
$23.25
Can also be obtained A.C. -D.C.

ROLAND RADIO CO.

1340 E. 9th St.,

Dept.

S -2 -36,

Brooklyn. N. Y.

READS AND
THEN DISCARDS
SHORT WAVE CRAFT

(Continued from page 596)
comparison to the new high -speed cathode
ray scanners is only useful for rather
coarse images of say 40 to 80 lines, etc.,
:,nd it will probably come as a surprise to
know that the Mihaly -Traub model illustrated is for 120 -line scanning; 180 -line
models are about ready, and a new model,
designs for which are complete, will take
care of 240 -line scanning and yield a brilliant image at least 12 "x16 ". This system
is also capable of being used for much
higher definition than 240 lines, and the
beauty of this design is that by using a
powerful lamp as a source of light, and
.uitable lenses, big screen images can be
produced, suitable for home or even the ,ter use, and a design has recently been
perfected for a 240 -line screen projector
for producing images 8 by 10 feet.
This system is also well adapted for use
as a television transmitter. Some such
system as this will undoubtedly be developed or adapted for use on the American
television market later on, when the ultra short -wave television transmitters are
put into operation, as for a given size of
image, the Mihaly -Traub apparatus can
he built more cheaply, it would appear,
than the equivalent cathode -ray system.
-Television and Short -Wave World, London.

Marconi Infra -red

NO ONE

Readers keep their copies for years as a steady reference
and thousands of letters attest to this.
It is now possible to save your copies and for this purpose
we designed a splendid binder for you which holds twelve
copies. It is made of beavy substantial material and is covered with black grain leatherette. The name of the magazine is stamped in gold on the cover.

(Continued from page 596)

through it. An R. W. Wood filter, which
was actually used in the demonstration,
cuts off a little higher, so that very little
visible light even from the sun can be
seen.

In Fig. 3 we have the general layout for
the combined transmitter and receiver at
one end of the link. Exactly the same apAn ingenious mechanical arrangement is provided which
paratus is used at the other end. A wamakes it possible to bold the copies flat u'ben reading
ter- cooled crater-neon lamp, a drawing of
from for binder.
which is given in Fig. 4, is modulated by
SHORT WAVE CRAFT Binder as described,t125
a Strowger hand -set microphone, the sigprepaid in the United States
nal from which is amplified by an MPT4
pentode.
Canada and foreign countries 25c extra.
We accept
money order, check, stamps or cash.
The electrical circuit can be seen from
Fig. 5, which shows the amplifying scheme
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
for both transmitter and receiver.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
99 -101 HUDSON STREET
The light from the crater of the neon
is collimated and sent out to the receiver
-tation in the form of a narrow pencil.
At the receiver station this parallel beam
is incident on a large uncorrected lens
which brings an image of the transmitting collimator in the plane of an aperture of about 3 mm. diameter. In this
manner the light from the transmitter is
allowed
to pass through an aperture and
LATEST MODEL REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
to reach the sensitive surface of a CMGS
photo cell. The presence of the aperture
is needed to eliminate all light other than
BRAND NEW, latest
from the transmitter. This helps considmodel Remington Portable
erably to reduce the noise level of the refor only 100 a day! Here is
ceiving amplifier.
your opportunity to get a
When the whole of the light from the
perfect writing machine at
crater -neon is modulated to give the sigan amazingly low price dinal,
about 30 dB. amplification for a range
rect from the factory. Every
of 50 yards is necessary to bring the sigessential feature of large
nal on the photo cell to sufficient intensity
your 10-day trial period and
office typewriters -standard
for passing through the hand -set earexpert
typing
how
easy
see
4 -row keyboard, standard
phone. When the infra -red filter is introFREE
a
duced, however, the signal must be inwidth carriage, margin release, back spacor, Call be. We also will send you
creased roughly tenfold. For short disautomatic ribbon reverse. Act now, while sturdy carrying case of 3 -ply wood covered
tances up to 100 yards the second valve in
this special opportunity holds good. Send with heavy Du Pont fabric. Mail coupon
the photo -cell amplifier can be dispensed
for full details -NOW.
coupon TODAY for details.
with.
MIN
a
You Don't RISK
Penny
At the Manchester Exhibition, the dis-2
Dept.214
I
Remington
Rand
lnc..
We send you the Remington Portable, Modtance over which telephonic communicaNew
York,
N.Y.
205
East
42nd
St.,
el 5, direct from the factory with 10 days'
tion was established was about 30 yards,
Please tell me, without obligation, how I can get
this being the longest distance allowed by
free trial. If you are not satisfied, send it
New Remington Portable, plus Free Typing
the confines of the building in which the
back. We pay shipping charges both ways.
Course and Carrying Case, for 104 a day. Send
exhibition was held. The signal strength
Catalogue.
FREE Typing Course and
was adequate and well above noise level.
Carrying Case
A commercial model of the appartus deIName
With your new Remington you will receive I Address
scribed above is in course of production,
FREE a complete simplified home course in
and it is hoped to give a brief report of
State
Touch Typing. Follow instructions during I City
this at a later date.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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(Conti, tied tram page 598)
scale.
are determined by the logarithmicbecause
The logarithmic scale was chosenof how a
it gives a more accurate picture
volmodern radio receiver, with automatic
signals
ume control action, reacts to anthearbitrary
of various lengths. Similarly,
-powered
height was chosen for the highestthe
height
station in each color plan, and
in
of the line for the rest of the stations
to the lothat plan are proportional
powergarithm of the power of the most
drawn in
ful station at that frequency,
height
proportion to the arbitrarily chosen
in that plan.
for the most powerful station
Thus, whether the chart is drawn inofcolor
the
or in black ar.d white, the height
proline (triangles or "wiggles ") will be
receivportional to the possibility of onewhich
is
ing a station at that frequency, stations
free from interference from other
frewhich are operating on the same
quency. Thus, if one has a black and
white diagram, he will find that reception
is best at frequencies indicated by the
rehighest triangles on the chart.andGood
chiefly
ception becomes improbable, respect
to
a matter of his location with
indithe station, as he tries frequencies
cated by shorter and shorter triangles.
What "Wiggly" Marks Indicate
In the area marked by the "wiggles,"
good reception can be obtained only from
local, or semi -local stations. For example,
stations (about
there are forty -five small1,210
kilocycles;
100 watts) assigned to
are a
1,310 kilocycles and 1,500 kilocycles be
lolittle better. One may veryhe easily
will receive
cated in a locality where
same
the
four or five of these stations at
time. The only chance to get satisfactory
reception here, as said before, is only on
local stations.
him, the
If one has a color chart before
simple. Freinterpretation is still more
are
quencies marked with red triangles
in
the best, and the probability decreases
green,
the following color sequence: Blue,
chart,
brown and black. In making this
and Cuban stastrong Canadian, Mexican
tions were also taken into consideration,
letters
as a glance at the station call The
call
marked on the chart will indicate.
on
letters are given at the frequency
where
which the station broadcasts, and
most
more than one station is given,It the
is most
powerful one is given first.
received is
probable that the station being
the first one listed, unless one is much
stations.
nearer one of the other fans
who thrill to
For the interest of
don't mind
getting the unusual (and who
the points are
trying at unusual hours), powerful
indicated where the more stations Japacome
nese, Russian and Chinese
It will
in on our American broadcast band.stations
usually be impossible to get these
while American stations are operating;
after
but after they have closed down,
some
about 1:00 a.m., it is possible to get
be
early
of these stations because it will
it
in the evening in those countries when
is 1:00 a.m. here. The engineers have also
and
indicated a station in Nova Scotia
several in Mexico which operate on frefrequencies lying between our assigned
quencies, and which may cause interference in some locations.
The American "E" Band, extends from
125 kilocycles to 350 kilocycles. There are
many United States weather stations
which give weather information at stated
intervals, which is intended especially to
aid aircraft navigation. Note that several
stations are assigned to the same frequencies. However, stations on the same frequency are many miles apart, and since
they are of low power, they do not interfere with each other. From 125 kilocycles
to 225 kilocycles has been reserved mainly for Army and Navy Morse code stations.
There are many aircraft marker stations
on the band which never transmit, sending
their calls in Morse code. All marker
278
beacons answer aircraft in distress on stakilocycles. There are many European
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TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
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better results and the
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ELECTRICAL

CIRCUIT

Don't wake up the whole house just
because you are intent on getting some

electrical and
te
general industrial purposes (loth
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Model 525
D. C. Portable
Accuracy within

r

F.

S -2

CANNON COMPANY
SPRINGWATER, N.Y.
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Guaranteed
RADIO TUBES

at New
LOW PRICES!

.

tions on this band, but they are not received in the United States because a prohibitively long antenna would be required,
and aircraft stations would cause much
interference. (Note that local weather is
given at thirty minutes past the hour.) The
location of the stations shown on the
chart, is given in an appended list.
The American "A" Band is the popular
"broadcast" band. The range of this band
is from 540 kilocycles to 1,540 kilocycles.
Each American broadcast station is ass.gned to a definite frequency, and is
allowed to cover a band of ten kilocycles,

for

Mechanics and Sciences!

11-E

publish no catalog une' therefore ask you to order
VT (runt This advertisement.
Prompt shipments will be
aile to you directly front the publishers. We art only as a
'raring house for several publishers. OUR PRICES AILE
I.INVEIt THAN WILL BE FOUND ANYWHERE.
n

FINE BOOKS ON
ARC WELDING
MODERN WELDING
METHODS.
32.00
2

by V. W.

five kilocycles on each side of the
assigned frequency. Hence, there is room
for 1,540 minus 690 -the difference divided by ten, equals 100 stations on the
American broadcast band. However, there

immediate Shipment

Order from this page -Remit 2O' with order, Matinee
C. O. D. All prices are F. 0. B. FACTORY, Newark.
Shipments go forward express or parcel post. No order
bar less than $3.00 creepiest.

1936

BEST BOOKS
in

i.e.

Complete Stork Ready for

FEBRUARY,

raga.

The ninst elm', te :nul
mprehenst
look ob-

"moldtltg..til
14

tainable

on

of welding and
melding 'machines dealt

classes

with thoroughly. Absolutely Indispetwah1,'

are several hundred American stations
on the American broadcast band, without
considering the Canadian and Mexican
PROCEDURE HANDBOOK OF ARC WELDING
stations on the sanie band. Hence, sevDESIGN & PRACTICE.
s1.50
Guaranteed for 6 Months
Licensed by R.C.A
eral American stations must be assigned
by Lincoln.
METAL SHIELDED TUBES
An
extensive
to the same frequency. An attempt has
and thorough work complete with
chats, tables, diagrams. photographs and comType
Net Price
Type
Net Price
Type
Net Prie
been made to assign to the same freprehensive welding data.
61(7
5 .85
6F6
quency
stations
38MG
that
are
S .85
separated
f .9
by
6A8
.98
6L7
.98
75MG
.9
as great a distance as is possible, in
617
.85
6F5
.85
55A1
.6
6C5
CHEMISTRY
.73
order
to
avoid
interference
between
them,
2525MG
55A2
.85
.6
6H6
.73
i.e., both stations would be received at THE AMATEUR CHEMIST.
524
.98
43-MG
.85
5582
.6
by A. F. Collins.
*2'00
the same time in a perfect radio set beA simple yet Iharoughly pract leal chemistry hook. ConREGULAR TUBES
tains
cause they broadcast on exactly the same
ass
unt of useful
Information.
Learn
how to make and do Things which will save time
frequency. The attempt to eliminate the
Type
Net Price
Type
Net Price
Type
Net Price
and money.
interference
by
wide
separation
of
the
46
$ .44
OOA
.56
S .44
99X
CHEMISTRY.
12.60
stations operating on the same frequency EXPERIMENTAL
by A. F. Collins.
.26
47
OIA
.40
99 Std.
.56
Combining fascinating reading with practical Inforoften fails, especially if the radio receiver
IV
.56
48
1.13
WWI
.56
mation. Directions for complete set of interesting
10
49
.44
.90
WDI2
.56
is located midway between them.
yet easily tmderslood experiments.
12A
50
.31
1.13
1A6
.56
The complexity of the problem in- HOW TO UNDERSTAND CHEMISTRY.
42.00
19
.44
53
.56
ICG
.68
by A. F. Collins.
creases as the number of stations assigned
.44
20
55
.44
2A3
.56
The fundamentals of elementary chemistry made clear
to a given frequency is increased. This is
and understandable for everyone by enter' alning ex22
.56
56
.31
2A5
.44
shown in the chart. RED triangles indiplanations and discissiotis.
.40
24A
57
.40
.44
2A6
cate frequencies to which only one station HOW TO MAKE & USE A SMALL
26
.26
58
.40
286
1.13
CHEMISTRY LABORATORY. by R. F. Yates.
74e
27
.31
59
.56
2A7
.56
has been assigned. The BLUE triangles
Complete directions for the construction and fitting
30
.31
71A
.31
2B7
.56
indicate that two stations are assigned to
out of a hone lab. plus numerous experiments. All
31
.31
75
.44
523
.40
of the essentials of elementary chemistry covered.
that frequency. The GREEN indicate that
32
.56
76
.31
6A4 (Is)
.96
three stations, and the BROWN that four
ELECTRICITY
33
.44
77
.44
6A6
.56
stations have been assigned to the same THE BOOK OF ELECTRICITY,
78
.44
34
.56
6A7
.56
s1.50
frequency.
A.
F.
Collins.
The BLACK "wiggles" indi35.51
.40
79
.56
by
687
.56
With the aid of this look. anyone may enjoy the
.40
80
.26
36
cate that more than four stations have
6C6
.44
fascination of n ndueting electrical experiments. and
37
.31
81
.90
6D6
.40
been assigned to that frequency, and that
also learn the f
lament al prinripies of electricity.
82
.40
38
.40
6F7
.68
there
is
little
chance
of
receiving
ELECTRICITY FOR BEGINNERS.
these
$1.50
39 44
.40
83
.40
6Z4 (841
.56
by
E. IT. Thomas.
1
stations unless there is a local one at this
40
.31
83V
.68
\ non -technical description of the principles Involved
12A5
.90
frequency.
in
the
41
.40
84
use
of
eleetrielly
.56
for
everyday
12A7
.90
application that
is
shoplielt
y Itself.
An indispensable and practical
42
.44
85
.44
1223
.44
book for EVERY member of the fatally.
Foreign Station Band -4.1 to 12 mc.
43
.44
.44
89
2525
.44
THE BOOK OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
45
09V
.44
.31
PZH
61.60
.68
The '1M" Band is marked "No. 4" on the
& TELEPHONE. lay A. F. Collins.
MAJESTIC TYPE TUBES
A complete and practical lank on the construction
chart. The range is from 4.1 megacycles
and operation of the wireless telegraph and telephone.
to 12.0 megacycles. This band is one of
Type
Net Price
Type
Net Price
Type
Expert Information In simple language.
Net Price
the most interesting ones of the six. It HOW TO BECOME
2A7S
$1.04
755
A SUCCESSFUL
f .77 35S51S
11.60
.63
is
on
this
band
ELECTRICIAN.
that
one
receives
by Prof. T. O. Sloane.
most
of
2B7S
1.04
6F7S
.86
55S
.77
The surest and easiest way to become
sureessful
the foreign short -wave reception. Nearly
2646
1.19
6Y5
.86
56S
.59
elertrietan billy and clearly explained.
Studies.
222 -684
.83
624
.59
every country in the world is represented.
57S
.79
methods and requirements all covered.
6A7S
1.04
625
.86
585
.79
Colors
in this band can mean nothing. The
6875
.95
24S
.59
MECHANICS
6E7
.79
colored copy of this band is not drawn to
6C7
.86
25 -255
1.22
855
.77
AMATEUR MECHANIC.
$1.50
the same scale as the rest of the band. THE
6D7
.79
27S
.36
by A. F. Collins.
This scale has been discarded in favor of
Written especially for those who wish to become
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES
familiar with all kinds of materials and machines
the smaller one. The actual point of reused oil farms or in homes.
Type Description Net Prlee Type Description Net Price
ception of foreign and domestic short EXPERIMENTAL
MECHANICS.
*2.00
wave stations has been indicated in the
182B Sparton type
5 .68
586
Spartan type
by A. F. Collins.
1.13
183
Slarhines and their underlying principles explained
Spartan type
.68 401
chart. The length of the line, drawn for
Kellogg type
.90
to the laymen. Directions for experiments.
484
Sparton type
.68 403
Kellogg type
1.13
any station, is proportional to the number
485
Spartan type
.68 686
Sparton type
.68
of
Midwest
listeners
who
have
reported
MICROSCOPY
Type Description
Net Prise
reception of that station the past year. THE BOOK OF THE MICROSCOPE.
$1.60
BH Raytheon type 125 mil rem._
.51.13 Hence, the chart
by A. F. Collins.
is
doubly
valuable.
It
not
213
Full wave rectifier...
.26
Yield descriptions of the
fascinating urns of
only rapidly shows you exactly where on
2168 Hal( wave rectifier
,90
the microscope. Learn of all the rurinus and amazing
things to be seen under
Neon Tuning Lamps (single contact)
the dial a particular station comes in, but
microscope.
.85
Neon Tuning Lamps (double contact)
.59
tells you at a glance the probability of
MISCELLANEOUS
866
Heavy Dub --.
1.50
your being able to receive that station. EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE.
$2.00
These reports have been received from all
CHARGER BULBS
by A. F. ('attics.
Type
Net Price
:\ modlit if o tslaniling and surprising experiments
over the world, so that it represents an
be
6 /I0 amp trickle charger bulbs ((inear type,
are
all
this
in
unusual book.
61.65
average experience of many listeners in INVENTOR'S fiend
2 amp charger bulb with wire (t singar tynel
MANUAL.
1.80
*1.60
many localities. It may not fit your ex2 amp charger bulb without wire (lungar typa
110\\' TO \I 91:1:.\ PATENT PAY.
1.80
perience
exactly,
but
it
will
An
Invaluable
for
Inventors
be
surprisingin
guide
Inperfecting
and 6 unit, charger }milts Dittmar 1pei _.
3.75
crnuius. taking lout patents. protecting and selling
15 amp charger bulbs (taingar typrl....
ly close. When you have this chart, you
7.50
patents. ele.
are in possession of information about GAS. GASOLINE & OIL ENGINES.
TELEVISION TUBES. PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS.
$1.80
short -wave reception that would take you
by A. F. Collins.
1" sq. cathode television tube
._.$2.85
A Iwpular itisrusston of engines.
Anyone
after
readseveral
years
accumulate
by
yourself.
to
1!9" st. rathmde television tube
3.85
ing it will know what sort if engine to buy. how
There are several "day" airplane bands.
1" sq. cathode retlectrwn window type 50 -60 mils
2.85
II, use it and blow to repair Il.
Cold cathode crater tsibe crater size .010 to .250
and they are indicated in the same man- STORAGE BATTERIES SIMPLIFIED.
5.75
*2.00
Photo electric cells (potassium type)
length overall 1.75
ner as they were on the "L" band. "Chart
by V. W. ''age.
The most thorough and uthoritative hank ever pubPhoto ele'trir relis (potassium type) 4" length overall 5.90
No.
3."
There
is
some
amateur
code
EVFIIIY
lished
on
this
subject.
practical
use
of the
Plinio civet rie relis (caesium type) 319" length overall 3.90
on this band. as there is also on the "L"
storage battery Is discussed clearly and simply.
Photo clerc rie cells (caesium type) 414" length overall 5.90
and
the
"H"
band,
"Chart
No.
3
and
Photo electric cells (caesium type/ 868 type
3.90
No. 5," but they have been omitted beship C.O.D.
We cannot
Sparifeel Ions and quotations on TRANSMITTER
arises are net, as
cause only a few listeners have the trainHow to order Our
TUBES. CRATER TUBES. CLOW L.tlfl'S. IIIChI
shown. Remit by money order or certified check.
ing
required
to
read
Morse
code,
and
VACRl'\t 9'1.1'1' t' /Tim :: II 31" T) 1tl S. vultable for
Please include sufficient postage for Parcel Post,
hence, it is utterly uninteresting to the
otherwise books must be shipped by express gol legt.
vast majority of S -W listeners, besides
ONla'
giving
the call letters of each station, the
ARCO TUBE COMPANY
point on the hand where different coun- SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS. :S. York N.trY
227 Central Avenue
Newark, N. J. tries may be heard has been indicated.
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Due to the concentration of stations at approximately 6, 9.5 and 11.7 megacycles,
revery slow tuning is required in these
gions in order not to skip over several
They are the "hot spots" on
stations.
this band, ant should be tuned for with

care and precision.
Regarding the dial itself, only the band
in use at the time is illuminated; also
the strength of the light varies as the
station is tuned into resonance the pilot
light dims down, acting as a tuning meter.
The super -vernier control gives slow and
fast speeds for the dial indicator. data
This article has been prepared from
supplied by courtesy of the Midwest Radio
Corporation.

Short Waves and
t

,,

I

,,use

:i2)

out on 7,010 kc.

Incidentally Short Ware Craft started
Yours truly,

me off in radio about three years ago.

Bell G. Lewis,

11

IS

HERE

RECEIVER

YOUR

COMMERCIAL TUNING RANGE. 15 to
3750 Meters Continuous Tuning. no skips.
no dead spots. Special Coil and Tap Switch
design permits this extension in wave coverage without adding losses.
TIME SIGNALS. Long and Short Wave
Time Signal coverage. Gets the Navy time
signals from 2400 to 2700 meter stations. and
time signals from all over the world on short

Model 10
Sargent
5 Tube Receiver

waves.

WEATHER REPORTS. High efficiency from
2000 to 2400 meters for weather broadcasts
(code). Airplane beacon weather reports
-Wave
(voice) 900 to 1500 meters.
-All
FEATURES
THESE
LOOK AT
TELEGRAPH. A knockBand Spread, Illuminated Airplane Dials. SHIP-TO -SHORE
Switch
out on 600 and 700 meters. Short wave teleCoil
Speaker.
Built -in 5-inch Jensen
over the world.
for Wave Changing-NO PLUG -IN COILS graph from allPHONES
POLICE CALLS.
-Built-in Hum -free Power Supply. Large AMATEUR
Covers them all. Band Spreader makes it
Tuning Knob :, Headphone Jack.
the
crowded bands.
out
in
them
easy to pick
A COMPANION FOR YOUR SUPER. Upare
putting in Model
to -date amateur stations
10 as a companion to the big super -het. The
Add THOUSANDS of Miles
flexibility of this receiver make possible the
to Your Present Range
emergency coverage of ALL WAVES.

-

Long Raves

(Coot;,,

Radio Operators--

":HJh,

-s

announcing Sargent I(egeneral ire l're- AnlpliIirr, Regeneration at the Input does the trick.
There is io sul,stilute for it. Only one tulle

Gates Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
(A peach of a S -IV Amateur Station,
Ben, and your station sure has "stepped
out and gone places."- Editor.)
14

used
If Ise
nord.
is
needed- -only 11
enough to light aChristmas tree use couldn't
improve It. Actually digs doom Into the noise
It on
level and Pulls ul the creak ores. Use
bettor It
y super -the better the sonar nie
tt
t,
will stork. will add
Price $16.5011
r lo;,
to
lVrite for full desrript i,

is

AMATEUR NET PRICES
Tuber and Speaker Included
Model 10.CA, 15 -3750 Meters. Complete. ..
Model 10.MA. 15-1500 Meters. Ceugrlele...
Model l0 -SA. 15 -150 Meters. /'.onlplete__..
D.C. anti Battery Prices on Request.
I
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BUILT SEVERAL OF OUR SETS
SUCCESSFULLY

& & & & & & & & & &&

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
I have read SHORT WAVE CRAFT

&810.06.0.0.0

Editor,

$47.50
539.50
$34.50

-

M NIEDIA'l'l;

DELIVERY.

E. M. SARGENT CO.

212

Ninth St.

Dept.

Oakland, Calif.

S

since Dethe
cember, 1932, and think it is by far
best magazine available on short waves.
su
I have built several sets
as le
the "Oscil"Doerle," the "Binneweg,"
lodyne" 1- tuber; and now am using the
August,
"Reliable" 2 -tube set described in described
1932, issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
by Edward G. Ingram.
JIM PHILLIPPE,
1619 Paris Road,
Columbia, Mo.
suc(Hats off to you, Jim, for having
cessfully built such a number of "S.W.C."
receivers. We trust that you find the sucan
ceeding issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
improvement over past issues, as the editors are constantly striving to incorporate
new features in the magazine right along.

No switches, no soldering and no
alteration to your present receiver
ARROW POINTS TO UNO ALL -WAVE COIL. is required to make use of this unit.

World -Wide Short Wave Review
5951

We guarantee satisfactory performance or your money will be itrefunded
works."
by your dealer. Write for our circular, "How to use it and how
D heeunts
CO.
to Amateurs
COIL
UNO ALL -WAVE
A.
S.
end Experimenters
N.
Y.,
U.
Roosevelt,
S
-2
Dept.
Place
11 Mollineaux

-Editor)

AT LAST!

Thedreantof millions has been

REALIZED

This unit alone will take the
place of all the necessary coils
required to cover all amateur
bands.

ECONOMICAL

(Con ti n ,,.d front. page
As shown, it consists of three resistors,
Rl, R2 and R3. Rl is a fixed resistance
by R2
of 1,000 or 2,000 ohms, shunted
to
which is a variable resistor ofhas10,000
value
a
50,000 ohms. Resistor R3 also
of 10,000 to 5(1,000 ohms, depending on the

total resistance required for the regeneration control.
is
Resistor R3 is the rough control and in
handled just as any regeneration control
at
left
a short -wave set. Resistor R2 is
about the center of its scale, and then
when a station is tuned in, the last "ounce"
of signal strength can be obtained by the
vernier action of the regeneration control
R2. This will materially help in tuning
in those weak foreign stations.
In the December issue, on page 471,

On
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Showing The Latest

'014-VP

A quality addition In
to a famous electrolytic condenser
/line.

FOR THE DEALER

THE SERVICEMAN

AND THE AMATEUR
catalog on request only to those
living in l'cnnsyl'ania, Ohio, W. Virginia

Type

triply

1E14

Mall

nd

TWELFTH ST.
WHEELING, W.VA.
30

'

Est ahlished

1919

s de t electrolytic

for AC -DC

Dohilier Cron. has consistently loannfai-lured a complete line of quality el,lriolytic.
hermetically scaled paper. mica and Dykanol transmitting condensers for the Past twenty-six years.

The Cornell-

GRANT ST.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
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CORNELL-DLiBILIER
4376 BRONX BOULEVARD
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Saturday, November 30th last, at
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for those "weak" signals.

Please mention
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SIIOln 1000151151F

XL PUSH
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\

distributor.
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10:22 p.m., E.S.T., W2AMN held a successful QSO with PAOASD of Amsterdam,
Holland. PAOASD's signals were QSA5 -R6,
XPDC on approximately 3755 kc. W2AMN's
report was T9X QSA5R5 and the transmitter was the "RK23 -31" described in the
October issue, operated on 3770 kc. 80
meter DX should be FB this winter and
we should watch

-

Nat

"New Apparatus for the Ham," the "Ultra
High -frequency tube 1123," should have
been designated RK34 instead of RK24.

80 Meter

EFFICIENT

RADIO PARTS

601 -3

Correction

-

And All Popular Amateur Sets
2.
Write for full information Dept. S.W.

COMPANY
MARINE RADIO Richmond
Hill. N.V.

124.11

when writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

blot

Avenue.
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RADIO INSTRUCTION
If There Were

BETTER Way to
Learn CODE and Develop SPEED
The CHAMPIONS Would Know It.
a

TED McELROY
World's Champion Radio Operator.

Speed 69 wom.

CHAMPION McELROY says: "If there
were a better way to learn code and acquire speed I should know it. I tried
everything. CANDLER SYSTEM gave me
the Speed, Accuracy and Skill to win the
championship. It ie the Tried and Proved
System that has stood the Acid Test of
many years." T. R. McELROY, Official
Champion.
FREE-Copy of article by Champion McElroy: "HOW I LEARNED TO HANDLE
CODE," also BOOK OF FACTS containing
valuable help if you want to learn code
RIGHT. A card will do. No Obligation.
Candler System Co. Dept. S -2, Asheville, N.C.

IrVS'TR UCTOGRAPH

Radio Amateur Course

(Continued from page 601)
in the final amplifier.
Tuning the first
amplifier and the final amplifier will be
identical to the transmitter shown in Figure 1, except that the first amplifier (V2)
need not be neutralized because a screen ttriel tube is used. The oscillator here is
quite different. Because we are using a
screen -grid tube which will serve not only
as an oscillator, but as a frequency -multiplier. With this transmitter and an
80 -meter crystal, we can work on either
80, 40 or 20 meters without changing
crystals. This is the well -known Tritet
oscillator circuit, where a cathode coil is
used to bring about oscillation of the crystal independent of the plate tuning circuit.
This plate circuit can be tuned to either 80
or 40 meters. When operating on 80
meters all circuits will be tuned to that
band. On 40 meters, the plate circuit of
the oscillator, as well as other two stages,
will be tuned to 40 meters. For 20 -meter
operation, we have the plate circuit of the
oscillator tuned to 40, the first amplifier,
V2, tuned to 20, and the final amplifier, V3,
tuned to 20 meters. In this transmitter,
external bias is needed for the amplifier
stages. This can be supplied by conventional B batteries or of an especially designed low -voltage power supply.

READ

SEND

Learn Easily At Hornc This Quicker Way
I. _!

type, the amplifier plate circuit is adjusted for minimum plate current without the
network attached to the amplifier coil; then
the two feed wires are attached to the
It's easy to learn code with thi.
plate tank coil and Condenser CI immedisturdy. well-made machine. Reik,
ately adjusted for a minimum plate current
of Instructions shows you been
study to best adwanlus':
in the amplifier. If a dip in the plate curpractice at whatever tin
rent cannot be obtained, C2 should be
you hest, and at the sin.
tit
lowv,
medium.
changed from minimum to maximum, or
fast.
You can rent an Instruct. vice
versa. If a minimum setting of C2
graph on very attractive tenus:
will not allow a dip in plate current when
and. after you have used it a
month or so. It you decide you
CI is adjusted, then the maximum setting
tit to buy It. rental paid may
will. Cl and C2 should then be adjusted
be applied on the
purchase
price. Don't delay.
A descripuntil the plate current of the amplifier
tive folder and price list are
rises to normal value for full -load condisoues for the asking -no obtions, always setting Cl to a point giving
ligation. Just send a postcard with your name and acts
ntininutot plate- current. The plate tuning
Ireea toÌNST RUCTOGRAPH COMPANY, Dept. SW -2 condenser should never be touched after it
912 Lakeside place. Chicago. tit.
first has been adjusted without the feeders
connected. In Figure 3B, we have the
Radio College of Cminada. Lld., 963 Bay St. Toronto
usual inductive coupling where either series
or parallel tuning of the feeder system is
RADIO
COURSES
employed. Link- coupling can also be used
RADIO OPERATING: Prepare for Gov't
between the final amplifier and the anLicense Exattt.
RADIO SERVICING:
tenna circuit, as shown in Figure 3C. In
Including Short Wave
AMATEUR 'CODE
Figure 3D, we have link- coupling to a
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connected to one end of the antenna. In
Booklet Upon Request
this
case, the total antenna length from
NEW YORK YMCA SCHOOLS 1.
éñt) se
the tuned circuit to its farthest end should
be slightly less than one -half wavelength.
Full details regarding the construction and
operation of various types of antennas will
be given in the Seventh Lesson, which will
appear in the next issue of Short Wave
Craft.
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to Budd An All Purpose Tester

How

BEST BY TEST IN
All Electric

2

5

621

&

Tube Transceiver

(Continued from page 597)
For the ham or beginner looking for
pose of the oscillator and now let us dea permanent instalcompletely
scribe the use and operation of the v.t.
lation.
A.C. operated. we
rectifier.
recommend
this 3Its use in the ham's shack is undoubtedly
in-1 balanced comthe most valuable. It can be used in tunbination transmitter
ing up and neutralizing a CW transmitter
and receiver. The
and for measuring the percentage of modutube used are
and
In
photo
the
"rig."
a
phone
lation of
-6AG dual purpose
and Idle rectifier
drawing we see a 2 -turn coil on the end of
Absolutely
u h e.
a length of twisted wire. This loop is used
unless alien warkas the pick -up coil.
lw: on 5 or ten meThe rectifier consists of a type 30 tube
ter bands. Extremeconnected in the usual triode circuit. Forty ly
sensitive. and
five volts are applied to the plate and the
extraordinary long
(IUmMtte
Imre lin- 895
btb
5 and le me.
tuning and
with
a
potentiometer
range
grid bias is varied
tercule
nil.n. Not .irrd. lem
cabinet and tube.
rece Ping. lange on
connected across the "C" battery. In the
Wired und Assembled
$2.00
25-50
meters.
plate circuit is a double -pole single -throw
1.50
Murk Crystallised Cabinet
miles on 10 meters.
1.10
2 Tub,.:
switch, which connects the terminals of the
",a -75 miles.
tester in series with the plate of the tube.
FREE.
F or
When the meter switch is in the ma. position the plate current of the tube shows on
the meter. The 1 mill (milliampere) scale
Radio Constructors Labs.
is used for most measurements. For operation put the bias potentiometer at full bias
position and turn on the plate and filament
switches of the rectifier. The switch is, of When the amplifier is modulated the meter
course, on the 1 ma. position. The bias will show an increase. The increase will
can now be adjusted to give a plate cur- be rather slight even for 100 percent modurent reading of from .2 to over one milli- lation. The original reading of .5 on the
ampere. For tuning and neutralizing a meter should be considered as zero carrier.
transmitter, set the bias for lowest plate
The difference between .5 and .6 which
current on the meter and then place the is .1, is considered the carrier with no
pick -up coil near the circuit to be tuned, modulation. Now the meter only shows
taking care not to get it so close that the average increase in amplitude and for 100
plate current of the rectifier drives the percent modulation the meter will read
meter off scale. Now as the power in the 1.226 times the normal carrier as repretransmitting circuit is increased or de- sented by 1 or .1226. This is then 22.6%
creased the rectifier plate current will in- greater than the normal unmodulated
crease or decrease, which ever the case carrier, the same as read on a thermal
may be. This will show accurately just ammeter. The advantage of this type of
what is going on in the transmitter.
modulation indicator is that there is no
lag or sluggishness as in the thermal
meter. Remember 100% modulation is not
Measuring Modulation
greater than the entire meter readFor measuring modulation the bias on the 22.6%
the no- carrier reading (.5) is conrectifier is adjusted so that the meter reads ing;
sidered as zero.
.5 ma. and the pickup placed near the
With the No. 1200 meter "kit" there
plate coil of the modulated amplifier or comes
complete instructions in both schemcoi
The
pickup
feeder.
the
antenna
near
and pictorial form. Each connection
is placed only near enough to cause the atic
numbered and all one has to do is conplate current of the rectifier rise to .6 ma is
nect connection 1 to 1, 2 to 2, 3 to 3, etc.
For the benefit of those interested in seeing
just what the tester consists of, we have
50.000
30s
OHMS 3
printed the schematic diagram along with
.01-'
the diagrams of the rectifier and the oscil
MF.
lator.
If you are interested in experimenting
0.25MEG.
in the "light" rather than in the darkness,
ti
you will find this multi -purpose tester to
fill every practical need around the radio
.001"work- shop."
5W
MF.-

METER EQUIPMENT
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BUD GIANT TRANSMITTING

COIL FORMS
MADE OF SPECIAL
LOW' LOSS BAKELITE
Size 21/4" diameter, 31/2"
long, winding space 311/4".
Made to fit standard 45 or 6 prong sockets.
These Coil Forms can also
` be supplied grooved
twelve turns to the inch.
GROOVED COIL
FORMS

GIANT FORMS NOT
GROOVED

Prong -List

Prang

List
5.85
Prong - List
5.90
.65
Prong -List
8.95
5.70
Prong -List
Radio Dealers and amateurs are entitled to 40%
disrounl frmn above prices. Ill'D errhandise can
be naught from your Jobber. Should your Jobber he
Unable to take rare of you. send your order directly
to us. A three cent postage stamp x111 bring you
our 1936 Catalog
BUD RADIO, Inc., 1937 E. 55th St., Cleveland, O.
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Parts List for "Tester"
I- No. 1200 Triplett tester.
1- aluminum box 7 x 12 x 5 inches.
1 -.01 mf. condenser, Cornell -Dubilier.

7.800

OHMS)

A.0 VOLTS
D.0 MILLS
OHMS

-.l

mf. condenser. Cornell -Dubilier.

-.0001 mf. mica condenser. Aerovox.
-140 mmf. variable condenser. Bud.
1 -.001 mf. mica condenser. Aerovox.
1 --1¿ meg. tL watt resistor, I. R. C.
1

1

1-50,000
1- 10.000
trad.

wafer sockets, Na.Altl.
switches.
switch.
1-double -pole single- throw toggle
dials with knobs. Bud.
2- engravedtubes.
Arco.
2 -type 30
1- midget 71 volt "C" battery.
1- midget 221 voltbattery.
battery.
1- midget 45
1- midget 3 -volt "A" battery.
volt flash -light cell.
1 -11,4
Coil Data.
Grid coil. 32 turns, No. 25 D.S.I.
Tickler. 10 turns. Nn. 25 D.S.C.
Wound on 1 inch diameter form.
2- -4 -prong
4

-"On -off"

2
TURNS
4,14.2Y2-PIA.

WIS ED
PAIR

ohm % watt resistor, I. R. C.
ohm potentiometer with switch, Elec-

Make Your Own Recordings
o

"hard -to -get"

f

stations, of your
or
own
speech
music, etc., on Ungrooved aluminum

blanks.
r eComplete
ewer rrmnwe,l,
corder housed in attractive leatherette covered case, with crystal
pick -up, cutting mechanism, 8, IS or 500, 4000

Ohm Cutting Head, Dual Speed heavy duty
motor, weighted turnable.

Net $46.00

COLUMBIA SOUND CO., Inc.
135S

Liberty St.

New York City

CABINETS

for ALL STAR SR. & JR.

with hinge cover
finished to match
the ALL STAR

srT.

Our Low Prise
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Hook -up of "All- Purpose" Tester,
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Next issue will be special "Ham" number-Don't miss it!
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When To Listen In

622

QUALITY VERNIER

(All Schedules Eastern Standard Time)
DAVENTRY
THE English station has added several
additional frequencies to its string. They
are GSN 11,820 kc. (25.38 m.), GSO 15,180
kc. (19.76 m.), and GSP 15,310 kc. (19.6
mc.). None are in use so far.
The schedule for January is as follows:
Trans. 1 3:30 -6:30 a.m. on either GSF,
GSD or GSB (any two). Trans. 2. 6 -8:45

Type 2211 is a three
window, four inch friction
drive
bakelite
moulded dial.
Eggshell,
black finished,
this dial enhances every
¡ob. Clockwise rotation
of 0 -100 through 180
degrees. Ratio 9 to I.

List

$1.75

a.m.

Type 2213 -three inch single
indow egg- shell, black
bakelite dial, 0-100 clockwise rotation through
180
degrees. 7 to I ratio, vernier

GSB and GSI; 2:15 -4 p.m. on GSD, GSB
and GSL; 4:15-5:45 p.m. on GSB and either
GSC or GSA. Trans. 5 6 -8 p.m. on GSC
and GSA. Trans. 6 10 -11 p.m. on GSL and

$1.50

Available at all ICA distributors. For complete catalog
send 10c in postage or coins

mailing.

Other models from 75e. Also a complete line of pre.
claion amateur experimenter's parts.
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TRIMM QUALITY HEADSETS
The Best For

-

AMATEURS- COMMERCIAL

-

--

OPERATORS

AIRCRAFT -MONITORING-RADIO
HARD OF HEARING
LABORATORY
PUBLIC ADDRESS- TELEPHONE- lIOSPITALS
BROADCAST STATIONS.
The utmost reliability of Trimm phones

-

has long since been

proven by engineers.
A phone to meet every need.
Advise us of your requirements. Dept.

SW

Trimm Radio Manufacturing Co.

1770 W. Berteau Ave..

Chicago,

Ill.,

U. S. A.

GERMANY
Two new German stations have been
making a big stir recently. They are commercial phone and telegraph transmitters
of the German P.O. Department. These
transmitters were only recently completed
and prior to being placed in regular commercial phone service they have been tested
for a considerable time by relaying the
various programs of the Berlin short -wave
broadcaster. The best heard stations are
DJJ on 10042 kc. and DJI on 9,675 kc., both
located at Konigswusterhausen, a suburb
of Berlin. DJI has been broadcasting from
2 -4 p.m. daily and DJJ from 5 -7 p.m. DJJ
will be used for service to South Africa
and DJI for Central American service.
DJM, 6079 kc. is also testing from 3 -5
p.m.
DJB 152,000 kc., Berlin, will be on the
air daily from 8 -11:30 a.m., with a N.
America beam aerial during December and
January. Other schedules remain the same
as before.

JAPAN
stations are extending
their overseas broadcasting service. At
present there is a program for Europe
from 2 -S p.m. on Wednesday and Friday
sent out on JVM and JVP or JVT. This
will be made a daily program if reports
warrant it. On Monday and Thursday
from 4 -5 p.m. there is a program for the
The

eastern U.S.A. and Canada. This is broadcast on JVM and JVP ordinarily.
This
transmission is being well heard in the
east and will shortly be made a daily feature. Daily from 12 m. -1 a.m. JVM and
JVT send out a program for the western
U.S.A. and Canada.
In addition a regular daily service for
Manchuria (mostly in Japanese) is sent
out on JVM, JVT or JVU from 4 -8 a.m.

ICELAND
TFJ the Phone station at Reykjavik
operating on 12,175 kc. will broadcast on
Sundays from 1:40 -2 p.m. This service
will be extended later.
MEXICO
There are several new Mexicans about
which very little information is available.
Exact schedules are not known but here
they are: Mexico City, XECI, 5980 kc.

till 3 a.m. and XEXA 6190 kc. on till
11:15 p.m. In Vera Cruz there is XEUW
on 6025 or 6125 ke. This one stays on till
3 a.m. also.

INIVEq;Ak

\

IJNIVEIttiAL
ei-METER IIAND SET
A new. 16 ounce, compact hand set

signed for

-De-

5 -meter transmitters and 5
transceivers -Highly polished,
moulded bakelite units -2000 ohm unipolar receiver -High output, single-button Universal microphone of 200 ohms
-ft. 4 conductor cord with colorcoded phone tips -List Price, Single It,tton microphone $8.00.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. Ltd.

meter

-6

124 Warren Lane,

Inglewood, Cant., U.

S. A.

EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS is
the finest

scientific-technical-mechanical-

construction magazine in the field. Up- to -theminute with news flashes of scientific events.
Dozens, of constructional articles and many
popular experiment..
Ideas from which you
can make things to
sell.

INTERESTIN6TSÜaJCCTS

JAVA
YDA at Tandjongpriok is now on the
air again and a puzzle has been cleared
up. This station operates on one wave during daylight hours and on another at night.
YDA on 6040 kc. is on from 5:45 -6:45 p.m.
and from 10:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. YDA on
3040 kc. is on from 5:30 -11 a.m. On Sundays PLP at Bandoeng, 11,000
the same program as YDA.

Ice.

sends

AUSTRALIA
VK3ME at Melbourne is now on daily
except Sunday from 4 -7 a.m.
This
station is on 9518 kc. VK2ME at Sydney
on 9590 ke. is on Sundays from 1 -3 and
5 -11 a.m.
It also operates irregularly on
Mondays during the early a.m.
mention
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GSA. Trans. 4 12:15 -2:15 p.m. on GSD,
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is desirable, it is recommended for use at
amateur stations. Its superior performance
for transmitting will he best understood by

Efficient 5 -Meter
Antennas
(Continued fr0,11 page 603)
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$1.60 and most publishers charge a higher
price for back numbers over one year old.
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our own judgment in sending assorted
numbers to fill your order. Note we cannot exchange the copies for ones that
have been sent to you.
Practically every copy of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT contains important information that you should have. Here is
chance to get those copies.
As we have only a small supply of back
numbers on hand. this offer will be with drawn as soon as they have been sold.
We accept U.S. stamps. U.S. coin, or
money order. Rush your'order today.
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Thin rule solves any problem in multiplication. division. addition. mbtrartlon, and proportion: It also
gives roots and powers M numbers, sine.. cosines,
tangents and cotangente of all angles; also logs M
number..
Approved
Adds and subtracts fractions.

Multiplies and Divides. but

tion and the low- impedance cable approximately a perfect impedance match.
There are a great many locations where
the use of an antenna of this nature would
be out of the question because it would
be impossible to have the antenna extend
far enough away from surrounding objects.
For situations of this nature, the antenna
shown in Fig. 5 is suggested. We believe
this type of antenna will become very much
more popular with amateurs because of its
simplicity, as well as extraordinarily high
efficiency. It will be observed that no electrical details are changed, but we have
brought about a mechanical situation
which is entirely different from the arrangement shown in Fig. 2, This type of
antenna lends itself admirably to installation of masts which may be attached to
the side of the house with lag bolts, or
which may be extended above the chimney
or parapet, by using the newly developed
parapet mast support, shown in Fig. 6.
In Figure 7 a simplified method for making a so- called "J" antenna is shown.
The impedance- matching section in all
of these antennas except Fig. 7 is made
of ordinary antenna wire and the two wires
which form this section are approximately
two inches apart. The distance they are
apart is not at all critical. Because the
right hand end of this matching section
in Fig. 7 must be fairly rigid and self supporting at the top, No. 10 solid copper
wire is suggested. All these aerials have
been designed for use with a 70 ohm line
and the new 70 ohm coaxial conductor,
which is making its appearance on the
market, can be used in place of the twisted
pair, shown in the diagrams, without any
other alterations in the circuits.

SLIDE
RULE
Metal 4 Dia,
Price

J

current fed system, with the point of contact between the impedance -matching sec-

RAMSEY, N.

J.

sending into each quadrant a continuous
stream of signals: letter N (dash -dot) to
the north and south, or northwest and
southeast; and letter A (dot -dash) to the
east and west, or northeast and southwest. The automatic transmitter at the
beacon station is so arranged that the
dots and dashes of one signal correspond
to the silent spaces between the dashes
and dots of the other signal. When the
pilot flies along the borderline between
the two quadrants, he hears both signals
equally as one continuous note, interrupted by the beacon call letters. Should
he stray from this narrow lane, he will
still hear the blended signals, but one
will sound louder than the other, telling
him that he is off his course, and in which
direction.
These four narrow zones where the signals blend are called the beams. They
show the pilot the true direction of the
beacon station, and at a few strategic
points along each beam, low -powered non directional beacons superimpose their call
letters on the course signals, telling the
pilot his exact location. Every half hour.
the signals are interrupted, and a brief
weather broadcast, by voice, informs the
pilot of the weather conditions.
Since we took off from New Orleans at
one o'clock this afternoon, eight such beacons guided us on our way. We passed
over the Camden beacon fifteen minutes
ago. and are now about to leave its
northern beam. We are no longer climbing. There is no point now ie trying to
get over the snow with the home port so
near; gently, imperceptibly, we are coming down. A turn of the dial, and n new
note sounds in the earphones, interrupted
every few seconds by the new code signal:
four dots in succession. Beacon WWU, at
Elizabeth, now leads us into Newark,

Shifting Course by Radio Beacon
There is no marker beacon here, but a few
kilocycles away, the WWIB beam from
Martins Creek joins our course from the
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and which will give you a professional appearance.
If you are s member of the LEAGUE. you
cannot afford to be without this insignia of
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your membership.
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it on another, you can be certain that he Is
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See Page 634.
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY,
1936
"Modern" Aerials Invented 34 Years Ago
By Dr. Lee de Forest

MOTOR DRIVEN

Whygamhie?-

Craftsman Tools

COMPLETE -READY TO RUN

(Continued from page 589)

"Concentric" Transmission Line Is
Not New!

ELECTRIC HANDY -LATHE
PRICE

=x°$757
Shipping
Weight
10

lbs.

WITH BUILT -1N MOTOR

Length of Bed, 16 inches; height to spindle,
inches, i, supplied with face plate as well as2
spur center for handling all types of work. This
lathe is furnished with a built-in Induction Motor, mounted on the head -stock, so that the drive
wheel acts directly on the three -speed pulley.
NO BELT REQUIRED. In shifting to the various speeds it is only necessary to lift the
with the left hand and slide it forward ormotor
back
as desired. A finger -tip switch is located
conveniently on top of the motor. Finished in gray
and green enamel and comes complete with motor, cord and plug cap, and special wrench.
Operate. on alternating current only, 110 volts,
60 cycles.

ELECTRIC GRINDER
PRICE

$349
Shipping
Weight
4

lbs.

Comes supplied

with 2 genuine A lox
g r i n d i n g

it

wheels,

We hear much nowadays regarding
the
concentric

transmission line, especially for
in ultra high- frequency transmitters
and television transmission, which involve
the use of a wire or rod supported in the
center of a concentric metal tube by means
of insulators spaced along the wire.
Dr.
de Forest was there first, as
witness Fig.
4. Stabilizing bridges C, may
connected
at the location of the electro-be
static nodes
as pointed out in the patent.
receiving device is indicated at R The
in Fig.
use

grinder. It is
driven with a
dependable induction type high speed
cooled motor with the grinding wheels inner fan
mounted
at opposite ends of the motor shaft.
This motor
does not interfere with radio reception,
and has
a heavy ground steel shaft
and large bronze
bearings, having thick felt oilretaining
ers behind them, constantly lubricatingwashthe
shaft and bearings and provided with
oil holes
for re- oiling. Complete with cord and
plug
cap. Operates on alternating current
only, 110
volts, 60 cycles.

a

genuine

DOERLE

4.

Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 show systems for
exciting the Lecher -wire transmission
with a transmitting apparatus. In Fig.line
8
a "static" method of charging
is shown,
to quote the patent.
The parallel or
Lecher wires are shown as of only half
wavelength; inserted in the bridge across
their ends is a condenser K. In shunt
around this condenser is a spark gap
S
(vacumn tube transmitters were
at that time), and the secondaryunknown
T
of a transformer T1. When thiscoilcondenser is charged to the break -down point
of the spark -gap S, there is a discharge
at this point, and this serves as a connecting- bridge between the parallel wires,
and
these wires are set in vibration as a Lecher
system. Part of the energy is reflected
back at O and 01, forming stationary
waves with nodes at O and 01. A part
goes into the upright conductor or antenna
A and is radiated outward into space.

Inductive Coupling Too

one

coarse grinder,end one fine

INVEST in

In Figs.

9, 10, and 11

the Lecher system
is charged inductively -that is,
secondary T1 of the transformer is the
the circuit of the Lecher system andin oscillates
therewith, while in Fig. 8 it is not in such
circuit and does not enter directly in its
oscillations. In fact, in Fig. 8 the transformer may be replaced by any source of
electrical energy giving the requisite po-

tentialIn Fig.

79

oirr

2 -TUBE BATTERY
RECEIVER
15

to

200 Meters

One of the moat popular members of the Doerle Set family.

Employs but two tubes,
$ 67
gives the performance of a yet
set
having three tubes.
1K IT
Uses
a
type 30 as regenerative detecLess Tubes.
tor and a type 19 twin triode Cabinet,
and
Batteries
(actually 2 tubes in one) as
two stages of resistance -coupled audio.
The world
reputation
of the entire Doerle line,- famous
is behind this remarkable
two 45 tvolRequiresbatteries for operation.
All parts and workmanship
fully guaranteed.
Employs a set of four 5 -prong
ribbed plug in coils. These coils are interchangeable
with
the new 5 -prong bandspread coils.
Ship, wt.,
10 lbs, List Price $15.75.

9 the parallel wires are shown
to one -quarter wave length, and
the coil Tl, forming the secondary of
the Ne. 5009 -K Bowie 2 -tube Battery
transformer, is equivalent to one -half
Resolver
ELECTRIC SCROLL
but
Coils.
wavelength. The primary coil T of
Batteres
si and
cabinetdl OUR Rien
this
transformer
is connected in series with
Set of 2 Matched Tubes
JIG
densers Kl and spark -gap S. This con$1.00
pri- Metal Cabinet for above ....._
mary system is charged from any suitable
PRICE
M
Set of 4 Bandspread Celte
source of energy I. It is necessary
2.3$
that
Ne.
5006
-K
Doerle
IIiPDImi
3
-tube
Battery Reeelver Kit, not wired
the self -induction of the primary coil
but with
Coils and
T
Cabinet.
and the capacities K1 be so chosen that
Tubes and Batteries.
at.. 10
the
List
rrR
natural period of oscillation of this primary
YOUR PRIDE
PRICE
$12e4ó
$12.46
system is equal to that of the adjoining
Sat
of
3
Matched
Tubes
Shipping
Lecher system.
$100
Weight
We will wire and test any of these kite
Fig. 10 shows a system essentially the thane
at se additional
10 lbs.
of $1.50.
same as that shown in Fig. 9, except
lïtl-1,pr.
that 125 te I Bandsgread Dial ter the 3 -tube set $1.75 sutra
This is an en- a condenser K is connected
OHO
to the Lecher $rad 2r xhnnp for Prow row ratrrlog
tirely new type wires at the static loop.
and radio
A
condenser
In 'Ms,"
of saw, pow - located
so
the equivalent of a certain
red by a fan - length ofis parallel
wires, so that a system
cooled, inducRADIO TRADING CO.
tion motor containing the condenser vibrates with a 101 -A Hudson
St.
period of one having longer wires, or reN Y C
geared directly to saw duces the length of wire necessary
for a
blade for max- system of a given
period. The effective
imum power. capacity of
such a condenser depends somestroke
of channeled
I
what upon its location in the stationary
You cannot make a better in12" throat that handles work up to 24" long,
61_.^ round work table, adjustable hold
wave, it being most effective when located
vestment than to have in your
down
shoe with guide roller to support and steady saw
at a static loop -viz., at a point where the
home a GOLD SHIELD
blade. Cord, plug and I blade included. Built potential difference across its terminals
in motor operates on alternating current only. is
PROFESSIONAL MODEL
maximum.
110 volts, 60 cycles.
Fig. 11 shows the Lecher wires cut at a
Carbon Sun Lamp
st atic loop and a condenser inserted in such
SAVES DOCTOR'S BILLS
Cu
t
between
the
Lecher
Our Old Customers Know That
wires and the sec on dary terminals of the transformer.
heakh aa'Ïna VIOLËT RAYS il..
Our Merchandise Is Sold on a
Here
als o the armatures (plates) of the
.
In.r- OtIRn>III>I Mm-I
con Strict Money -Back Guarantee
n 1M
emñde nser behave as the equivalent of
a cerIÌ ris eon ra t a d
All Shipments will be forwarded by Express tai n length of wire, this relation depending
II,t'\
T.1\"
1.,,.d-,wrdCollect if not sufficient postage included
up on the amount of surface in the
-6
CVRES COLDS RNEUMAcon TIEM AND MANY OIrXER
with your order.
AIL.
de nsers and the distance between
MENTS.
the
ar matures (plates), states the patent. This
emnelee
811 ords a ready
eeeie... $7.501
of attuning the sysWELLWORTH TRADING CO. to m by changingmeans
the distance between the
WONDERFUL
VALUE!
ar
matures (plate members) of the
Size IS heg., 7'
506 Palmolive Bldg.,
COLO SHIELD PRODUCTS CO.,
Dept. S. C. 236,
Chicago, III.
S.,' deep.
den sers. Since the maximum potentialcon weId
eicht 12pound,.
17 W. 60th St.
of
N. Y. City
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT
when writing advertisers
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other. In any considerable length of the
convolution, one wire will first lie adjaB!
cent to another carrying current of opII,
11 I,,
lll posite sign, so that for any considerable
ql I l l
II
length of wire, the inductive effects from
BI
the two wires in the convolutions adjoinC
0
FIG 14
ing will be neutralized. In practice I have
successfully used such wires, twisted with
p
F1G.15
a pitch equal to three turns to the inch,
ei
wound upon a spool about three inches in
l
diameter with successive turns separated
to
about an eighth of an inch. Their use is
C
R--.
8 1
rK2r
not, however, limited to even a near approximation to the above proportions, which
are given only to show what has been
B
B
7.no..oW.e.e,,
found successful without any intention of
B
limiting myself thereto. (Imagine! All
Bs
this in 1902 and really before that of
course, while Dr. de Forest was developeer.Avv-..-..dv
ing the idea. -Ed.)
FI6.19
FIG.18
Wherever in the accompanying drawings
Bz
A
A.nA B
or description straight Lecher wires are
C
IT
rB
shown or described, it is to be understood
Bs
Ba'
that the twisted pair, as above described,
just as
el
...0
FIG.20
may be substituted, either coiled (as shown They sure look good! And they're
in Fig. 18) or disposed in any suitable good as they look. Ideal for applications
/
T
requiring non -inductive resistance dissipating
way -for instance, as in Fig. 19.
B
As shown in Fig. 17, the responder or I watt or less.
Solid molded carbon eleis placed across the open end of ment. Non -fluctuating. Noiseless.
detector
Accur83
BI
N
FIG 23
G
a loop and one -quarter wavelength dis(within 10 %) values stamped and R.M.
FIG.21
igi
tant from the responder, and one -half ate
Non -inductive. Non -hywavelength distant from the upright A, A. color coded.In 1/3, 1/2 and
watt ratings.
groscopic.
a bridge C may be placed.
K
A
M
/
/TS B A.2
A/4
Fig. 20 shows how the potential may be All resistance values. And they cost no
raised in a second section of the Lecher morel
0.
wire system B2 B3 by changing the spacYour copy 1936 condenser and resistor
T
catalog on request. Also sample copy
ing between the wires. The mutual inI
Q
duction of the Lecher wires decrease as of Research Worker. 5e. your AEROVO% dealer for
I
es
M/
K1
N
the two parallel wires are brought closer those better radio parts.
together, becoming zero for the wires in
actual contact, and the capacity of the
system is increased as the wires are
Various other "transmission line" ideas
brought closer together. Thus if we have
covered in Dr. de Forest's early patent.
one system of such parallel wires B Bl,
Fig. 20, of length equivalent to one -half
wavelength transmitted, connected or
CORPORATION
opposite sign occurs at the terminals of the
added to a second system B2 B3, having the
Brooklyn. N.V.
..
the secondary T1 of the transformer. the same period of electrical vibration, but 72 Washington St.
middle point of the coil must be one of having its two parallel wires farther apart,
zero potential and may therefore be then this second system B2 B3 may take up
grounded, as shown at G, without inter- the impulse transmitted from the first sysDICTIONARY OF RADIO
FO
DEFINITIONS
rupting the action of the system.
tem, unaffected as to its period of vibration.
11
or
10
Figs.
in
shown
ÌI
If the devices
to a wave of higher p.yet
transformed
are used as receivers, the transformer coils tential, but of correspondingly diminished
T and T1 should be reversed in arrange- magnetic energy or current.
[(
ment, as shown in Fig. 12, the low- potenIn Fig. 21 such a system is shown, and
AND VALUABLL
tial coil T being connected with the Lecher
throughparallel
BI
are
B
here the wires
Cannot Be Obtained Under One Cover Elsewhere!
wires, and the receiving instrument or out their length, but the first half waveComplete Symbol. Inet1 in Radio Circuite. Frequently used PorDi Standard Tithe. Complete RRIA
no).- Proper grid -loia. forMores
responder R may be substituted for the length from the upright or aerial is en('.dr. Marane and Teebnkal
Color ('.ale. Internatio,u.l
arises
necessity
same
spark -gap S. The
Data for I.uildinq 4 FAMOUS EAGLE ALL WAVE SETS and
H, containing oil, which
in
a
casing
closed
ACl,O
MID.:
ET 1100E -UP. Dictionary of Radio Definitions.
for
tuning
sender
in
the
as
case
in this
All R`mo Terms deanol and endained. cesnrteriatie chart or
changes the capacity between the wires so
'nd,...
alike the two circuits shown.
immersed. Such combinations as these thus
MAPS
In Fig. 14 is shown a method of reduc- afford a step -up or step -down device, difing the actual length of wires required to fering entirely from the well known
Worldwide maps in four colors. showing
all principal short -wave and brcadcast staform the equivalent of the proper wave- "transformer -coils," and Dr. de Forest, in
i,e,s of the world by locations. call letter-.
length, which consists in inserting coils his letter to the editor, mentions this
..d kilocycles. Included free with this offer.
system.
Lecher
L L1 in the wires of the
idea particularly, and the possibility of
DON'T HESITATE- WRITE NOW'
the coot of hmnllina
coin
..I. ¡n Inc Ir.
These coils should be inserted at loops of using this scheme in place of the usual
h l,,1 only coyere
earn Ì.. orl
current, where their inductive or imped- step -up or step -down transformers -an
CO.. 54 Certlandt St.. New York City
EAGLERADIO
ance effect will be maximum. If the Lecher
idea which he says has never been used
wires are to be bridged, these bridges should thus far, to the best of his knowledge.
correconnect the middle points of two
A scheme for inductively coupling the
sponding coils, as shown at C.
antenna system proper to the Lecher wire
two
the
that
It is not always necessary
e
e
HEADQUARTERS
system is shown in Fig. 23, R being the
parallel or Lecher wires be of the same responder.
We carry a complete line of Parts for all the new
in
his
out
antenna
pointed
an
Forest
shows
de
Fig.
26
Dr.
in
length,
The diagram
Short Wave Circuits appearing in this magazine and
in other periodicals.
patent. Fig. 15 shows an arrangement in directly connected with the ground G, and
which the responder R is located at a static inductively coupled with the resonant
Co.
H
f3
M
waveloop of the wires and one -quarter
Lecher system by the coils T T1. The
PHILADELPHIA
512 MARKET ST.
length removed from the base of the up- system is coupled to the detector or reright wire. At this point in the lower sponder at R, by means of coupling conwire we have a static loop formed by open - densers E1.
(ml reflections. The node at O may be conA study of these early patents granter!
AMERICAN MICROPHONE CO.
nected to earth or to a capacity K2.
to Dr. de Forest proves that old adage
.1 California CorpuraD,nI
In Fig. 17 is shown a convenient form "there is but little new under the sun."
of Qualify
of using th( Lecher wires. Here the two
Microphones
are featu r. »I
plenty of 1936 S -W aerials
wires. which lire insulated, are twisted toElectrostatic.
iec
Condenser, Carbon, Crystal,
or
trnnsmisr
-in
lead
such
"twisted"
with
pair,
the
distance
gether, form ng a twisted
upon request.
Who said "new "I
available
inn.:.
catalogue
soot
New
lint
the
thickby
regulated
between them being
ness of the insulation. It is desirable that
1915 South Western Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.
the pitch of the twist be not too steep
The twisted pair is well adapted to use
Reduce Noise On ALL Waves
upon a spool or coiled in any other manner
"Fans" and "Hams"
which may Le desirable to economize space
HI -Fl
"comLUNCH
LYNCH
in
the
interested
Write
be
will
both
simple
If
two
the
or to secure portability.
ALL.
ASSEMBLED
for folder
FILTERADIO
parallel wires untwisted were coiled upon munications" Type 4 -Tube Receiver to
WAVE ANTENNA
cot. ant ob.eet.osl
a spool; with convolutions parallel and near
be described, with full constructional
ultimo from Ow lue
oftmt.11
f! defier
together, interference by induction between details, in the March number- by s....90.
t a =C.7S
o.m
t
supply
mp 55.0
adjacent convolutions would arise; but
,dru.t.
1L
whine" V List
seder direct
George W. Shuart, W2AMN.
when closely twisted such adjacent conN.
Y.
St..
227
Fulton
Inc..
H.
Arthur
close
tonot
too
coil,
if
volutions of the
PIONEER OF NOISE- REDUCING AERIALS
gether, will not interfere with one an!'lease mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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SHORT WAVE LISTE\"ER
the leading short-wave fan magazine

wE ARE happy to present
to the thousands of short
wave fans this magazine which
enthusiastic readers of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT have urged us
to publish. It is the most complete book of its kind ever published.

oiFIC/AL

Listener
.oq[teaaa[

4600

MAGAZINE

SHORT WAVE STATIONS
It contains the largest listing
short wave stations in the world, of
a
much larger list than the list published
monthly in SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
or any other magazine. There are so
many short wave stations, which normally cannot be included in any
monthly magazine list, but frequently
you hear these calls and then you wish
to know from where they originate.
The OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LISTENER gives you this information.
besides a great deal more which you
must have.
It is totally different in get -up and
contents from any other short -wave
fan magazine.
It contains a great variety of material. all of which is essential to the
short -wave listener.
IT IS NOT A TECHNICAL MAGAZINE. It is designed for the shortwave listener only. The January, 1936,
issue. now on all newsstands. contains
the material you find listed below.
-, an

[MOM WAVE

.o

.

P. S. -If
you

the

cannot

get

magazine at
newsstand
due to
sell -out,
send 15e in cash,
stamps, or money
order, and we will
send the magazine
to Nou direct, prepaid.

your

If
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{UMW uer

.0 (.75
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sow ns.

Hew to Obtain Verifications. Short Wave "Map"
of the World.
Latin- American S -W Stations by H. S.
Bradley. Latest Reports
from Short-Wave Listeners. How to Listen
to
Police
Calls. New
"Catches" Among S -W "Foreigns ". Hints for Improving
S -W
Listening. "Grand List" S -W Stations of the World.
The Listener Asks -"Questions and Answers ". "Best"
S -W Station List.
Silver Trophy Cup for "Best Listening Post" Photo.
Up -to -date
List of "Police Calls."
From this you will see that the magazine has been
designated as
a companion magazine to SHORT
WAVE CRAFT.

priceless

NIAG 1ZINE.

OFFICIAL

roun lMetn/AYr e,A,n wr

ASK YOUR NEWS DEALER
FOR A COPY OF THIS NEW
SHORT -WAVE MAGAZINE

Features in the January Issue
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In other words,

wish to
help rou tremenldnuely In your short wave logging atHall OFFICIAL
and
such
cannot get anywhere else. TOE OFFICIAL SHORT
necessity,

SHORT WAVE

99 HUDSON STREET

LISTENER

Please mention SHORT WAVE
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(Continued from pale 604)
its metal counterpart, the 6C5 if preferred). Its output in turn works into
the pentode section of the 12A7 tube
resulting in a strong 3 -stage audio frequency
amplifier which gives ample volume for
the
built-in loudspeaker. Many similar receivers have only two audio stage operating
under very low plate voltages and are
not
capable of driving a speaker except
on the
powerful stations. Eilen 6A overcomes
this
difficulty by using three resistancecapacity coupled stages. This method
amplification produces remarkably goodof quality
of reproduction. Distortion is entirely
negligible in the receiver. Automatic bias
is used on the 12A7 tube, the biasing
sistor being by- passed by the 10 mf. re-

capacity C10. The loudspeaker is connected
in the plate circuit of this tube. An
automatic headphone jack is connected
in
the plate circuit of the preceeding
and when the phones are insertedstage
speaker is automatically disconnected. the
The entire receiver is
upon a
heavy, black shrivel finished built
metal chassis
which fits snugly into a similar
cabinet. Switch regeneration control,metal
and
from the front of the cabinet,
net,
thepphone
u
jack being located in the
rear of the
chassis. Four coils cover the wavelength
range of approximately 9% meters
meters. An additional broadcast to 200
coil is available for the use on the band
regular broadcast band if desired. Any single
wire, antenna having an overall length
of
from 25 to 90 feet will give excellent results; a doublet may be also used if desired.
When operated properly this receiver
is capable of producing loudspeaker volume on practically all of the "foreign"
S -W stations under fair conditions.
There
are no adjustments to get out of order,
and the tuning procedure is so simple
that even a beginner can obtain excellent
results with it.
This article has been prepared from
supplied by Eilen Radio Laboratories. data

Tuned Aerial Gets
More "DX n
(Continued from page 599)
Looking at the basic circuit we see that
the total length of both flat tops is 25 +25
ft. =50 ft. total. By the usual formula of
flat-top length in feet divided by 1.56 equals
lowest resonant wave length, the flat-top
is found to resonate at 32.5 meters, or 9,200
kc. approximately. To effect an impedance
match between antenna flat -top and transmission line at this natural resonant frequency or wave length of the flat -top, the
two wires of the latter are formed into a
triangle 101/4" on a side, and connected to
the flat -top center 101/4" apart, which separation gives an impedance match between
flat-top and transmission line productive
of maximum energy transfer to the line,
and hence to the receiver, at 9,200 kc.,
without external tuning.
At all other wave lengths the two wire
transmission line may be considered as a
part of the resonant antenna system as a
whole. In such a case the total antenna
length is 50 feet in the flat -top, plus twice
the transmission line length of 131 feet.
This total of 312 feet divided by 1.56 gives
200 meters as the longest wave length at
which it will resonate as a one -half wave
antenna.
But it will also resonate in effect at certain fractions of this wave length, such
as
100 meters, which equals a full wave
tenna, 75 meters equals 3/2 waves, an50
meters equals 2 waves, 37.5 meters equals
5/2 waves, 25 meters equals 3 waves, and
16.7 meters equals 7/2 waves.
Our Information Bureau will gladly supply manufacturers names and addresses of
any items mentioned in Short Wave Craft.

NEW YORK, N.Y. Please enclose stamped return envelope.
CRAFT when writing advertisers
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5 -Meter

M.O.P.A. Uses Receiving Tubes

(Continued from page 602)
the proper size to be resonant in the fit,o--control was not employed. Extensive ex- of
band and the plate circuit of the
meter
-peror
near
perfect
periment proved that
pulls it into resonance with the
dilator
under
was
possible
stability
fect frequency
This coil
second harmonic.
oscillator
transthe
providing
modulation,
complete
is center -tapped for feeding the bias
mitter was properly tuned.
and it is also by-passed
The reason the modulated oscillator has to thea grids,
Six turn,
.0001 mf. condenser.
been used so long is because of its sim- with
used and the diameter is 3'a inch.is
plicity and low cost, and this was carefully are
amplifier
the The plate coil of the
considered during the development of The
identical to the grid coil and the center tap
transmitter about to be described.
is by- passed with a .0001 mf. condenser.
transmitter
-date
up
-to
an
of
requirements
in
with
No. R.F. chokes were found necessary law
cope
to
cost
low
and
simplicity
are
of the circuits, but there is no
the modulated oscillator, frequency stabil- any
in
against using them of course. Tuning
81111
ity that will permit the use of advanced
with a =
accomplished
is
circuit
plate
the
of
and
receivers which are quite selective
identical
'condenser
spaced
double
mmf.
25
to
operator
sufficient output to enable the
of
the oscillator plate condenser. All the
communicate over distances as great as to
mounted back from
are
condensers
the
modulated
Countless radio sets are working far
average
the
with
those covered
tuned with a bakelite shaft = below their peak efficiency-because
and
panel
oscillator.
and coupling to eliminate body capacity
poor condensers won't let them do any
effects.
Transmitter Easy to Build
=
better! When filter condensers fail to
voltage
screen
the
As in the oscillator
supply proper voltage-when cheap,
redropping
This transmitter is very simple tois build
a
potential
with
very is obtained
both
inferior condensers are used -nothing
and operate; its constructional cost
resistance;
ohms
50,000
of
sistor
low because receiving parts and tubes are screens are connected together. The an- = about a radio can be wholly right.
turn
used throughout. Simplicity in operation
= To test this assertion we only ask that
tenna circuit consists of two fourdepend
tuning
results from the use of screen -grid tubes.
and
coupling
the
= wlu take a "sick" radio and equip it
and
coils
and feeder system E TIIROUGHOUT with Spragues.
The power output may be a little lower
antenna
of
type
the
on
osthan some of the modulated oscillator
= You'll he amazed at the improvement
by any used.
cillators but is not "flea power"
= in "pep," volume and tonal quality.
to
550 Volts on Plates
450
means. It is possible to obtain over
two
twelve watts of power output from theinput.
Remember: You'll never
connecThe diagram shows the proper used
89's in pushpull, with 25 to 30 watts ordingo wrong with a Sprague
on
are
volts
under
550
will,
to
450
power
when
of
tions
watts
Twelve
distances
lower voltage
a
if
average
the
however
cover
plates;
the
conditions,
ary
Every condenser is guaranteed.
This is
(300 to 400) is used the suppressors of the
negotiated by any transmitter.
the
to
Products Co. North Adams. Mass.
power
=
Sprague
-low
connected
amplifier should be
peculiar of the five -meter band
Bias
screens, the same as in the oscillator.
can do great things!
the amplifier was obtained from bat The usual master -oscillator power -amplihas for
},cries; between 22.5 and 45 volts, depend fier transmitter used on five meters
the same fre- ing on the plate voltage. Under normal g.
the oscillator operating at amplifier.
For operating conditions the plate current
RIGHT
quency as the modulated
load on the = MADE RIGHT SwF /Abu) PRICED
good "frequency stability" the oscillator readings, with the antenna
to
30
oscillator
manner,
this
in
amplifier, are as follows:
should never be operated
be- 40 ma.; amplifier 50 to 60 ma. and the IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIF 6O0'L114111111111111111111111
even with a buffer stage connected
amplifinal
grid current of the amplifier will be be
the
and
tween the oscillator
EXPLORER
tween 5 and 10 ma.
fier.
masan amazing NEW radio instrument for the
shown is a Lafayette 15
In this transmitter we use a tritet
modulator
The
freas the
SHORT WAVE LISTENER
.e!.
and serves its purpose very
ter- oscillator, which serves
amplifier
watt
well
as
AMATEUR EXPERIMENTER
;rl
quency generator and driver stagethe oscil- nicely. No less than 15 watts should be
ver
gnou humanist
Males ANY
poser a
a
as a frequency doubler. When there is used because the plates and screen grids
rn I e amplifying
unlimited variety f
:r
lator is operated in this fashion affect- are modulated together and this requires
heaC
ñ ::p ankrf di,
output r',Whop.
TIo.aa
little likelihood of the modulation
all of 15 watts for around 100 percent
plum, 'phon t
use
we
stage
this
In
lo,uin
w
r.....
In
reception
ing the frequency.
' ,,, serumiti ira.
.t
and the sup- modulation.
an 89 with the screen -grid
duo rdnr bi,lr' ..y.,..',
in I.
The signal emitted from this little "rig"
suppressor
1 or mors tubas and bring
The
ut
using
we
short
together.
Attach
tied
Not
your
re.
pressor
dlt
ea
The is perfect in quality and stability.
foreign Stations never heard before -on the b
should not be grounded in this stage! in it- only is this a swell transmitter, but it ceiver fousspeaker with tremendous velu e' E, saneused rdw.
M.O.P.A.
..0 of iu.uv, .ed
first 89 really serves as a turns
801's or a pair of 800's,
% inch in will drive a pair of
self. The grid coil has 9
is desired.
power
higher
:
if
:ninm
Nammf.
50
a
with
it.
I.m
hit
diameter and is tuned
.. t hau`.Ñ.,
i1
very inter- »ha m. transmitter o; high-moduli
cathode is
Just as we go to press, some
ia
nr music. even
.
of .eehrnonph
tional midget condenser. The
Ìe
two
scompletely
SS°e',ho,.,
A
perfect
et
price
N,
place.
other
turns from the esting things took
$7.95.
tapped onto this coil threethe
Wol- Numerous . 'ob. ssembi
conventional way QSL was held with W1AIY 60in miles,
boo. 1,h FREE Literature.
grounded side. We have
around
of
ohms
distance
a
75,000
Conn.,
cott,
CO.
grid condenser and leaks;
RIM RADIO MFG.Brooklyn,
obtaining and believe it or not, the signals from this 693 Grand
N. Y.
proved to be the best value for output
St.
solid QSA5
a
reported
of
were
M.O.P.A.
little
harmonic
the greatest second
50
to
30
from
lowered the plate R6. Many other stations
the oscillator. It alsoand
increased the miles distant were contacted from W2AMN's
current considerably
It was "shack" in New Jersey. The antenna used
overall efficiency of this stage.
with ELIMINATE
to the oscil- was a single 8 ft. vertical copper rod using
_u ilir l/te
found that the plate voltage
system,
feeder
the
to
fed
impedance
that
as
matched
a
lator had to be the same to provide enough the "Y" method. The modulator system
order
in
final amplifier,
NEW MILLER
amplifier. consisted of a 15 watt Lafayette highexcitation for the modulatedthrough
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and
amplifier
fidelity
LINE FILTER
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.0001
a
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in opertransmitters
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rood
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three turns ation.
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l'amurai lita. Ten
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Perin
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for
Parts
to pay balance. Write NOW for
coil, as are all others,
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and
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12 tinned copper
of an Inch apart and is 7 -.001 mf. 1,000 volt mica condensers, AeroÑc
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11:ator g rid cirsame type used in the osci is used
to bycuit. A .0001 mf. condenser

pass the one side of the coil to the B- minus.

Inductive Coupling Used

-50
-25
-6

mmf. ttype UM50 condenser, National.
mmf. type UMA25 condenser, National.
-prong isolantite sockets. National.
3 small standoff insulators, National.
50,000 ohm, 20 watt resistor, Aerovox.
75,000 ohm resistor 5 or 10 watts, Aerovox.
1 chassis and cabinet. Wholesale Radio.
1- 0-5o ma. meter Triplett.
1 -0 -100 ma. meter Triplett..
3 type 89 tubes.
1

2
3

21-

The grid circuit of the power amplifier
by
is inductively coupled to the oscillator
placing the grid coil inside ofso oscillator
close the
plate coil With the coupling tuned.
It is
grid coil does not have to be
Please mention

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

i

(A. C.

Multiple Meters

0.10- 100.1.000 VOLTS A. C.
0. 1.10 -100.1.000 VOLTS D. C.
0- .001 -.01- .1.1.10 AMPERES D. C.
0.90.000. 5.000.000 OHMS
scales. Beautiful
Simple. precisely calibrated iieeimai
Low pr ire. Ideal alaratory meters Sr
fut rare.
lr,
tl!t Erg uer r. Amateur, t:qu rimrnter awl Sen
llm. Wail, fife.
Terril, Iowa
I

SCHOOLEY ENGINEERING COMPANY,

when writing advertisers
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Stop !-

Power Supply Parts

1

transformer 500 -0 -500,
125 ma.

GREATEST

-30

5

volts, 6.3 volts,

H. 125 ma. filter choke.

-2Dubilier.
mf. 1.000 volt filter condensers, Cornell 150,000 ohm 50 watt resistor, L R. C.
-83 "V" rectifier
1

2

tube.
complete modulator and speech amplifier 15
watts output with 8,000 ohm output impedance. the one shown in the photograph
is manufactured by Wholesale Radio.
Modulator coupling to amplifier consists of a
30 henry choke and a 1 mf. 1.000 volt
Cornell -Dubilier condenser.
1

1

GERNSBACKS EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY

WI

'Look!!
lOc BOOKS
GERNSBACKS EDUCATIONAL

LIBRARY.N21

HOW TO BUILD

DOERLL

SHORT WAVE SETS
A.C.
EVERYTHING

BATTERY

AND

about ALL

LOUDSPEAKER

SETS

the famous

ti

DOERLE

a

RECEIVERS

View of Mopa Power Supply
c--y'
RADIO PUBLICATIONS
tool

NUOSON

Haw YORK CITY

7 ITERALLY thousands of readers Ans built
Lthe now famous DOERLE Short Were
Radio Receivers.
So insistent has been
the demand for these receivers that all available literature. including back numbers of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, have long been exhausted.

For the thousands of readers who wish to
build any, or all of the many approved DOERLE
Short Wave sets, this book has been specially
-at eJ_

r

HOW TO MAKE FOUR DOERLE
SHORT WAVE SETS

Contains

EVERYTHING that has over been
printed on these famous rec Ivers. Four of
the most

popular sets are described herein.
These are the famous sets that appeared in the
following lama of SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
"A 2 -Tube Receiver that Reaches the 12.500

Mlle Mark," by Walter C. Doerle (Der., 1991 Jan., 1932). "A 3 -Tube 'Signal Gripper,' by
Walter C. Doerle (November 1932).
Doerle
'2- Tuber' Adapted to A. C. Operation," (July
1933).
"The Doerle 3 -Tube 'Signal -Gripper'
Electrified." (August 1933) and "The Doerle
Goes Band -Spread,'" (May. 19341.
Due to a 'pedal arrangement with SHORT
WAVE CRAFT. we now present
complete
as well as compact 32 -page book with alit!
covers, inted on an
heavy grade of
e per,
with numerous Illustrations. Nettling
as been left out.
Not only are all the
DOERLE sets in this book, but an excellent
power park if you wish to electrify any of the
DOERLE sets, is also described.
A wealth
of detail is presented in this book despite its
ridiculously low price -and, believe It or net.
It contains ever 15.000 weeds et legible new
type. Everything has been brought up to date;
It isn't merely a reprint of what was printed
originally, but any improvements on the wig -

iral

sets that were made by readers and various
laboratories have been incorporated in this mat
up -to date hook.
And at the extraordinary price of 10e you
cannot padbly go wrong. Despite its low cat,
our usual guarantee gas with this book as well.
IF YOU DO NOT THINK THAT THIS
BOOK IS WORTH THE MONEY ASKED
FOR IT, RETURN IT WITHIN TWENTY -

roI'n
BF.

coupon below.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101 Hudson Street
New York, N. Y.
El
RADIO PUBLICATIONS
(No. I)
SW -2.33
101 Hudson Street
New York, N. Y.
l'irise send immediately your book HOW TO MAKE
FOUR DOERLE SHORT WAVE SETS- for which I enclose 10e (coin or U. S. stamps acceptable). Book Is to
be sent prepaid to me.

Address

City

DIQ- 10,290 kc.-Irregular, Berlin. Germany.

TROPHY CONTEST RULES
(

Contiwued from page 594)

The judges of the contest will be the editors
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and their findings
will be final. Trophy awards will be made
every month, at which time the trophy will be

sent to the winner. Names of the contesting
SCOUTS not winning a trophy will be listed in
Honorable Mention each month. From this contest are excluded all employees and their families of SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine. Address all entries to SHORT WAVE SCOUT

AWARD,

99 -101

Hudson St., New York City.

HOURS AND YOUR MONEY WILL
There has never been smell
wealth of data published in
low -priced radio beak of tills
type In the history of the radio
publishing business.
Take advantage of the special offer we are making and

Name

(Continued from page 594)
HJ4ABA- 11,710 kc.- 6:30 -10:30 p.m., Medellin.
Colombia,
HJ :ABD -7.400 kc.-Irregular, Bogota, Colombia.
HJ4ABE -5,950 kc. -6 -10:30 p.m., Medellin,
Colombia.
HJ5ABE- 14,000 kc. -Off at present, Cali.
Colombia.
HJIABD-7.281 kc.-Irregular, Cartagena,
Colombia.
HC2RL -6,660 kc.- Please see card, Guayaquil,
Ecuador,
OAX4D -5,780 kc. -M: W: Sat-. 9 -11:30 p.m.,
Lima, Peru,
VK2ME -9,590 kc.-Sunday a.m., Sydney, Australia.
VK3LR -9,580 kc. -3 -7:30 a.m, (ex. Sun.), Melbourne, Australia.
DJA -9.560 kc , 5 -9:15 p.m..
Germany,
DJB- 15,200 kc.-8 -11:30 a.m.,Berlin,
Berlin, Germany.
DJC -6,020 kc. -5-10:45 p.m., Berlin, Germany,
DJD- 11,770 kc. -12 -4:30 p.m., Berlin, Germany.
DJN -9,540 kc. -5 -10:45 p.m., Berlin, Germany.

NEW YORK CITY

HERE has been a continuous demand right
g low- D rr ed book for the radio
r, radio fan, radio Service \Ian,
wishes to build 1- and 2-tube 11wave sets powerful enough to operate
a loudspeaker. Sets of this type are
ways
shtar with all classes of people who intensely
not only
for
1 along
experiment
etc,, who

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST POPULAR
ALL-WAVE land 2-TUBE RECEIVERS
This book contains a number of excellent seta
In past issues of
and have been highly successful. These sets are not toys hut have
been
carefully engineered. They are not experiments.
To mention only a few of the sets the following
will
some of which have appeared

RADIOCRAFT,

give you an idea.

lsy Gernsk.
baePd
jElectrng

Loudspeaker

á
Set.

by Hugo
' he
3(egaslyne.
How To Make a 1 -Tube Loudspeaker Set. by W. P. Chesney.
How To
Make
Simple 1 -Tube All -Wave Electric Set,
by %V. Green.
How To Build
Four -In -Two
All -Wave Electric Set, by J. T. A Hernsley,
and
other,. Not only are all of these sets described
in this book. but it contains all of the illustrations. hookups, etc. -the hook, In fart. contains everything. Nothing at all has been left
out. A wealth of important detail is presented
In this book that will make you wonder how
we can do it at the price.
believe it
the
contains

words

15 000

thoroughly

inew legible

(book

typee..

The

is

modern and up -to -date. It isn't
Just a reprint of what was printed before.
All
the latest improvements have been incorporated
Into the sets.
Remember that this book sells at the extraordinary lose price of ten cents; you can not
Possibly go wrong in buying it. Despite In
low cost. our usual guarantee goes with this
book as

well!

IF YOU DO NOT THINK THAT THIS
ROOK IS WORTH THE ]IONEY ASKED
FOR IT. RETURN IT WITHIN TWENTYFOUR HOURS AND YOUR MONEY WILE.
INSTANTLY REFUNDED.

There has never been such
wealth of data published in
low -priced radio book of this
type In the history of the radio
publishing business.
Take advantage of the .special offer we are making and
use the coupon below.

NEXT ISSUE!
A

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101 H
Street
New York, N. Y.

BIG "HAM"
NUMBER!

Don't miss the special constructor articles on S.-W.
Transmitters and other apparatus so dear to the heart of
the "Ham ".

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
(No. 2)
SW-2-36
101 Hudson Street
New York, N. Y.
Please send immediately your book "HOW
THE MOST POPULAR ALL-WAVE 1- ANDTO2 MAKE
RECEIVERS," for which I enclose 10c (coin or -TULLE
stomps. acceptable). Book la to be sent prepaid U. S.
to me.
Name
Address

City

Please mentior SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

1

wish to amuse themselves to see how good a set
they can build with a single or two tubes, but
frequently such sets are Important for special
purposes, aartleulerly where a good little set is
required and where space is at
premium.
For the thousands of reader. who wish to build
such sets, this book has been especially published.

IRE

INSTANTLY REFUNDED.

use the

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
TOI HUDSON ST,-

Short Wave Scouts

ST..

.

writing advertisers
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YOU'LL WANT thtu NEW MIKE

An Experimenter's Superheterodyne
(Continued from page 591)
The Pre- Se1ertor Stage raises the signalthe
to -noise ratio ,!onsitlerably and using

mu type 58 tube in this position
affords a great deal of amplification on the
higher frequencies.
The Modulator Stage uses a type 57 tube,
of voltand with the proper apportioning
quite important,
by the way
a
ages, which
I have
e.
makes a very good mixer tube.
by using
found from my experience, that and
mixer
separate tubes for the oscillator
attained. Using
circuits better results aretube,
such as the
the composite type of
up, which
2A7, severa bad features show
gained
more than over -ride the advantages
much conby using this tube; almost asin a type 57
version gain can be obtained voltages are
or 58 tube when the proper of tube has a
applied. The composite type
lower
bad fault of not oscillating on the
and still
frequencies of each set of oncoils
the frequenanother habit of "pulling"
the voltcies above 25 meg. By injecting through
mixer
age from the oscillator to the
action
the suppressor grid, a good mixing
for
is obtained and produces a good signal
the intermediate stages.
noted
The Oscillator is a 58 type tube,
variable

its

stability

and "sure

fire" oscillation

on the high frequencies.

Details of I.F. Stages

on a

The Intermediate Amplifier operates
is high
frequency of 456 kilocycles, whichas repeat
enough to prevent such "bogys"all double spots. The transformers are
The
tuned, making for high selectivity.
have autofirst two intermediate stages
is
matic volume control. The third stage
it from
set with the proper bias to prevent
The
being overloaded by strong signals.
second detector and third intermediate
which
stages use the 2B7 type of tube,
voltage necalso provides the high A.V.C. high mu 58
essary to properly control the
35 or
require
V C. voltage is very
A.V.C.
volts negatve This A
as much however
slightly delayed. not quite commercial
types
as is ordinarily done in
only delayed
of all way receivers. It is blast,
usually
enough to prevent the loud
signal
heard in a speaker when a powerful
cirA.V.C.
is tuned across in an ordinary sensitivity
cuit, due to the fact that the
when the injumps to its highest peak from
the I.F.
coming signal is removed
to only a
amplifier. The delay amounts
delay is
small fraction of a second. This size retaken care of by using theof proper
the 2B7 tube.
sistor in the cathode leg turning
a small
The A.V.C. is cut out by
automatically
switch located on the panel, control,
which
cutting in the manual gain C.W. signals.
is always used when receiving

Audio Stages

r

56
The First Audio stage uses a type
tube, which provides plenty of amplifica-inch dynamic
tion to drive a small five
for
speaker. This ;pecker is used mainlyUsuC.W. and amateur phone reception.
watts of
ally we do not want five or ten from
the
output when receiving signals
the rest
amateur bands, as most of us find in
hearof the household is not interested squeals,
ing a great deal of heterodyningC.W. sigwhistles and "beep beeps". The when comnals provide a nice musical note
ing from this small speaker. When listenhowing to foreign and local programs,
ever, then the class "A" push -pull type
95's are thrown into the circuit, which
feeds a 10 inch dynamic console speaker,
providing very rood fidelity.

Frequency Meter Built In

is merely

necessary to throw the switch that contuning
trols it, turn the dial until the
meter shows a major deflection. This point
to
on the dial will represent the frequency
which the receiver is tuned. The calibration of this meter will be described later
in this article

quality meet

.

.

e

.

Beat Oscillator Provided

A Beat Oscillator is incorporated in the
receiver to provide audible reception of
C.W. signals. This beat oscillator uses an
intermediate transformer of the same frequency as the amplifiers in the receiver.

List of Parts
Resistors

1

for

it

cy meter has been calibrated

Has Pre- Selector Stage

It stands at the cross roads
where price and

R2

R3
B4
R5
R6
R7

RS

Rio
RR11

RÌ4
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21

50,000 ohms
5,000 ohms
300 ohms
5,000 ohms
250.000 ohms
300 ohms
250,000 ohms
300 ohms
20,000 ohms
1 megohm
500,000 ohms
10,000 ohms Variable
ohms
22,000 ohms
220,000 ohms
500,000 ohms
500 ohms
1.000,000 ohms
500.000 ohms
2,000 ohms
Tapped Divider
12,000

Brush B2S Mikes are
ideally suited for public
address, remote pickup,
sound car and dance band
work. The best low price
microphone for amateur
Brush 82S
transmission work. TypMicrophone
ical Brush Sound Cell construction insures long
life and satisfactory performance. Not affected by wind or severe changes in atOperates directly
mospheric conditions.
into high gain amplifier. No input transformer required. No distortion from close
Fully guaranteed. Weight 3
speaking.
ozs.- overall height 4% inches. Illustrated
folder free on request. Send for yours.
If your dealer cannot supply you with, this

Center -tap
50
750 ohms

R22
R23

big new value write

Condensers
CO. C4, C6, is a

three -gang variable condenser,

with all
formerly .00035 mf. per section each
secbut one rotor plate removed from
tion.
C21, CI, C3, CS, .0001 mt. variable (Ham
marlund)
C7. C8, C9, .01 mf.
C12, C30, .01 mf.
C18, C14, C15, C16, C17, CI8, C19, C22, C23,
C24, C25, C29, C35, CS7, C$8. 0.1 mf.
C10, C20, .0025 mt.
CIL .0006 mt.
C31, .0001 mf.
C26, described in text.
C27, C28. .001 mf.
C32, C33, C89, 1.0 mt.
C34, .00007 mf.
C36, intermediate tuning condenser in can.
C40, 3 -8 mf. condensers in a single can.

Miscellaneous
2, 3, 4, 5. 6. see
2, 3, 4, 5, 456

inch speaker.
Choke, filter choke 30 henries. Low D.C. resistance.

Coil Data

L3

L2

L4

L6 L5

9

Ox OPEAKERS

for bers results in Radio end Public
Address. Many exclusive features
Wide line. Write for Bulletin 351 -D

OXFORD -TARTAK RADIO CORP.
350

ILL

CHICAGO

W HURON ST

50%
RADIO 59eSAVE
Fe.nry rit,

,
iQO
A

!

'

METERS R.F. MIXER OSCILLATOR
m
á
P. S. P. S. a rj
L1

SPIA.t.1

LOUD

HEAD PHONES

To°

text for coil data.
kc: s intermediate transformers.
T6, power transformer, 350 volts, 5 volts.
2% and 2!it volts, all center-tapped.
T7. output push -pull transformer.
T8, input push -pull transformer.
T9. output transformer from single 56 to 5

Ll,
Tl,

rtArqt rwlanss

MICYOVMOMt S- MAE

4

4

4

4

5

4

Spaced

19- 35

5

6

5
9

6

5
8

5

Close wound

12

diameter

Primaries are not critical.
All other coils. except broadcast hand, use
No. 211 wire. Broadcast coils Nu. 30 or No.
32. All wire double silk covered.
Diameter of coils I Ia inches.
All coils are of the plug -in type.

TAPPED AT
TURNS
to the fact that when using con- METERS
4th turn
55
150 -200
the
frequencies,
all
for
spread
bandstant
2nd turn
28
70 -150
1st turn
stations are more or less shifting to slight11
30- 75
ii turn
5%
ly different points on the dial, some type of
20- 35
turn
must
Mt
31)
9- 21
separate calibration for the receiver
equal
to wire
Space
by
wound.
of
space
care
coil
921
taken
This is
be provided.
diameter.
building in this receiver an electron -cou(Continued on page 639)
pled frequency ,ncter. After this frequenPlease mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
Due
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New York City

"HAM "SPECIAL stanch:

A highly elBrient cede teacher
ipinir heavy npeciellY prepared
tape... Writ two
"wedilpagre tape.
'fur
-. Write
apex
Free folder "NM." HEALERS
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Free Radio Catalog

7
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iiver.Bett Mch.
i8
270 Gand RvCOwt.

85 Cortlandt St.

,t

Nud

rne. yoU NaEW

193/1

698

t

I

a

Year

.`^.

IO !. Close wound
29- 65 7 12
Close wound
23 19 23 10 21
60 -110 14
Close wound
100 -2.20 20 48 35 48 15 43
Close wound
70
25
75
140
30
140
-550
2211
For the 10 -22 and 19 -35 meter coils No. 20
wire should be used for the secondary.

Frequency Meter Coils I.7

-
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10- 22
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I

dealwith deal-

this type instrument.
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-
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the originator. of
O. rk C ity

TRADE MARKS

and glen
All inventons submitted held ronfidentiai
personal attention by member. of the arm.
Form "Evidence of Conception" and

instructions
"How to Establish Your Sights" -Free
& ROITMEI.
LANCASTER. AI.LWINF.
OTFICDR
PAT/INS LAW

475 Bowen Bldg.

Washington.

D. C.
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WPHC
Massillon, Ohio
kv.
WPHD
Steubenville, Ohio
Television Stations
2458 kc.
WPHE
Culver, Ind.

632

Police Radio Alarm
Stations
WPFL
WPFM
WPFN

WPGI
WPGK
WPGL
WPGN
WPGG
WPGP
WPGQ
WPGS
WPGT
WPGU
WPGV
WPGW
WPGX
W PGZ
WPHA
WPHB

WPHF
WPHG
WPH I
WPHJ

(Continued jnun pape 608)
Gary, Ind.
Birmingham. Ala.
New Bedford Mass.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Clarksburg, W.Va.
Swarthmore, Pa.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Asheville, N.C.
Lakeland, Fla.
Portland, Me.
Pawtucket, R.I.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Palm Beach, Fla.
Yonkers, N.Y.
Miami, Fla.
]fay City, Mich.
Port Huron, Mich.

W PFO

WPFP
WPFQ
WPFR
WPFS
WPFT
WPFU
WPFV
WPFW
WPFX
WPFY
WPFZ
WPGA
WPGB
WPGC
WPGD
WPGF
WPGG
WPGH
WPGI

1596

S. Schenectady.

2470 kc.
2382 kc.
1712 kc.
2474 ko.
2490 kc.
2474 kr.
2470 ke.
2474 ke.
2442 kv.
2422 kc.
2466 kc.
2466 kc.
2442 kc.
2442 kc.
2442 kc.
2466 kc.
2466 kc.
1658 ke.
2458 kc
1712 Ice.
1596 kc.
2414 kc.
2430 kc.
2414 ko.
2466 kr.
2442 kc.
2490 ko.
2490 kc.
2442 kc.
1596 kc.
2490 kc.
2482 Ice.
1712 ko.
1712 ko.
2382 kc.
2466 kc.
2474 Ice.
2466 ko.
2422 kc.

N.Y.

Rockford, Ill.
Providence, R.I.
Findlay, Ohio
Albany, N.Y.
Portsmouth, Ohio
Utica, N.Y.
Cranston, R.I.
Binghamton, N.Y.
South Bend, Ind.
Huntington, N.Y.
Muncie, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
Mineola, N.Y.
New Castle, Pa.
Cohasset, Mans.
Boston, Mass.

Mobile, Ala.
Worcester, Mass.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Fitchburg, Mass.
Nashua, N.H.

1634 ke.

Richmond. Va.
Medford. Maas.
Charleston, W.Va.
Fairmont, W.Va.
Wilmington. Ohio
Portable in Ohio
Orlando, Fla.

WPHK
WPHL
WPHM
WPHN
WPHO
WPHP
WPH Q

2450
1712
2490
2490

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
1596 kc.
1682 kr.
2442 kc.
2466 kc.
2430 kc.
2466 kc.
2490 kc.
1634 kc.

Tampa, Fla.
Zanesville, Ohio
Jackson, Mich.
Parkersburg. W.Va.
Culver, Ind.
Cambridge, Ohio
Jasper, Ind.

WPHS

WPHT
WPHU
WPHV
WPH Y
WPHZ

1596 kr.
1634 kc.

Bristol. Va.
Elizabethton, Tenn.
Oil City, Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa.
New haven, Conn.

W PSP

WQFA
WQFB
WQFC
WQFD
WQFE
WQFF
WQFG
WQFH
WQFI

Macon, Ga.
Gainesville, Fla.
Columbia City, Ind.
Seymour, Ind.

WQFN

WQFR
W QFS

WQFT
WQFU
WQFV
WRBH
WRDQ
WRDR
WRDS
W1XAO

1634

kc.

kr.
kc.

kr.
ko.

2482 kc.
2450 kc.
2450 Ice.
2450 kc.
2414 kc.
2466 kc.
2442 kc.
2442 kc.
2430 kc.
1610 kc.
2442 kc.
1658 kc.
2382 kc.
1596 kc.
2482 kc.
2414 kc.
2458 kc.
2474 Ice.
2414 kc.
11142 ke.
1712 ke.

Clearwater, Fla.
Wilkes- Barre, Pa.
Winter Haven, Fla.
Lancaster, Ohio
Springfield, III.
Lafayette, Ind.
Portable, N. Y.
Hibbing, Minn.
Portable, Ohio

W QFO
W QFP
W QFQ

kc.

kc.
kc.
1534 kc.

Monessen, Pa.
Roanoke, Va.
Lynchburg, Va.
Petersburg, Va.
Oneonta, N. Y.

W QFJ
W QFK
W QFM

2450
2474
2482
1674
2466
2414
2466

Sharon, Pa.
Augusta, Ga.
Cleveland, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Grosse Pt. Village, Mich.
E. Lansing, Mich.
Roston, Mass.

2000 -2100 kc.

VE9AU
VE9DS

London, Ont., Can.

W2XDR
W8XAN
W9XK
W9XAK
W9XAO
W6XAH

Long Island City, N.Y.
Jackson, Mich.
Iowa City, Iowa
Manhattan, Kans.
Chicago, Ill.
Bakersfield, Calif.

W3XAK
W9XAP

Portable
Chicago, Ill.
Bellmore, N.Y.
Kansas City, Mo.
W. Lafayette, Ind.
New York, N.Y.
Saskatoon, Sask., Can.
Mt. Joli. Que., Can.

Montreal, Que.

2750 -2850 ko.

W2XBS

W9XAL
W9XG
W2XAB
VE9AR
VE9ED

42000. 56000, 60000 -86000 ko.
New York, N.Y.
Los :Angeles, Calif.
Milwaukee, Wis.

W2XAX
W6XAO
W9XD

W2XBT
W2XF
W3XE
W3 XAD
W10XX

Portable
New York, N.Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Camden, N.J.
Portable Sc Mobile (Vicinity
of Camden)
Long Island City, N.Y.
Jackson, Mich.
Port able
New York, N.Y.
Portable
Boston, Mass.
Iowa City, Iowa
Vancouver, B.C., Can.
Montreal, Que., Can.
London, Ont., Can.
Quebec, Que., Can.
Walkerville, Ont., Can.

W2XDR
WgXAN
W9XAT
W2XD
W2XAG
W1XG
W9XK
VE9BZ
VE9DS
VE9AU
VE9RC
VE9AG

NOW READY!
S'uluulg' Tu o

(

lidfit'

14:51

Official Short -Wave Radio Manual

of the

There has been tremendous progress and a great boom
in short waves in the past year, and the art
such rapid progress that no single book. up
has made
has been able to keep up with this
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUALto fillsw,this
progress.
The 1935
in short waves, whether it is in set building. whether need, and it Oils it completely. All the progress made
it
is
whether it is In new short wave discoveries. all are faithfully in radio servicing, whether it is in new models.
reported and chronicled in this great 1935
Similar to last year's volume. the new book has been edited
by Hugo Gernsback, Editor of SHORT volume.
CRAFT and H. W. Sector. Managing Editor.
WAVE
Here are the star features of the book:
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT

OWC 2.35

99 Hudson Street
New York. N. Y.

Genllaner: I enclose herewith my remittance of $2.50 for
which please senti toe one cony of the 1935 OFF'II'IAI.
RII(51ST WAVE RADIO MANIA L. (Send remittance, cheek
or molles order.

rency.I

Short-Wave Convert rs --.With ver ieinr data
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(Continued from page 612)
XEBT, XEJQ.P HJ1ABE,
YV2RC.
TG2X,
HJ4ABE, HJ3ABH. are
also a few new staCOCH. COCO. There
in
49 meter band coming
tions testing on the
fine around '7 to 9 P.M.. P.S.T.
31
and
25,
19.
Europeans are improving. the
at present.
meter bands being very good
came in
Transmission
German
a
Nov. 15,
Program was similar
here R9 on about 9.65 mc.
was 2 to after 3:45 P.M..
to DJ- stations. Timestronger
than any European
P.S.T. It came in
I have ever received.
GSL, GSI. PCJ.
Of the other Europeans GSC,
and Radio Coloniale
DJB, DJN, HBL 1280.
consistent.
have been the most
Japanese
JVF & J V H are the most consistent
YVSRMO,

SHORT WAVE

COIL BOOK

R A

HR

Headquarters!
Come down to the new líum even
more conNew, large salesroom in an
venient location than before!

LAST CALL ON

Western Electric
first
211 -D Brand new, genuine,

grade, Western Electric Fifty
Watters. Standard characteristics.
Over 100 Watts output!! An FR
tube for any Ham ! Regular selling price is $17.50. Harrison
offers them at the sensational
price of only $4.90.
Unconditionally Guaranteed for
or burnt
30 Days (broken glass
I
out filament the only exceptions)
eA
Safe, prompt ship90
ment to any part of $
the world. Broadcast
Stations supplied

JT

with good volume. about
havee all been receivedhas
come through
JVF on occasion
R9.
7 g
, is on at 9:30
KKH. Kahuku. Hawaii. 5i mc.
for C.B.S.. MonP.M.. P.S.T. with a programtesting
before and
days. called Hawaii. Heard
after said program with KKQ.have been having
LSX, 10.35 mc.. and W2XAF
month.
some fine experimental broadcasts this
Eg.. Nov. 13, at 3 P.M.. P.S.T. have been conCanadian and Americans

Short Wave Coil Data
for Every Conceivable
Short Wave Receiver

All

sistently strong.
testing for
KER, KKR, and JVM were heard

A.

RECEIVERS
LATEST HAM
16 -Tube "Super -Pro;" corn Hammurlund New
cabinet
plete with power supply. 16 tubes,
and dynamic speaker

"Super -Pro." complete, with
$211.68
crystal
and Comet "Pro, " with cabinet,
Ha
$88.00
less speaker and tubes
$105.84
With crystal filter
16 -Tube

SHORTWAVE SET BUILDERS

MUST HAVE THIS BOOK

roit

the first time, it is now
possible for the experimenter
and short wave enthusiast to
obtain the most exhaustive data
on short wave coil winding information that has ever appeared

e

in print.
As every experimenter who has
wave set
ever tried to build a shortexperience,
knows only too well by
the difference between a good and
in
a poor receiver is usually found
often
the short wave coils. Very
you have to hunt through copies of
magazines, books, etc., to find the
presinformation you require. The
ent data has been gotten up to obviate all these difficulties.
Between the two covers of this
bit
book you now find every possiblethat
of information on coil winding the
has appeared in print during
past two years. Only the most modhere.
ern "dope" has been published gaNo duplication. Illustrations
lore, giving not only full instrucdimenlions how to wind coils, but how
to
sions, sizes of wire, curves,
`a
plot them, by
of
swhich any
coil for any p a
as to
set can be figured in advance,
number of turns, size of wire, spacing, etc.
There has never been such data
published in such easy accessible
form as this.
special
Take advantage of the as
due
offer we are making today,
no
is
questo increasing costs, there
tion that the price will increase
soon.

enamel- 3n colors-red,
en

butPlease note that you can order your
LEAGUE
ton AT ONCE -SHORT WAVE
including the
supplies it at cost, the price.
butmailing. being 35 cents. A solid gold
Address
ton is furnished for $2.00 prepaid.
all communications
New WYork.
LEAGUE. 99-101 Hudson St.,

Red
international Junior 11:30
30 between 10 and
were
the 30th conditions
transmission
came through with
afternoon
same
this
JVF
a wallop. (Wow!)
came
Armistice day program for C.B.S.
at
through fine from
1Sunday,
P.M.

a program for N.B.C.
Cross Oct. 28. 29. and
A.M., P.S.T., but on
program
too

n

KAY was heard KatU4:15
Nov. 10.
early mornRV15, Khabarovsk, Siberia. is an
ing "reliable."
all coming
are
The "Aussies' (Australians)
in fine at present.
Sincerely yours,
James Boland,
Portland, Oregon.

s

Joe Ficere, Long Beach, Calif., Reports

France

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
STREET
97 HUDSON

NRW YORK, N.Y.

Radio Publicatiors

97 Hudson Street.
New York. N. V.

Please

send

2.36

Coll Bonk, for
Immediately. your Short_ Wavestamps
money
tome.
prepaid
tolbe sent

which 1
order acceptable). ¢Bookttla

Name
Address
City and State

Here's Your Button
The illustration herewith shows the beautiful
design of the "Official"
Short Wave League button. which is available toa
everyone who becomes
member of the Short
Wave League.
The requirements for
joining the League are
of which will
explained in a booklet, copies
measbe mailed upon request. The button
inlaid
ures
white,d and

on
FIRST of all I want to reporttransmitters,
and its new Radio -Colonialeannouncer
over
which, according to the English
November 17, are to
Radia -Coloniale on Sunday,end
of November. It
go on the air before the
be used are: 17i7.
is believed the frequencies to
According to
15.29, 11.84 and 9.58 megacycles.
conducted.
the announcer, the tests have been
and have been a success.
stations received
In rewards to the German
received the best, and
here. DJN -A -B have been
The
heterodyne.
of
the
out
DJC won't pull
time and again, but
others have been tried for
from
away
beamed
are
they
so far no luck, as
hear their
North America. and can't even

kc.

carrier.

are reaching
The South American stations
one can sit down
their peak out here now and
practically any counalmost any night. and get
new station in Maratry in South America. Atesting
caibo,
also one
is believed tohberealled YV2RSb
(Continued on page 635)

Please mention

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

Receiver,
RCA AC-3 w7
$69.50
omunications
- ubtubes
complete
with
complete
Receiver
9
-Tube
-69,
New 1- RME
$123 80

crystal,

9

tubes, and cabinet

SEND FOR NEW
FREE HAM BULLETINS

CO.
RADIO
HARRISON
New York City
12 West BroadwaP Dept- C-2
STOPPANI COMPASS
precision Instrument made in
Belgium. P u r A

chased by the U.
S.

Government

at more than

$30.00 each.
Ideal for Radio

Experiment era Labora-

tory, also may
be used as a
Galvanometer
for detecting

electric currents
in radio circuits.

jewelel,
Ruby,bronze,
4

-

-

fit

-

solid
inches square, fitted In a hardwood case.
Also used by hunters and surveyors
Our price prepaid $4.50 each
Geld Shield Products Co.,

17

West 60th St. N. Y. City

SPECIAL

FUR THIS MONTH
Send $1.00' ($125 Canada and foreign)E
and we will send you SHORT WAV

CRAFT for Eight months.
"DO IT NOW"

CRAFT
SHORT WAVE
yet. \ Itrk
Street

9q -101

Hudson

TOBACCO
QUIT
Don't try to banish unaided the hold to-

bacco has upon you. Thousaanda of Inveto[ lee
Keels, V.atmant`iund it nef to gait.

KEELEY TREATMENT FOR
s
ah.e
TOBACCO HABIT
for over W years.
for tobacco.

today

Ru

Bfol

b

oQ

COOUARA
0, Dwight, III.
O.
THE KEELEY INSTITUTE.
for Liquor and Drue
Borne f the ramona Keels Treatment
ONEFY-

Booklet Sent on Request.

when writing advertisers

rrwpondence Strictly Confideptlal.
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. SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS
FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE ..
Application for Membership
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
2 -36
99.101 Hudson Street, New York, N.
Y.
I.
herewith
membership in the
LEAGUE. In
In
joining
the
understand that
bership and thatthere
no s due, and no fees rof any
pledge
Ui rions f
SHORT
o RT WAVE LEAGUErules
whirls rules
701
on receipt of this
co nsider myself belonging to the following
ngNa es (put
an X in correct e arel: Short
Wave Experimenter
Short Wave Fan D Radio Engineer
Student O
1 own the (olloaing radio
equipment:

the

Transmitting
Receiving

....__.._....__._...___ ___._.V.._..

..._.

Nerve

('its. end State.

_.. _..._...._ ....... ___..._..___.

Country ._.
- .._._._..........._
enclos.
soc
eaip Certaicate, me.tan and a.neang cor tar MemMr1

A FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE
OF
THE LEAGUE
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was founded
in 1930. Honorary Directors are as follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest, John L. Reinartz, D.
E. Replogle, Hollis Baird, E. T.
Somerset,
Baron Manfred von Ardenne, Hugo
Germ-

back, Executive Secretary.
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE a scientific membership organization foris the
motion of the short wave art. There proare
no dues, no fees, no initiations, in connection with the LEAGUE. No one makes any
money from it; no one derives any salary.
The only income which the LEAGUE
has is
from its short wave essentials. A pamphlet
setting forth the LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to anyone on receipt of
3e .tamp to cover
postage.

FREE

MEMBERSHIP

soon

A

A -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

letterheads, per 100
WAVE IILISTENER IIMA
MAGAZINE

50C

The finest
e
magazine
contents front any other. Contains the largest
get-up and
of
the world, up-to- the -minute, including Ins
"Police,"
stations,
and short-wave
as a special
star
stations with
quünaeih
letters, Also - Contains
and
short-wave
broadcasting stations in various
parts of the World odescripti
with photon of short wave
studio artists -flow to locate "weak"
distance stations, and other hints for the
"short -wave listener
Question and Answer Department
for rho "listener"
Silver Cup Trophy for best photo of readers'
listening "Posts," etc
B-Official Short Wave Listener Magazine._.._..____
-prepaid15c
RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD
The finest device f Its kind published. AND STATION FINDER
The World's map on heavy board is
divided into 23 sections, while the rotary
time in any foreign country. Invaluable disc shows you immediately the exact
in lagging foreign stations. Also gives
call letters assigned to all nations. Size 11.'122".
C -Radio Map of the World and Station
Finder_.._.,_- ...Prepaid25C
GLOBE OF THE WORLD
MAGNETIC COMPASS
This highly important essential is an AND
ornament for every den or study. It is a
in diameter,
in
fifteen
colors,
glazed in such a way that it can
á'
,h printed
iglobe,
s of metal.
Frame
Entire device snbstantinlly male, andlogwill give
cannattractivr
once to every station, emphasising the long
-distance work of the operator. t'll l
D-Globe of the World

"-

Letter

Call

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTERHEADS

beautiful

letterhead
been designed for members'
the official letterhead for has
It is
all Wewbers. The letterhead iscorrespondence.
becomes necessary to deal with
when It
radio Industry, mail order invaluable
houses, radio manufacturers, and the like: as manythehouses
have
on the LEAGUE'S letterhead a preferential offered to give members who write
discount. The letterhead is also
absolutely essential when writing for verification
abroad. It automatically gives you a professional to radio stations either here or
standing,
eA

1

CERTIFICATE

you

tificate ewith1 the` LEA
LEAGUE'S
will be sent to you, providing
10k In
atouUls or coin is sent for mailing charge..
Members are entitled to preferential discounts When buying radio merchandise from
numerous firma who have agreed to allow lower
prices to all SHOAT WAVE LEAGUE members.

sAs
eal

-

Prepaid

$1.25

SHORTsWAeVEinLEAGUEeLAPELLBUTTON
This beautiful
and gold. It measures three quarters of
red white, blue
inch in diameter. By wearing this
button, other members will recognize you an
and
will
it
give
you
a
professional dr.
Made in bronze, gold filled, not plated. Must
E-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button be seen to be appreciated.
Prepaid
ER-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button,
like the one described
2 00
above but In solid gold
Prepaid $
SHORT WAVB LnEAGeE cSEALSd
These seals or stickers
measure 1% in. In
diameter, and are gummed on one side They
stationery, letterheads, envelopes. postal cards are used by members to affix to
that you are a member of the SHORT WAVEfind the like. The seal signifies
LEAGUE. Sold in 26 lots or
multiples only.
G -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE eeaLs
..__.
per 26, Preps {d15c
SHORT WAVE
WORLD
This beautiful m
in.
nd
in
pensable when hung in sight or placed
the glass
n the ble
the short wave enthusing. It contains "Under
wall lof
a wealth of information such asoridistances
to all parts of the world, political nature
the country in which a broadcast
station is located. etc., and from the manner of
in which the map is blocked off gives
the time in dt lfrnnt parts of the world at a glance.
F-SHORT WAVE Map of the World
Prepaict25c
PLEASE NOTE THAT ABOVE ESSENTIALS
ARE SOLD ONLY TO
MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE
-NOT
TO
NON
-MEMBERS
WITH EXCEPTION OF ITEM B.
Send all orders for short wave essentials to
SHORT
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any early morning.
PHI and PCJ continue to come in good out
here on the days of their transmissions. 2R0
heard well on both its frequencies. EAQ also
heard fairly well, at least good enough to enjoy. HVJ. Vatican City. heard very well any
morning. HAS3 also bangs in here on Sunday
mornings. but HAT not heard from yet. though
am still trying. Neither PLIC or PMA heard
and as
from yet. but only tried one morning,
the other Java stations come in here very good,
i expect they will too, in time.
On Monday. November 11. I heard the "Stratosphere Balloon" talking to the China-Clipper
Ship. while the balloon was 33,000 feet over
Nebraska on its way down. after establishing
a new mark. and the China -Clipper Ship was
enroute to San Francisco. The frequency was
13.050. I held the stratosphere transmitter until
the
2 :12 P.M.. P.S.T., but they only talked to
China-Clipper about ten minutes.
a
musical
transmitting
Morocco.
C.N.R.. Rabat.
program of popular jazz on Sunday. November
17. between the times of 10 :15 to 10 :32 when
they signed off the air. Time is P.M., P.S.T.

"SHORT WAVES" is
the most important and comprehensive volume of short -waves
ever published. This book has
EVERYTHING on shata -waves
comliterally contains
plete education on shat -waves.

i.
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nde

Also
music on n test, in the early evenings. WKN.
GAU, Rugby, heard early mornings calling 5.080
then switching to inverted speech. WEA.N.R.C.
kc.. heard re-broadcasting a program over dedifrom Poland, in honor of the monument
cated there to Marshal Pilsudski, on November 18.
Heard here from Japan are: JVT very good,
also
JVU very good. JVH fair, JVN very good
I7.C, 5.83 meg. Kanjoshi, Manchukuo. and .1DZ,
almost
Darien. Manchukuo, 5.71 meg., all heard
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IS always the well.trained man who wins
over the horde of thousands of superfiand incompetent men.
You are reading this magazine because you are interested in
radio.
Sooner or later, the time will come when
you will wish to cash in on your knowledge.
Your
chance may c
night, and then the big and
out

tially trained

vital question o willll o be, -Hew well equipped am I to
nil the job?" You are i radio because you like it.
You also realize that, at n the present time, there are
many branches of the radio art which you do not know
as thoroughly as you should.
Knowledge, these days, can
be gotten cheaper than ever before.
It Isn't necessary

CUT PRICES
ON RADIO
BOOKS

for you to go to college to become
radio. Start today, to build a REAL proficient in
radio library
and become acquainted with
all branches of this
great and growing art.
In this page are listed the
world's best radio books. We have
ket for the really important books combed the marin radio; no that.
no matter what branch you
are interested in, you can
pick out
best books
are
printed. Start.
to buthe
ild
complete
to radio library.
You do not
have to get ell the books at once,
but make up your
mind to get one book a month; so
that, when your
chance comes, you will be fully equipped
to win out over
the others not so well equipped.

IMPORTANT-All prices have been drastically
reduced -many new books.
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The biggest and most complete
boos on short waves. Covers every
Imaginable phase, including S. W.
Superheterodyne., Television. Aircraft Radio, Ultra Short Waves,
Directional Antennae, etc.
The
authors are famous .hurt -ware
authorities. This is the beat book
s. Shed-Wares I. print today.
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reeked fourth edition, containing
444 pages. still remain Inc at the same price
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over 800 Illus.; 450 review
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revel In this book. which tells the
"hew Came" of short-wave operation,
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Written In textbook WI.,
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pages.
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patented?
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714. Washington. D. C.
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Nov. 23, LSX, Monte Crane,
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Va.
3432 Hanover Ave., Eichmond,
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School.
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ping.
on tube bases .30, tall forms
mot 1 /6I1.P. 119D.C, motor. cuus- nient service. Free prospectus.
50, six prong .75. Noel, 72$ Birch,
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pound
Scranton, l'a.
184th Street,
a 3West
3
Menlewinding
MISCELLANEOUS
York.
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

Listening in at Freeport, Pa. has
Nauen, Germany , 9.67 meg.

e,

SALE TRADE MIDWEST DELuxe Sixteen All -wave Receiver. Large
Perlman Station
Past Amplifier.
Press.
Finder Oscillator. Small BandSkyrider
Silver Hellierafter
Want
Glenn
sin liar bandspread receiver.
Watt, Chanute, Kas.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY-SHIPLAW
CAT.Ct'LATOROHM'S
89 Super Rkyriders
Lightning Slide Rule; solves all prob- pod Prepaid:
lems of Voltage. Current and Resist- $79.10. Meting Ills $93.00. PR-Ms1
Range:
Silver
SI),
etc.
$95.70.
$109.50. Super
Wire
Sizes.
l'ow'er.
ance.
All National. 11ammicro-1111W to 1000 amos.; 1 m tern-volt Sevens $49.50.

to 10_000 volts: 1 micro -ohms to 10 meg ohms; I micro-wan to 10 megawattls;
wire slue 0 to 36 B. & S. gauge. Introductory price $1.00 prepaid. The
TAKES
-HAMS,
$50
ATTENTION
watt Mal guar. SW -3. purer Dateprint Co.. Box 322, Ramsey N J.
supply's. monitor, key, all in a neat
CALLBOOKS, HANDBOOKS. ORL,
For details. send stamped
cabinet.
Write for
Card..
prices.
envelope. W9MQl -11. Button, Aber- SWL
8DED, Holland. Michigan.
deen. So. Dak.

DGU,

programs of DJA,
been relaying the5:05
p.m.
after
DJC
DJN and
from
When special programs are sent
put
of themeg.andard waves.
in use wi10.68onemeg.
and WQV, 16.80 meg.,
WEA,
to work Germany and
are generally usedbroadcasts.
Russia on special meg. and HAT -4 on 9.12
HAS-3 on 15.37
well.
meg. are being heard very
schedule.
2R0, Rome, Italy, has ata new
to 10:15
They are on 11.81 meg. a.m. 8:15
to 2:30 p.m.
a.m.; then from 11:45
p.m. till 5:30 p.m.
On 9.64 meg. from 2:30
except SunOn 9:64 meg. every evening
Bulletin."
days, at 6 p.m. with the "News
and
Wednesdays
Mondays,
meg.
On 9.64
"AmerFridays 6:15 to 7:30 p.m. with the
ican Hour."
has been on
CT1AA, Lisbon, Portugal,instead of 9.59
9.63 and 9.64 meg. of late
meg.
meg. can
RKI 15.04 meg. and RIM 15.25each other
be heard almost daily phoning
a.m.
at times until 9:45
on at 10 a.m.,
HVJ on 15.11 meg. comes
a. 10:30 a.m. as
again
Saturdays. then
they do daily.
DFB 17.52 meg.
YVR, 18.30 meg. phones
day.
every
almost
a.m.
10
at
daily, alPCJ on 15.22 meg. has teen on several
though they should be on only
times each week.Colombia, S.A., is now on
HJN, Bogota,
about 6.82 meg.
YV8RB, Barquisimeto, Venezuela, S.A.,
p.m.
is on 5.88 meg., 6 to 10
RDA on 6.19 meg. is being heard about
signa..
good
every night a
now
Radio Coloniale on 15.25 meg. is
coming in very well.
times
at
XEFT on 6.12 nieR. is heard
with poor modulation and signal

but
strength.

ETA
The Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. station
meg.
operates on 11.93, 7.62 andis 16.42
on 13.63 meg.
SpW, Warsaw, Poland,
at 11:30 a.m. daily.
ANGELO CENTANINO.
Box 516, Freeport, Pa.

marlund RCA. Collins receivers and
transmitters at lowest prices. Code
machines rented. Write. Henry Radio
Shop, Butler, 31o.
"RADIO Ili 'ILDER " -25e YEAR.
38 Crystal Sets; Shortwave; Ideas:
LaboraBlueprints. Sample Free.
tories, 151 -A Liberty. San Francisco.
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Radio Servicemen, Dealers, Experimenters
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Aside from a wealth of radio Information, diagrams,
rmulae. short -crave honk -ups and other practical radio
hints and data this interesting hook contains modern glass
Complete
nil metal -tube reeivers at unbeatable prices.
Public Address systems from 6 watts up to 40 watts -all
lsh quality. guaranteed systems at prices which will
maze you. Latest type all -metal and glass tube testers
and other lest equipment. Complete information on the
famous 5 -Tube Doerle DeLuxe A.C. Short -wave Reedier
This
ml many other interesting short-wave equipment.
atalug carries a large array of modern radio equipment of
of
radio
servicemen,
experimenters
to
all
classes
nterest
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STREET
HUDSON
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and tans.
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postage. Radio Treatise sent by return mail.
ITS ABSOLUTELY FREE.
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101A Hudson St.
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I

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
no.
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National. Ham marl and. Patterson. R.C.A..LARGEST
Skyrider. R.M.E.. Silver and others.for information.
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BY BERTRAM M. FREED

Consists of 700 pages (46 diagrams) of
service breakdowns
!woven solutions
of tie. Tells
ielt have stol the
how to locate and make repairs on over
five hundred different model receivers.
une free supplement. For sale by leading nail -order houses and radio part.
jobbers or direct front us. Price $1.00
SERVICEMEN'S PUB. CO.
New York City
I72A Washington St.
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the

TUBE
A.C. SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER

features

CONTINUOUS BANDSPREAD

/

on f!/Baads,/

1
*

USES DOUBLET OR

*

STANDARD ANTENNA.
LOW -LOSS PLUG -IN COILS.
RANGE 15 to 200 METERS.

*

MAGNAVOX DYNAMIC SPEAKER.

*

BEAUTIFUL CRACKLE CABINET
HEADPHONE RECEPTION IF DESIRED.

*

8

*

MICROMASTER BANDSPREAD

DIAL.

*
*

*

TESTIMONIALS

t=: J

READY TO OPERATE
F' \'1tYROUY'S

talking about
the new .5-Tribe /Merle heLuxe Short-Ware tter.'irer. If you are iu trest.l in
short -waves, avail yourself of this oplarhndly t,,
listen to this remarkable yet with no obligation to
buy It unless you are absolutely satisfied with Its
pr(r,rnunce. Use the Coulon below for fast service.

Dear Sirs:
,lust a line or so to give you an idea of
what my Merle A.C. 5 hauled In during
2 weeks listening tort. All of the G and D
stations were
Ived also T1 EP. w9S1',
PR.t1)O,
11.1 I.UIE.
w8XAL,
W2X E,
WHXK. lVRO. Y1'2RC. CJRX. COC.
11.14.41111.
IIi1 ARTS, L-Y5115f0, YI.3RC,

WI NAZ.

CI111, 1'1íF5.

SENSITIVE REGENERATIVE CIRCUIT
Two

\t'tItCT,
r

CTIAA, WIXAL, 1\'9XAA,
EAO,
WE9GW,
HC2RL,
Irl3. \It D. KEJ. 11.1I4. íl1.311. 11.11.414 1).
WWII. YI'IRC, HU. JYK. FYA. YI'4RC,
.\4.íl). RNE. PHIL, RE I.. WNC, YRA.

121tO,

come In
119

WON. XF.BT, W2XAF, LSL,
IRM, JYS, 11K31.R. All stations
with strong carriers with a BSA4-

honed stages, regenerative detector. three

stages with

pow',rfnl '41 pentode output and prnm tenet dynamic sprm ker -nil th,
/et hve
contribute In the great power anti One performance
of this Teeivre A spclal antenna- trhuming scheme
hermits perfect alignment of broth antenna and detector tuning circuits without affecting the setting
of the tuning dial.

plus.

fertly

FRANCES Kyll.TZ.
213 Linden St.. Allentown. Pa.
Gentlemen:

list of Short -{Save stations I
in a short time with no
ith a wry poor aerial for
short-wave
k.
EAU- -31 A DR I D.
SPAIN:
W1 N.\7.- -Springfield.
Mass.:
tt2NAF -Seheo.. trrI'. N.Y.: COII -Hava11re is

h se
me

"I

a

e ',e,I
rleAC1."
a

1

Continuous
range front

na. Cuba; COG- pavana. Cuba; YEllO1VIton many IIle. Ontario. ('attaila. CTIAALisbon. Portugal: VIli'.- --Itio De Janeiro.

-It

,

I

i

The use of plug-in rolls la

e

DO NOT DELAY

WRITE TODAY
2e in
bras,

r

efficient.

All part
mounted on a single, cadmium- plated chassis
and eons fined In
large, handsoniely.glniehed Mark crackle
cabinet. The dial and speaker grill are practically
diameter and are symet rival ly centered on the front the smite
panel of
the cabinet thereby presenting a
professional and dignified
zppearanee.
Provisions are made for using headphones If desired
switch to cut out the dynamic speaker. A tone controlwith
is
provided which not only tulles the tone but helps materially
to reduce Lark ground hiss,

FAMOUS FOR DX RECEPTION

Hundreds of testimonials In our tiles attest to the superlative
performance of this world- famous receiver. Several of these les-

liwonials are printed

on

this page. Set measures IT'4'x8'x83a'

high. Net weight 23 lbs., shipping weight :15 Ms. Designed for II0 -120 vlt, 50 -60 cycle. A.C. operation,
No. 5000 -Doerle S.Tube DeLuxe A.C. Short-Wave
Receiver romplel with 5 or atched tubes a nd 8 coils.
ils.
Cmpletely
o
wired a
tested INOT SOLD IN KIT
FORM).
$27.54
Your
onr pr im_
.. ..
Set of 2 broadcast coils 51.75 additional. Add 12.50
for 110 volt 25 cycle model or 220 volt 60 cycle model.

, Short-wale wiener
dollars

end

Pe,rr.

1

r..

l0lA
.....

HUDSON ST., NEW YORK

__cents. for your new Doerle 5 -tube
tier day tree trial lanais. If, at the

ad.use
,
a
of tine days after rreipl of radio. I am
a
not perfectly satisfied. I will
wsur you nor return stripping inslrurl ions.
of One radio. you]
ill rerund toe true f1111 purchase prie,. I agree receipt
to pay expnss charges
way', and) you the miler.
C.O.D. SHIPMENT. I rnr lase
dollars
runs deposit.
balance of
dnll:n.
cents C.O.D.
I

tereed

d.dr

tr

a

5-DAY FREE TRIAL
1.1.1

for

the most efficient

Lele
keltfnu
oé and ,esignedeapecielly(or
receiver, they are highly

RADIO TRADING CO.,

nnrt.r

still

y theynare fused nn thisroDocrle receiter.
veils
to cover the
from
meters
20, 90. 80 and 160
)bands. These coils
used
time.

EXQUISITE WORKMANSHIP
are

TODAY

try. England.
EAV- Madrid. Spain. and COD -Havana.
Cuba,
we in even night on the loud
speakerrrgarlless
C11
of weather runditlun..
This is the third and hest reeeher I bane
in the short ligne I have been insted In Short Witt es.
EM E1tn1.1) 11. 1/E1.I1R1'GG E,
Rose-Mary Dahlia Gardens.
Martins Ferry. Ohio.

Letters Plus Others May Be
Seen At Oste Office

CIRCUIT.

8- LOW-LOSS PLUG -IN COILS

on ribbed
edi

the Doer

COUPON

FREE

IIJI All It Barranquilla.
Col.,
S.A.; l'RADO
ioband,a Eio :olur. SA.:
WC-Berlin. Germany X El IT -31ex leo
City. Mesieo: YV31t310- Mararailm, Venezuela. S.A.: l'R.IO -\C inns peg. l'anata;
\\'2X1' -New York. N.V.: WANK-Pittsburgh. l'a.: HI!íl1- Panama City. Panama:
19'A -Paris, ¡'rance
GSC-GSL- Dav,n-

Origin!

t

SPREAD

bo ndspread on the entire
IG to tau meters Is ob-

Is

are
4 bands
are of

CONTINUOUS BAND-

y

1

Brasil:

That

'USES ANY TYPE AERIAL

Regardless of what Ow, eerie! you have, this ree,n'er makes provisions for using It. Either the
standard inverted-I, tyre or noise -fro-I. doublet typo
Only be utilized.
This nuano that this ass iier can
br tt,sl in A1.I. Ii ealines.

REGENERATIVE

hdmvl through the use of a very ingenhe:
dial having a ratio of 125 to 1 and
two
pointers.
Furthermore. ttvo knobs
provided, narking lass / Me (eat anti slimlIre
tuning. No longer are the foreign broad
east stations crowns! on two or three
-rah' divisions of the dial. They are
now spread out over n gnmlly port inn
or
I lie
dial thend,v greatly simplifying
ten hg.

'2714

NATION -WIDE

PRAISE THIS SET!

SENSITIVE

TONE CONTROL.

PRINT

Burn.,

Name
Address

urn

tes Free.,,.

Town

Slate

L
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The beat oscillator is constructed around an
identical I.F. transformer. It is abe straightforthoroughly
ward oscillator circuit. It should
diode. The
shielded, including the lead to thelead
is made
in
this
coupling condenser used
up of two pieces of push -bank wire twisted tois
achieved.
gether until the proper coupling
The frequency meter is an electron- coupled circuit of high stability and must be built in a very
sturdy and rugged manner. It must be totally
length
shielded, with the exception of a small to
obof wire, determined by experimentation
for
tain the proper signal strength. Calibration
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this
beating
by
is
obtained
meter
the
freagainst the incoming carrier of known
quency. After a few of these points on the dial
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equipped
graph paper. This frequency meter range
of
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with five plug -in coils, covering the
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The beat oscillator can be used for all tubes
I.F. stages. Let the beat oscillator and
I.F.
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tuning
trimmers for minimum reading simple way
of
most
the
indeed
meter. This is
the I.F.
aligning these transformers. After
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receiver
the
and
adjustment
in
stages are all
oscilbeen tuned to a signal. readjust the beat
lator for the most pleasing sound, ordinarily
about 1 ke. off the I.F. frequency.set should not
The high frequency end of the
cause any trouble whatsoever. Merely tune the
any signal, be it C.W. or otherwise,
use the
three band-setting condensers and then in
that
band. spread condenser for all tuning
particular band.
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a
R.F. gain is controlled manually by
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able resistor in the cathodes of the first
two I.F. tubes. Automatic volume control
619 is also taken care of by voltage furnished
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by the 2B7 tube to these tube stages. The
of the
third stage uses the pentode portion
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2B7 tube. This pentode section is biased
637
by a suitable resistor in the cathode leg.
by
6191
This resistor ordinarily must be found this
579
experimentation, due to the fact that The
stage can be very easily overloaded. as to
624
bias voltage should be so adjusted The
637
prevent such overloading to occur. have
620
I.F. frequency does not necessarily
same as the author used, but it is
66227
627 to be the to use an I.F. frequency that is
advisable
fairly high, thereby decreasing repeat
581
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points on the tuning dial. Remember that
if the I.F. frequency is different from the
one used in this receiver, the oscillator
turning coil must be altered accordingly.
fí35
The 2B7 supplies the necessary high
631
voltage for the A.V.C. action.
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National offers a thoroughly engineered part for nearly every radio purpose. The entire line cannot be compressed into our twenty -page catalogue, much less a single page. But look over the group above. Trans mitting condensers from the little 000 volt TMS in the foreground to the
I2,000 volt TMA at the rear. Low loss ceramic coil forms for every
amateur band. Low loss sockets for nearly every tube type, from acorns
to power pentodes. Flexible couplings from the little TX -I2, which will
work around a corner, to the big fellows for heavy condensers, high voltages, and low- losses. Strain insulators, spreaders, lead -ins for the antenna: stand -offs, chokes, dials for the rig. National has what it takes.
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Tubes and 6 wave bands are but
two of the 80 advanced features
that include every worthwhile advantage, that even the most critical
radio technician and enthusiast could
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features are: Station Finder Button,
enabling "hams" to secure CWSilencer Button, which silences the
set between stations -38 Tuned
Circuits give Maximum Selectivity
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Gang Condensors- Reinforced Capacitors
and Pre -aged Intermediate Frequency Transfurmersprevent drift, etc. T he balanceof the8o
features are described in detail on pages 12 to
21 inclusive, of the new FREE 40 -page catalog.
Before you buy any radio, write for the free
40 -page 1956 catalog, and learn about the
successful Midwest Laboratory - T o - You
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ONCE again,Midwest demonstrates its leadership
by offering theworld's mostpowerful super deluxe 6- tuning range radio. It is a master achievement
...today's most highly perfected, precisely built,
laboratory tested unit. It is a radio -musical instrument that will thrill you with its marvelous super
performance...gloriousnew acousti- tone...crystal-clear
'concert" realism...antl magni Gcent foreign reception.
Only Midwest Gives
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SPEAKER)

Tuning Ranges (41/2 to 2400 Meters)

Midwest is the only radio in the world that positively covers every possible and useful wave band
Accurately made, precisely assembled, rigidly tested, The Midwest "A" band chart,
at left.
this 18 -tube Super De Luxe radio assures the brilliant shows how the perfect receptionillustrated
of the Midwest
super performance that radio"hams" and enthusiasts equalizes the widely varying powers assigned to

demand.

The 18 tubes permit of advanced circuits making
it possible to use the tremendous reserve power, and to
exert the sustained maximum output of the powerful new
tubes. These sets are vibration tested, many times, until
"creeping screws" and other means of adjustment are locked
permanently in position. It is interesting to note that this
is the onllyhhome

radio from t e new 40-page catalog with as receiver that is
much certainty of satisfaction as if you were "aged." All shrinkage
to come yourself to our great laboratories. and driftare completely
eliminated by the use
of such features as
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reinforced capaci-

Guarantee, Foreign Reception
Guarantee and Money -"Back

tors, pre-aged inter-

mediate frequency
transformers, as well
as elaborate pre- ouinctests and pt...

those fortunate stations enjoying cleared channel and
semo-cleared channel broadcasting. These stations
come in clearly and with equal volume. The short
wavering lines indicate that many stations are operating on the same wave length. These stations are useful
only when one of them is located close to your set.
Charts, illustrating the stations that can be
secured on the five additional bands, are pictured
on pages 20 and 21 of the M i d w e s t catalog.
You save 30% to 50%... you get 30 days FREE trial.
..ass little as $5.00 down puts a Midwest radio in
your home. You are triply protected with a One -Year

f

Guarantee. Write' for FREE
1936 catalog. See for yourself that

"A" BAND

this super radio will out -pc fi,
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MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION,
Dept. 14H,CInclnnatl, Ohlo.
Without obligation on my part, send
reyour new FREE catalog, complete
details of your liberal 30-day FREE
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ing I8-tube Dial.This is NOT an order.
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